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1. Final Publishable Summary Report

1. Summary
The goal of the ESSnet-Project “DECENTRALISED ACCESS TO EU MICRODATA SETS”
was to investigate the legal, technical and administrative feasibility of setting up a network of
national Safe-Centres to ease access to the Community Statistics. This report will present the
framework, the objectives and the final results as well as the recommendations of the project.

2. Introduction
The demand for data is tending towards confidential microdata with lightly applied
anonymisation procedures. Of the different ways for researchers to obtain access to
confidential data, one possible solution is as a so-called “guest researcher” visiting a National
Statistical Institute’s (NSI) Research Data Centre (RDC) or Safe-Centre. This is a secure
environment in which microdata from official statistics can be accessed. Unfortunately, there
is currently only one option for researchers interested in accessing detailed European datasets:
they have to visit Eurostat’s Safe-Centre in Luxembourg. On the one hand it is certainly an
advantage that the access is possible, on the other hand, the need to travel is a barrier for some
researchers. Thus, to meet current demands, the infrastructure for European datasets has to
evolve to make it easier and more feasible for researchers to use the microdata at an European
level.

The proposed solution is to develop “DECENTRALISED ACCESS TO EU MICRODATA
SETS” in which a researcher from a certain Member State (MS) can use European datasets in
his own country. This would be achieved via a network of Safe-Centres. The advantage of
this network would be that every single MS could increase the supply of microdata available
via their RDC by providing access to EU microdata in addition to the national datasets.
Depending on the structure of the network management, this would also take burden away
from Eurostat. The concepts of the Safe-Centres which are realized in the MS’s until now for
using national datasets as well as the concept of the Safe-Centre of Eurostat could be
examples for the decentralised access to European microdata sets.
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The goal of the project “DECENTRALISED ACCESS TO EU MICRODATA SETS” is to
prove that access to European microdata via MS’s Safe-Centres is feasible, using the
European Community Household Panel microdata (ECHP) as an exemplar. The questions are
whether the implementation of a network of Safe-Centres in the MS’s is possible, and what
the procedural requirements would be to bring this about. Accordingly, this feasibility study
will cover the methodology, guidelines and requirements which are essential to implement
access to European microdata in Safe-Centres of the MS’s. Based on these results a
recommendation of the best practice solution for such an implementation will be presented for
the use by follow-up projects.

3. Objectives
The project procedure contains different tasks. In order to achieve the objectives of this
project, first it was necessary to present an overview of the current microdata access
procedures in the different MS’s, then to evaluate the actual situation with regard to SafeCentres in the MS’s. From a broad variety of models, a shortlist of viable possibilities for
creating a European network of Safe-Centres was developed. Then, a detailed assessment of
the pros and cons of the solutions on the shortlist was made with reference to the technical,
legal and cost aspects of each solution. Based on these results, a final solution for a practical
implementation was created. Also an accreditation system for European Safe-Centres was
developed. It was also necessary to discuss whether the implementation of decentralised
access to EU microdatasets is practicable and which national legal frameworks in the
European Statistical System (ESS) had to be taken into account. Further, to standardise and
guarantee the anonymity of the outputs, an evaluation of the assignability of general rules of
output checking to the ECHP data was also proven. All these led to the development of
guidelines and documentation for the research use of Safe-Centres. In the context of the
feasibility study a cost analysis for a future implementation was also included. In order to
inform non-participating NSI’s, the output from the project and national RDC’s contact
details will be made available at www.safe-centre.eu.
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4. Results
4.1 Possible network schemes
There are several NSI’s in the European Member States that offer access to national
microdata for researchers in RDC’s. Eurostat currently makes microdata available for six
European Community Statistics surveys1. Of these six, detailed microdata at the Safe-Centre
in Luxembourg are available for only two2, the others are released as highly anonymised
licensed data sets. With respect to this, by now there was no need to implement any
standardisation on dissemination, access and workflow procedures in general.

When considering potential schemes for implementing networked access to European
Community Statistics a number of possible solutions were examined. The aim was to reduce
the burden on Eurostat by finding a solution that considers the current legal constraints
(especially for submitting and granting access to the data), and that makes use of existing
access channels and data sources. The outcome includes the main workflow of an RDC, the
special needs and characteristics and so the issues that need to be addressed.

4.2 Moving to a pilot implementation
The potential solutions were assessed against a range of criteria that were designed to take
into account the simplicity of implementation. These criteria include: practical
implementation in terms of RDC administration; technical capability (existing IT
environment); legal constraints. After those solutions that were judged impractical or
inadequate in relation to these criteria had been dropped, intermediate results of three
possibilities were shortlisted. The likely costs and benefits of the three solutions were then
considered and a matrix, identifying setup and ongoing issues for Eurostat and NSI’s and
whether these were complex or simple was then produced. The final result of this work is a
hybrid solution where the most feasible parts of each solution on the shortlist are recognised.
The outcome is ONE final solution which is foreseen for a practical implementation in a pilot
study. The decision for the pilot study have been made on the three solutions that can be
characterised as follows:

1

European Community Household Panel, European Union Labour Force Survey, Community Innovation
Statistics, European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions, Structure of Earnings Survey, Adult
Education Survey (date: January 2010).
2
Community Innovation Survey, European Structure of Earnings Survey (date: January 2010)
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!

The fat centre has little appeal. It is a potential short-term solution as the legal and
administrative frameworks are in place, but this would require investment in IT
infrastructure by Eurostat – and probably some investment by NSIs as well. More
importantly, implementing the fat centre would require almost no changes to procedures.
As a result, decentralised access could occur, but the incentives to consider better
alternatives would be much lower than at present; hence, choosing this as the short-term
solution would likely lead it to be also the long-term one. True international data sharing
(including non-EU data) is unlikely to evolve in this environment. This approach has been
discarded because it’s less innovative and not future-proof.

!

The thin centre is more appealing. The main downside is concern over the legal aspects –
while there is the lawful authority for Eurostat to transfer data to NSIs in MSs, objections
might be raised by member states which prevent the solution. Similar concerns might be
raised over NSIs making decisions over applications, or clearance of outputs. The view
was that these ‘downsides’ are actually positive aspects. Identification of the key
behaviours that could be challenged is one of the main outputs of this report. The thin
centre model forces hard questions to be asked, and allows for the answers to be tested in
a real environment. It also has the advantage that it could be implemented relatively
quickly from existing infrastructures. It was agreed that this model is the best for a shortterm solution and therefore predestined for a pilot study .

!

The decentralised network has several appealing features, but it was felt to require more
experience and consideration to fully realise benefits – experience which could be gained
through a well-designed pilot. It was agreed this should be considered as a potential model
for a long-term solution.

4.2.1 Details on the pilot solution
Under the thin centre solution, RDCs would be responsible for handling applications, doing
clearances, and managing IT for users (even if the physical IT system is at Eurostat).
Eurostat’s involvement would be limited to ensuring that the data is in the RDC’s IT space,
wherever that is located. The optimal solution is a remote access system in Eurostat, where
RDC’s of MS can login and manage their own IT space. The advantage of this solution is that
the data will remain at Eurostat. There is no need to transfer any data from Eurostat to MS.
Because of this fact presumably much more MS will agree on researchers access to their data.
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A physically data transfer of community statistics to MS would lead to a decentralised data
management which is difficult do realise in practice. The possibility to share data by
electronic Data files Administration and Management Information System (eDAMIS) is seen
as the second best and likewise the worst scenario. This is only a stopgap solution to make
decentralised access basically possible and should not be seen as an investment for the future.
The situation of data access will be confusing and unclear if the data are managed
decentralised through such a system. If eDAMIS is already the second best choice for an
access in a decentralised system, there is no way around a remote access platform in Eurostat.
It might also have a role to play in applications: the ideal would be for the RDC to have full
delegated authority, but if MS’s approval is felt to be necessary than mechanisms need to be
designed to minimise the decision-making at Eurostat. A proposed path way (and some
backup options) follows:
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table 1 details for the pilot solution

System based
upon thin
centre
Set up

Preferred solution for pilot

!

!

!
Legal approval
of applications

!
!

!

Eurostat sets standards !
for safe centres, output
clearance, approval of
applications
NSIs take responsibility
for operating to this
basic level
NSIs operate with
delegated authority
Eurostat manages list of !
admissible institutions
NSI manages personal
elements of application,
using Eurostat info
!
(above)
NSI makes decision

Data
Transmission

[Assuming thin-client at
Eurostat]
! No physical data
transfers: data accessed
trough thin-client

Management of
IT systems

!

!

!
Clearances

!

!

NSIs without
RDCs

!

Alternative

Eurostat provides a
thin client service to
NSIs
NSI manages remotely
Eurostat IT system,
including user accounts
NSI operates to ‘safe
centre’ standards
specified in this project
NSI operates to
specified standards:
rejects or clears outputs
and sends result to
researchers
Periodic checks carried
out by other NSIs to
ensure compliance with
standards
Thin client service at
Eurostat

Eurostat sets guidelines but retains
authority

Preferred: NSI only makes
recommendation. NSI passes to
Eurostat for final sign-off; Eurostat
does not carry out further investigation
except in exceptional circumstances
Minimum: Eurostat approves
applications but without further
reference to MSs
[Assuming NO thin-client at Eurostat]
! NSI requests data for specific projects
! Eurostat sends complete data to NSI;
(e.g. via eDAMIS)
! NSI grants access to user from own
store
!

NSI manages own IT systems

!

NSI sends output to Eurostat with
recommendation for release
NSI rejects outputs on its own
authority

!

!

NSIs access data through internet
accessible services at other NSIs
(possibly chargeable)
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4.3 The pilot – technical implementation
All three of the solutions on the short list have advantages and disadvantages. For most
solutions there are practical barriers to overcome before they can be implemented. The
realisation that all progress goes in small steps, led to a search for a short-term solution that
will point the ESS in the right direction and can be implemented in the near future.
The essential feature of the short-term solution is that it builds on existing infrastructures as
far as possible, most of the administrative and supporting work currently carried out by
Eurostat decentralised to local RDCs. The features of this short-term solutions are described
below.

4.3.1 The application process
! The researcher applies for access at his local RDC. The local RDC then provides him
with the standardised templates for access requests.
! Based on the filled out access requests, the local RDC checks the admissibility of the
institute from Eurostat’s list. It also makes a recommendation on the project proposal.
In making this recommendation, the local RDC will follow rules and considerations
that Eurostat imposes.
! In an ideal system, the RDC will make the decision itself, based upon agreed standards.
However, under current legislation, MS need to be consulted for agreement to the
proposal.
! The local RDC then takes care of the signing of the contract by the researcher. If
necessary, it then sends the contracts to Eurostat to be signed by them.
! The local RDC explains the use of the facility to the researcher and instructs him on
disclosure control issues.
4.3.2 The IT system
! Eurostat builds an IT system for a remote access via thin-client; it is envisaged that
NSIs would be able to manage their own ‘areas’ of the central system, setup and
manage accounts for researchers. NSIs need to have in place methods to access the
central system.
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o In the absence of the above solution, the RDCs manage their own IT system.
Existing centralised European infrastructures/processes would be used
(CIRCA, eDAMIS, etc).
4.3.3 Data preparation
! Each country manages its own national area via remote access inside the European
central data storage (imagine 27 different folders each with national microdata sets).
Each MS gives -under its own decision- its own data to the researcher, by copying them
to the corresponding user data area.
o In the absence of the above solution, Eurostat transmits data to the RDC via
eDAMIS; the RDC then moves the data into the researcher’s local work area
4.3.4 Clearances
! The local RDC checks the output, making use of European guidelines, and makes
decisions on its own authority
! Researchers get the results emailed to them and a copy is kept at the RDC
! If Eurostat is not willing to give up its authority, then it needs to set up a system to
approve recommendations from RDCs. RDCs should be able to reject output by
themselves, without reference to Eurostat
! A system for peer review is set up and actively carried out to ensure trust among NSIs
in the way that output is being checked. Some proportion of outputs, is afterwards
double checked by another NSI or Eurostat.
4.3.5 Keeping the administration up to date
! A central simple administrative system is available. Local RDC personnel can remotely
log on to this system to add some basis information on the new contract (name of the
institute, research aim, name of researchers, datasets used, start date, finishing date etc).
This central administrative system could be placed on the central IT-system at Eurostat
or for instance on CIRCA or a secure website.
4.3.6 Supporting countries without RDCs
! Countries without RDCs should be encouraged to either set up low-cost local systems
or to investigate joint access with countries that can provide internet access to a safe
centre.
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table 2 implementation actions

No
A
B
C
D
E

F
G
H
I

J

Action
Ensuring compliance of local RDCs with basic
standards
Agreeing delegation of authority to and from Eurostat
and MS
Setting up an European centralised remote access via
thin-client
Making templates for access requests to EU microdata
Making a list of rules and considerations that need to be
taken into account when making a recommendation on
access
Making a list of all institutes that are admissible
available to NSI's
Describing the procedure for getting the contract signed
by Eurostat, if needed
Writing a user manual for the new remote facility to
access EU microdata
Setting up an easy, small scale administrative system to
log all research on EU microdata + providing access to
NSI’s to this system
Setting up a system of peer reviews of output checking

By whom
RDCs/Eurostat
Eurostat/MS
Eurostat
RDCs/Eurostat
RDCs/Eurostat

Eurostat
RDCs
RDCs
RDCs/Eurostat

RDCs

4.4 Long-term solution
At its simplest level, the short-term solution is designed to be up and running quickly with
minimal investment. The long-term solution is less specific on implementation and more
concerned with standards and process. The short-term model is seen as testing a concept
which would be necessary for any long-term model; for example, the willingness of MSs to
delegate authority to Eurostat and/or RDCs.
If Eurostat would choose to build a remote access system as part of the short-term pilot, then
this would be a useful indicator of how a long-term model might be implemented. However,
given the range of experience across Europe in building thin-client systems, this seems a
lower priority compared to resolving differences over process which could put the brake on
any implementation.
In the long-term model, other issues need to be considered. How can metadata be developed
usefully? How can research results be shared effectively? How do we ensure that RDCs learn
from each other? Is there a benefit in a pan-European research databank? Could some form of
secure ‘cloud’ or ‘grid’ computing replace single data cores? A decentralised system could
pose difficulties in some of these areas. This does not necessarily mean that these
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developments are impossible; but there is currently limited experience in this area. A pilot
using ECHP should also include reviewing some of the ways to improve knowledge sharing.

4.5 Requirements for a long-term solution
The long-term solution aims to provide a generalised access system within which access to
European data sets is one outcome, but not the only one. The long-term solution is defined by
a set of standards for the operations of RDCs which allow decisions about access to be taken
with reference to principles of security, not details of implementation. These security
standards would cover all four aspects of the extended security model (safe projects, people,
settings, outputs).
In the case of access to European microdata, an additional requirement is the need for an
equivalent framework detailing the legal position of Eurostat and the policy position of MSs.
Again, this is so that decisions about access can be taken at a dataset/researcher level without
needing to consider the implementation every time.
This long-term solution does require a number of developments, particularly in the confidence
of MSs to delegate authority. Accordingly, a number of items should be tested during the pilot
phase. These do not necessarily lead to a specific long-term solution, but are necessary steps
to deciding how a long-term solution might work in practice.

4.5.1 Decisions over the location of data
Authority to hold EU microdata at various places is not clear; even if EU microdata can be
stored locally at NSIs, there is at present no clear mechanism for deciding the practicalities.
This project proposes
!

The advantages of the right for NSIs to hold EU microdata supplied to them by Eurostat
need to be discussed and (where appropriate) established

!

Distribution of data to researchers should be as delegated as possible; that is, NSIs should
be holding data for distribution to researchers once an application for access is granted
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4.5.2 Delegated authority to approve applications
One of the key concerns about using European microdata is the need for MS approval of all
project applications. If a project application needs 27 reviews, then any general system for
giving data access will be hard to manage.
The aim of this project is to make access to EU microdata easier. This, in our opinion, would
be possible only by reducing the number of assessments required. This project therefore
proposes that
! Irrespective of the particular solution chosen, access systems should have a much
lighter approval regime with delegated authority
! The pilot should therefore develop and test models of delegated access: is the
legal/procedural framework appropriate? Will it stand up to generalised access to
datasets? How will standards for approval be set?

4.5.3 Approval of clearances
As for applications, approval of clearances requires delegated authority to prevent clearance
becoming impossibly complex and slow. This project proposes
! Both, long and short-term solutions require that clearances are carried out locally to an
agreed standard
! The pilot should test processes for auditing, decision-making on the rejection of output,
and the ‘comfort level’ of expanded the clearance model beyond ECHP to more
controversial datasets

4.5.4 IT systems
If Eurostat chooses to set up a remote access system, then the pilot can usefully focus on both
technical and procedural aspects:
! How does the IT perform? How expandable/flexible/reliable is it?
! How are user accounts etc efficiently managed – locally or at a distance? Does it make
much difference?
! Do all users have to agree on how they manage ‘their’ user area? Can there be
variations in software?
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4.5.5 Test datasets
It has been suggested that ECHP will be used as the test dataset during the pilot phase. The
advantage of ECHP is that it can be physically transferred to the MSs, even if formal
agreement on its use/access is needed anyway (Reg. EC 233/09). However, the disadvantage
of ECHP is that it does not challenge the distribution of data or project approval in the general
case. A second disadvantage of ECHP is that usage is limited: it is unlikely to give a fair
assessment of utility to researchers of decentralised access.
We therefore propose

!

That the pilot include access to a dataset with a strong research interest and a difficult case
to consider (at least under current arrangements), such as the European Labour Force
Survey

4.5.6 Co-ordination with other bodies
An ESS Task Force has just begun a two-year project to study the ramifications of changes of
the legislation. Much of the work of this Task Force overlaps with the functional issues this
project recommends be tackled. The pilot could be a useful specific example within which the
Task Force can develop and test some of its proposals. The group therefore proposes any pilot
liaise closely with this ESS Task Force.

4.6 Accreditation System for a Safe-Centre
The intention to widen access also includes the question of standardising security aspects.
Besides the need to guarantee anonymity of the results, the legal framework includes special
restrictions and conditions that have to be considered when providing access. As the study
initially concentrates on implementing a network to access to the ECHP, it seems reasonable
to prove whether the guidelines of Eurostat and the project partners are transferable for
standardised criteria to build up an accreditation system. We agree that there is a minimum
legal bottom line, therefore the specifications on allowances and restrictions have to be
defined.
The following accreditation system includes a definition of a safe centre and the rules which
have to be meet to fulfil the criteria to provide access to European Microdata Sets.
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A Safe-Centre is defined as a secure room in a MS/Eurostat, especially designed for
researchers. It is a place where researchers can access detailed confidential data under
contractual agreements which cover confidentiality. The Safe-Centre itself would consist of a
secure working and data storage environment in which the security of the data for research
can be ensured. Both the legal and the IT aspects of security are considered here. To ensure
the security of the data, the safe centre has to guarantee that:
It is not possible for the researcher to
!

print documents

!

copy data to removable media

!

copy data to the local hard disk

!

connect recording devices to the external interfaces

!

connect a laptop to the network

!

use e-mail or to connect to the internet. Exception:
! communication with outside via e-mail or internet (internet research) is
permitted only via accounted desktops specially provided for this purpose
(communication desktop) which ensure that (1) access to both confidential data
and the internet at the same time is not possible (2) data cannot be transferred
electronically between the access point and the communication desktop.

!

install or remove hardware or software (the access point’s configuration is locked)

!

boot the access point from floppy, CD-Rom, DVD-Rom or any other media

!

access to the internal production network of the MS/Eurostat

!

Supervision at any time should be possible, but need not be continuous; telephones
may be used to provide supervision.

For the implementation of the short-term solution (“pilot”) there are already guidelines of the
security requirements for a Safe-Centre developed during the project which can be a model
for the minimum bottom line for the specifications of a Safe-Centre.
Within the “strategic aim”, a safe way to access data outside the environment of a RDC
should be taken into account. There are serveral MS’s using specific programmes3 to set up a
safe connection between the desktop (in our case it is the PC in the Safe-Centre of the local
RDC) of the researcher and a protected server of the MS (e.g. Netherlands, Italy, Denmark).
The key issue is that the microdata set remains in the controlled environment of Eurostat,
3

Client server computing, e.g. remote desktop applications or remote processing systems
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while the researcher can do the analysis in the RDC. The remote connection will enable the
researcher to run statistical packages/programmes on the server located at Eurostat. The
researcher will only see the session on his screen, which allows him to see the results on his
analysis and also the microdata itself. For this reason the researchers are in the enclosed
environment of the Safe-Centre. Only the screen-pictures will be sent to the PC of the
researcher, but no data is transmitted. Even copying the data from the screen to the hard disk
is not possible. The MS/Eurostat has to check the output for disclosure risks and after granting
the anonymity the results will be submitted.

4.7 Output Checking of ECHP
4.7.1 The assignability of the guidelines to the ECHP
A determining necessity for providing access to microdata on a European scale is consistency
in the way each MS checks output against disclosure of data on an individual level. A
common set of guidelines is therefore needed.
The development of this set of guidelines is being dealt within the “guideline group on output
checking” that is part of the ESSnet on Statistical Disclosure Control. The result of this
guidelines project will be a set of guidelines that can be applied to all kinds of microdata
(business, households, individuals).

First of all, it needs to be said that these guidelines have been developed in such a way that
they should be applicable to all kinds of datasets. They contain no rules or guidelines that are
specific for certain datafiles or variables.
But it will be interesting to know whether output based on the ECHP will fit into the
framework set up by the guidelines (mainly the classification of outputs).
To do this, the publications that have been made using the ECHP datafile have been analysed.
The EPUnet website4 provided a valuable source for this. 57 scientific publications were
regarded, all of which are based upon data from the ECHP.
Before discussing the output used in these publications, first a short description of the
involved institutes, the most popular terms of reference and the most commonly used
variables will be given.

4

http://epunet.essex.ac.uk/bibliographic_references_searchresults.php?view=all
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4.7.2 Institutes, terms of reference and variables
The scientific users of the ECHP are mainly from the university sector: about two thirds of all
researchers applied for the data via a university, the rest gained access via other scientific
institutes.
Grouping the topics of the different researchers in sectors, one can see that there are clear
favourites which are examined under various angles: the most popular subjects are income
rsp., job market and poverty, here above all child poverty. In addition, the subjects
education/training, gender gap, family/family foundation and health were often examined.
There was also research that dealt explicitly with methodological problems.
The used variables were similar in the different terms of reference. Almost always, the
variables income, sex, age and country were used. Very often, there were also the variables
job status, children, composition of the household and educational level. Remarkable is the
number of the variables used for the analysis: while in some cases, there were only two
variables (income and country), their number could grow very large in others.

4.7.3 Type of output
The type of output used most frequently in the regarded publications was the tabular analysis
with frequency tables, followed by the usage of cross-tabulations. Thereby, the crosstabulations were often created so that the country would work as the independent variable.
Tabular analysis was used in most works, whereby the frequency tables were partly included
in the written text of the publication and could thus not always be found themselves.
The second most used type of output – after the two types of tables – consists of different,
rather simple statistical calculations. The most common of them was the calculation of
regressions and estimators, but pretty often there were also means and measures of dispersion.
Less often used were graphics. In this group, the most commonly used ones were frequency
polygons, bar charts and scatter diagrams. Histograms or other area diagrams were
represented more seldom.
Weakly represented were also more complicated statistical calculations, like for example the
application of the bootstrap-method or the calculation of different weighting factors.
To somewhat quantify the above analysis, all types of output that could be clearly
distinguished in the 57 publications were counted. In total more than 200 different types of
output were mentioned (248). In the tables below, these 248 mentioned outputs are examined
more closely. These tables should be used with some caution. What they count is the number
of times a certain type of output is mentioned in the examined publication. It does not exactly
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show what kind of output is most popular. For instance, if a publication would include 10
frequency tables and 1 regression, the publication as a whole would score one count on both
“frequency tables” and “regressions”. However, the tables do confirm the first qualitative
glance at the publications that were described at the beginning of this section.
In a few cases, the description of the output was inadequate to understand exactly what the
output had been. But for 219 cases it was clear enough to classify the output.
In the table below these 219 cases are split into the output classes developed in the guidelines
project.
table 3 output classes

The number of
times a publication
used output of this
class

Class
linear and non-linear regression
coefficient

Graphs
frequency tables
means/indices/ratios/indicators
magnitude tables
correlation coefficients
higher moments of distributions
summary and test statistics
concentration ratios
max/min/percentiles
Total

Remarks

A lot of probit/logit
52 models
Mostly frequency
polygons, scatter
48 plots, bar charts
39
32 Mostly means
27 Mostly cross tabs
9
5
5
1
1
219

For the remaining 29 cases the description is inadequate to assign them to a class of output.
table 4 number of times output mentioned

Rough
grouping

output mentioned

Number of
times it was
mentioned

descriptive
statistics
coefficients

Descriptive statistics

3

Coefficient; coefficient for the FLANG variable (Dummy)
and its standard error; coefficients for each of the second
languages used; coefficients on the language variables

6

estimators

estimators; pseudo Cosslett estimator method; estimator
(Heckman); estimation of conditional mean functions
(conditional median; other conditional quantile functions);
estimator (classical)

12
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Rough
grouping
models

Other

output mentioned

Number of
times it was
mentioned

closed pooled models; discrete ordered prohibit model; Joint
time-discrete event history models on probability of poverty
exit; log-model; Markov Modell
Oaxaca/Blinder decomposition; propensity score weighting
method; bootstrap

Total

5

3
29

4.7.4 Concluding remarks
As can be seen in the previous section, all output on ECHP that was clearly described in the
publications can be assigned to one of the output classes of the guidelines project. This is a
reassuring conclusion. Because the actual rules for these classes are not specific for certain
statistics or variables, they will by definition apply to the ECHP. So since all output can be
assigned to one of the classes, all examined output that was created using the ECHP can be
checked with the general guidelines. The large volume of examined output makes it safe to
extent this conclusion to future output based on ECHP data.

4.8 Costs
Based on the experiences of already existing RDC’s it should be possible to calculate the
costs of the hardware that allows the access to microdata either on a national server or via
remote access. But the implementation of new ways of accessing community data surely leads
to an increasing demand that causes an additional staff as well. Also for NSI’s that are aiming
to implement a RDC, an estimation of the occurring costs should be useful.
Thus, a cost template has been developed, which includes the following different categories:

1. staff planning (rates each qualification/grade)
2. breakdown on strategy and operational costs
3. breakdown on fixed and variable costs
4. number of projects
5. IT costs
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On this basis, a cost model that gives information on the staff unit costs, the scale of
operations, the operating costs per project and finally the share of costs split by categories can
be estimated.
Also with regard to further implementation projects it is necessary to discuss on how the
financial burden will be covered. This decision is still open if Eurostat is willing to support
the costs or if the NSI’s are required to self-finance the service. If last-mentioned occurs, a
(partial) assumption of costs could be covered by the users.

4.9 Metadata
Although many Meta data formats are currently in existence and it is not expected that only
one single, homogenous overall Meta data system will be in use in the future, the following
summary concentrates on one out of more thinkable suitable formats.

Two variants appear to have taken on the role of industry standards in the last few years,
where they appear to play out their respective strengths in different areas of application.
SDMX is a well-established Meta data standard which is particularly amenable to the
annotation of low-volume time series data, while DDI is an open-source Meta data format
which has first and foremost gained popularity among social researchers who are more
concerned with the analysis of often voluminous panel-type Micro data.

Since Micro data are produced in large quantities within NSIs such as the ONS, Destatis or
Eurostat, DDI is a suitable Meta data candidate to annotate such raw micro data for purposes
of preservation, dissemination and easy discoverability. Many modern features incorporated
into recent standards such as DDI 3.1, emphasizing the micro data life cycle view, and
abstract, flexible and highly granular meta model-based XML implementations, are powerful
enablers in the much-needed Meta data revolution. Set against this are organisational realities
which partially act as inhibitors to the implementation of such advanced features which are
rendered difficult if not outright impossible to put into practice especially when viewed in the
context of an all-participatory and all-collaborative process involving all participants to the
micro data production chain. Such organisational problems are further accentuated by the
well-known confidentiality issues surrounding micro data and their safe and secure
accessibility by interested parties.
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All told, given the mentioned enablers and inhibitors associated with typical micro data
infrastructures present at NSIs, it is necessary to put forth the view that high-quality Meta data
– exploiting the latest cutting-edge and poised for taking advantage of future features - can
only be produced in centralized fashion by dedicated centres of micro data expertise which
have already been established in a number of NSIs across a large number of countries. The
centralized view of Meta data production emphasizes first and foremost the generation of
high-quality Meta data and not the exchange which can and arguably should occur in decentralized and collaborative fashion. Since modern Meta data standards are increasingly
granular in nature and also aim to push the envelope in describing complex inter-linkages
between various micro data sets, flexible Meta data production systems will have to be
designed to reflect that same or an increased extent of granularity and interrelatedness as is
present in the Meta data standards for which such systems are built. Since expanded levels of
granularity and annotation of interrelatedness increasingly mimic the well-known structure of
relational database systems, such systems should form an integral part of any feasible Meta
data production system. The structure of DDI 3.1 and the possibilities it offers in the
generation of complex human- and non-human-readable Meta data calls for a Meta data
production architecture which requires all critical elements to the process to be concentrated
in one physical location. Environmental realities and the aspiration for the generation of highquality Meta data make the production of Meta data in centralized fashion, secure manner and
by expert groups residing within the boundaries of NSIs an inescapable design requirement.

5. Recommendations
The recommendation for the setup of a decentralised system to European Microdata Sets is
actually only one solution. The ideal model is a remote access system in Eurostat which
researchers in MS can access through approved Safe-Centers in the NSIs. In the results under
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 two solutions are described, the only difference is the dimension of time. The
first one, the pilot solution, is a starting point to build a system for decentralised access. The
second one, the strategic aim, is more or less the other side of the coin. We do not have
competitive systems. One system can be the consequence or the development of the other one.
To reach a decentralised system like the strategic aim (described under point 4.4) experience,
cooperation and trust between the MS among themselves and Eurostat is needed. This will
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take some time. For this reason the recommendation of the project team is to start with the
pilot solution and to develop from there in direction of the strategic aim.

6. Outlook
The final results of this feasibility study have been accomplished. The project-team was able
to give a clear recommendation on a network solution which can be implemented very
quickly.
The current legal framework makes it already possible to transfer community statistics into
MS, where they can be used for scientific analysis. For this, the explicit approval of the
originating national authority is necessary. Whether or not the MS agree on such a request can
only be shown by a practical implementation of this feasibility study in a follow up project.
From the project team’s point of view, the technical, legal and administrative requirements
are in place to start with the recommended pilot study.
That doesn’t mean that the first decentralised access reached by the pilot will be comfortable
and that the European Microdata Sets are promptly to use for everybody. But the basically
decentralised access in the researchers own MS is possible. To allow decentralised access is
part of the pilot study and to improve the access is part of the strategic aim.
The question whether additional ways of access to the community data in national NSI’s are
possible could be answered herewith. The debate solutions for remote access gets more and
more important and needs to be considered in future developments. For a quick, safe and easy
manageable access to EU microdata a modern way like remote access is indispensable for the
scientific use. For this remote access system should be striven for as soon as possible to have
a future-proof tool for the European empirical science.
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2. Achievement of Project objectives
The informational infrastructure in the national Member States (MS) as well as the
infrastructure in Eurostat referring data and statistics has been improved over the recent years.
Now it is possible for researchers to access national datasets in several MS’s and also
European datasets in Eurostat. The request for microdata develops more and more in the
direction of original microdata without any applied data perturbating anonymisation
procedures. There are different ways for researchers to get access to original or only slightly
anonymised data. One feasible solution is the concept of so called “guest researchers”, who
are visiting the Research Data Centre (RDC) of the National Statistical Institute (NSI) to get
access to microdata in a Safe-Centre, which is a confidential environment for datasets of
official statistics.
To access original European datasets there is unfortunately only one possibility for interested
researchers. They have to visit the Safe-Centre of Eurostat in Luxembourg. On the one hand it
is certainly an advantage that the access is basically possible, on the other hand due to the
local constraint it is also a barrier for some researchers. Thus, the data infrastructure for
European datasets has to be also evolved to make it easier and more feasible to use the
microdata on an European level.

The idea is to develop a “DECENTRALISED ACCESS TO EU MICRODATA SETS” within
which a researcher from a certain MS can use European datasets in his own MS. The
advantage of the network of Safe-Centres would be that every single MS can widen the
supply of microdata in the RDC, because in addition to the national dataset the researcher can
use EU microdata then. The concepts of the Safe-Centres which are realised in the MS’s until
now for using national datasets as well as the concept of the Safe-Centre of Eurostat could be
examples for the decentralised access to European Microdata Sets.

The goal of the project “DECENTRALISED ACCESS TO EU MICRODATA SETS” is to
prove the feasibility of an access to European microdata in Safe-Centres (on site) of the MS
exemplarily for the ECHP data. The question is whether the implementation of a network of
Safe-Centres in the MS is possible and what kind of requirements are necessary for the
procedure. According to this, this study of feasibility includes the methodology, guidelines
and requirements which are essential to implement an access to European microdata in SafeCentres of the MS’s. Based on these results the best practice solution for such an
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implementation could be focused in follow-up projects. The project procedure is described in
different tasks. Each task will be arranged and elaborated by a designated MS, respectively a
MS team. The schedule of the project is shown below:

Feb
09
IT
NL
DE
HU
UK
DE-NRW

Results
Task I
Task II
Task III
Task IV

Mar
09

Apr
09

**

Mai
09

Jun
09

**

Jul
09

Aug
09

Sep
09

website

Oct
09

**

Nov
09

Dec
09

Jan
10

at UNECE

Interm. Res.
Task V
Task VI
Task VII
Task VIII

Intemediate Report
Final Report
** Meetings
table 5 schedule of the project

The result of task I has been delivered after the second month: A matrix defined by possible
candidate network schemes (i.e. types connection between nodes) and the list of all technical,
legal, organisational and financial issues to score each possible architecture. From this matrix
a shortlist on the most favoured solutions has been identified to focus on in task II. The final
result (deliverable) of task II is the recommendation of possible ways to set up a decentralised
access exemplarily to the ECHP. The decision has been made on the basis of a fully filled out
matrix in which all solutions on the shortlist have been described and judged on specific
defined aspects (criteria). Here it turned out that a combination of the different solutions to
only one practicable solution is the best way. Task III first focussed on a definition and
approval (Partners) of a “minimum standard” for a safe environment for microdata-access
which finally could lead to a certification system. It now should be possible to assign a quality
trademark for Safe-Centres that accomplishes certain criteria and to evaluate whether or not
they are able to host EU Microdata Sets. In the context of disclosure control the necessity of
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output checking is also given. Thus within task IV, the applicability of a set of a standardised
set of guidelines on output checking5 has been proved and judged in terms of significance.
In the framework of organisational and financial matters that occur when setting up or even
updating a Safe-Centre, a cost estimation has been developed (task V). This template offers
the possibility to calculate the financial burden on staff and equipment. When providing
access in a decentralised way, information about the data and also administrative processes
need to be adapted. By doing so, standardised request forms have been developed (task IV)
and meta-information about the ECHP has been collected. Considering the dissemination and
information on the project (task VII), the website www.safe-centre.eu has been launched in
summer 2009. At the joint UNECE/Eurostat work session on statistical data confidentiality in
Bilbao (December 2009), the international participants were informed about the recent status
of the project. The main result of the project is the recommendation of only one solution. It is
necessary to start with a practicable solution (“pilot”) and from there it’s possible to end up
with a complete decentralised solution where no central node is needed anymore (“strategic
aim”). After this feasibility study, it is planned to implement the “pilot” in a follow-up project
where the decentralised access to EU Microdata Sets can be build up.
Task I: Shortlist of the possibilities of the structure and architecture of a European
network
Contents:
U

U

In the first period of the project an evaluation of the current situation regarding Safe-Centre in
Europe is necessary. How many Member States offer access to microdata via a Safe-Centre?
Which MS’s are planning to build up a Safe-Centre in the next years? By answering those
questions, it is essential to get to know more about the different structures and managements
of Safe-Centres in the several MS’s.
Imaginable is to use the results of the brief questionnaire created by another ESSnet project,
namely “the ESSnet on Statistical Disclosure Control”, to evaluate the state of the art in
Europe as far as RDC’s are concerned. The analysis of the questionnaire will give the picture
of the situation of the RDC’s in Europe, the future nodes of a network. Starting from this the
work will go on in identifying different possible forms of a European network.
The aim of this task is to investigate the different schemes of interactions between the nodes
(the national RDC’s) and therefore providing ideas of possible architectures. Besides, the aim

5

Developed in the context of the “guideline group on output checking”, that is part of the ESSnet on Statistical
Disclosure Control.
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of the task is to produce a complete list of issues of organisational, legal and procedural
nature to be solved in order to network RDC’s in different Member States. From a first
analysis of such issues for each type of identified architecture a shortlist of candidate
architectures will be provided to be further studied in the subsequent task II.
U

Expected results:
The different possibilities of the decentralised access to EU Microdata Sets have been
elaborated until the end of the second month after the project has started. A shortlist of
possible candidate architectures to provide access to European datasets and trans-national
access to national datasets has been delivered. This deals with different forms of the network
which shall be used for sharing EU microdata.

Is it more feasible to have a centralized network structure where every single MS can contact
Eurostat to access data or is a decentralized structure where every MS can get access to every
other MS more advantageous? A combination of remote access and Safe-Centre is also
imaginable. This allows to store the data on a server at Eurostat, while every country gets
remote access to the data comparable with the system in the Netherlands.
Task I also defines a list of aspects on which all such candidate solutions shall be scored and
ranked in task II. The main object of task I is to isolate a sample of the best practice solutions.
The final shortlist, containing the most feasible types of decentralised access, whose details
will be worked out in the following tasks, have been elected in the second month during the
first project meeting.

Deliverables:
U

1) A matrix defined by possible candidate architectures (i.e. types connection between nodes)
and the list of all technical, legal, organisational and financial issues to score each possible
architecture. From this matrix a shortlist on the most favoured solutions has been identified to
focus on in task II.

Task II: Elaboration of pros and cons of the solutions on the shortlist
Contents:
U

U

In the context of task II an investigation of the different solutions on the shortlist in detail and
the actual scoring of these possible solutions on the defined aspects has been made.
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The pros and cons of the different approaches were investigated in respect to the technical
implementation and also with regard to its conversion as well as the legal and financial
aspects. The results of this task are supposed to be the basis for an informed decision on the
best way to implement local access to European datasets. Depending on the actual outcome, it
will even permit decision-makers to describe a phased approach.
For instance one solution, although improvable, might be very suited for immediate
implementation while other, possibly more innovative solutions take more time and resources
to implement and can be seen as a future goal. The possibility of a long-term vision has been
considered while also making actual progress in the short-term.
One of the most central issues of the project refers to the idea of implementing a structure and
architecture of the network. There are several ways that might be considered. Depending on
the network architecture there are technical problems and legal issues to be solved. Every type
of network has advantages and disadvantages in aspects of technical, managerial and legal
requirements.

Expected results:
This task is going to describe the impact and the consequences of the different architectures
on technology, management, procedures and legality. Intermediate results were delivered at
the end of the fifth month, discussed and developed within the second half of the project
duration.

Deliverables:
2) A fully filled out matrix in which all solutions on the shortlist shall be described and
judged on all the defined aspects.
3) A recommendation on the best approach to actually implement the network.

Task III: Guideline for Safe-Centres
Contents:
U

Independent from the different ways of network architecture the Safe-Centre itself has to fulfil
certain criteria regarding security and confidentiality aspects. For the sharing of the data it is
necessary that the security requirements of the Safe-Centres will be accepted by the single
MS. For this reason a certification system in terms of a guideline shall be developed, where a
Safe-Centre has to perform certain criteria to count as safe to provide EU microdata. On the
one hand this offers for present Safe-Centres the possibility to upgrade to a certified Safe27

Centre to host European datasets. On the other hand this is also helpful for countries which
have not implemented a Safe-Centre yet. They can build it in a way that it’s possible to
guarantee access to their own national and even to European datasets.

Expected results:
First, this guideline has to respect the different legal situations in the MS’s. Then a “legal
bottom line” has been aimed in such a way as to enable the most MS’s to set up such a SafeCentre or upgrade their already existing Safe-Centre in future.
Intermediate results were delivered by the end of the fifth month and the final results were
expected in the end of the ninth month after project starting.

Deliverables:
4) A certification system to appraise national Safe-Centres to evaluate whether or not they are
able to host EU Microdata Sets.

Task IV: Evaluation of assignability of general rules of output checking to the ECHP
data
Contents:
A determining necessity for providing access to microdata on a European scale is consistency
in the way each Member State checks output against disclosure of data on an individual level.
A common set of guidelines is therefore needed.
The development of this set of guidelines is currently being dealt within another ESSnet
project, namely the “Guidelines project on output checking”, that is part of the ESSnet project
on Statistical Disclosure Control. The result of this guidelines project will be a set of
guidelines that can be applied to all kinds of Microdata Sets (business, households,
individuals). In the context of the present proposal, task IV aims to evaluate the transferability
of the anonymisation procedures to the ECHP data exemplarily. Due to the fact that this
dataset holds a persistent demand and involves a plurality of states, it seems sufficient and
adequate for a comparable achievement.
This guidelines project started in the beginning of 2008 and will be completed at the end of
2009. Since the time-frame of this project coincides with the project on “Decentralised access
to EU Microdata Sets”, it would be inefficient to tackle the same problem again
independently in this project on decentralised access. Especially since all countries involved
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in the guidelines group are also participating in this project on decentralised access, i.e.
Germany, Italy, UK and The Netherlands (and for the most part even with the same people).

Expected results:
Therefore task IV merely consists of taking stock of the results of the guidelines group and
verifying their applicability in the scenarios described in task II. The results in these tasks
have been delivered in the eleventh month of the project.

Deliverables:
5) A report, stating the applicability of the general guidelines developed in the separate
project on guidelines on output checking based on the ECHP data. If applicable, the report
will also contain the necessary adaptations of the general guidelines to make them applicable
to the scenarios described in task II.

Task V: Documentation for researchers to use EU microdata through a Safe-Centre
Contents:
In addition to the scenario of architecture, technology, management, procedures and legality,
as a result of the earlier tasks, task V will provide a scheme of documentation set and a
system of metadata to be provided for the researcher and guidelines for the availability and
practical use of this documentation.
First of all, researchers need general information about how to access EU-Microdata Sets.
Second, a detailed description of the Microdata Sets, and a correctly structured test data file is
necessary. The description shall contain for example the following information:
•

The circumstance of the survey

•

Guidelines for the use of the data files

•

List of variables (in the order of the questionnaire and also in alphabetical order)

•

The calculation of derived variables

•

Description of sampling and weighting

•

The related questionnaires and guidelines for the questionnaires and the related

publications should be available
Microdata access shall operate in accordance with a standardised procedure. A clear
description and eventual help should be provided for the users. The first step is to work out a
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standardised questionnaire for access requests. It should cover the description of research
purposes, data needs, information about researcher and research institution.
A standardised form of contract is needed, too. Signing of the contract and granting access
has to be in accordance with the legal regulation. The standard of SDMX will be considered
for providing metadata. And if possible the metadata will be compatible with the SDMX
metadata standard.

Expected results:
All the documentation and the archives should be available. The guidelines will contain the
accessibility of these documents. The results of task V have been delivered in the end of the
ninth month

Deliverables:
6) A documentation and metadata for the researcher.
7) Also a standardised form to access EU microdata.

Task VI: Feasibility and cost analysis
Contents:
One part of the project is to explore the feasibility to offer a viable, cost-effective and
H

H

(regarding to the state-comparability) standardised access to European microdata in SafeCentres of the MS’s. Since there are many different legal and technical restrictions to
consider, one central aim is to pose a best practice proposal for a comparable way of dataaccess. On the bases of the outcomes of this feasibility study it should be possible to devise
central requirements for a future implementation of the achieved results. The ways and
possibilities to implement the best practice solutions are then to be evaluated in follow-up
projects. The feasibility and cost analysis refers to the possible solutions developed on the
shortlist in task I.

For this task it was needed to have an overview of the salaries of the different MS’s.
Depending on this and the costs of technical infrastructure in a certain MS the costs of
running a certified Safe-Centre to host European datasets could be estimated per year. It
should be taken into account that salaries and IT costs can vary from year to year. The costs
H

H
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thereby incurred have been calculated and a financial disposition of the certified Safe-Centre
H

H

H

H

was to be defined.

Expected results:
The cost analysis has been done in the eleventh month of the project. The final report contains
the feasibility study and a finally suggestion which possibility for a future implementation of
a decentralised access to EU Microdata Sets is the best practise one.

Deliverables:
8) Cost analysis for each solution on the shortlist for the future implementation of the
different possibilities.

Task VII: Information and involvement of non-participating NSI’s
Contents:
The project shall also inform other non-participating countries about the content of the project
and the results received so far. For this reason a website has been developed where
information about the project and documents can be provided. This website is also helpful for
the participants of the project to provide and share documents and information in a special
login area. The website contains a communication tool like a feedback form or a contact email-address, where other non-participating countries are invited to give feedback on the
project and where comments are expected for example on a special legal situation in their
country. An invitation e-mail with the link of this website will be sent to the responsible
institutions in all Member States of the EU to inform about the project and they are welcome
to make remarks and give input.
In addition to the communication tool, a presentation about the project on decentralised access
to EU Microdata Sets has been held within the UNECE conference “work session on
statistical data confidentiality”. It is also planned to receive feedback from countries which
are interested in this area and which are trying to establish their own Safe-Centre.

Expected results:
This task is to inform and involve non-participating NSI’s, data-users or other interested
statistical institutions as well as Eurostat about the current project. It might be possible to ask
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questions and/or to suggest new plans for a future implementation of a decentralised access to
EU Microdata Sets. Also the website will deliver valuable information and feedback about
special situations in the single MS.

Deliverables:
9) Information of non-participating MS’s in a session about the decentralised access to EU
microdata within the UNECE conference. Presentation of (intermediate) results of the project.
10) A website as a platform where information on the topic of Safe-Centre can be shared
between all MS’s.

3. Work Completion

As mentioned above, the project consists of several tasks that deal with technical,
administrative and financial questions which have to be solved. The core exercise was to find
and recommend one feasible solution that shows models of decentralised access with regard
to a future implementation. The procedural method could be described as explorative, because
first best-practise models have been collected, proven by different convenient categories and
then finally judged with regard to best-practise applications. The following description aims
to report the process and therefore also states the intermediate results.

Task I: On the basis of an overview that considers access channels, data availability and legal
framework conditions in the European Union Member States (see Annex I) a list of the
possibilities of structures and architecture of a European Network has been developed
within the first task. The outline includes the main workflow of an RDC, the special needs
and characteristics and so the issues that need to be addressed. Finally this presentation results
in possible network schemes for an envisioned solution (for details on the progress and results
please see Annex Ia and Annex II, page 10 ff) and summarises the criteria which have to be
considered within task II.

Task II: Possible solution candidates differ in terms of central/decentral perspectives and also
refer to different practical dimensions (see Annex II, page 4f). Considering administrative,
legal and technical questions eight possible solutions have been discussed (see Annex Ib).
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Solutions that will not lead to a practical and adequate implementation have been dropped.
The working progress at this time involved three solutions that need to be proven among a
list of criteria (see Annex II, page 6). The recommendations that had to be considered at
interim status are (for a detailed description please see Annex III):

!

Network: very fat centre; Thin client solution run by Eurostat, RDC does
administration

!

Network: decentralised solution; Solution administratively and technically run by
RDC, data host by RDC’s but stored and submitted by Eurostat for each project

!

Network:

decentralised

solution with

a

network standard;

negotiate

data

bilaterally/directly, predefined sets of standards for data submission

The second meeting in Budapest revealed that the criteria to judge the advantages and
disadvantages of the different solutions are not harmonized enough (please see Annex VI,
page 4ff). For this reason these criteria have been edited during the meeting and filled with
content (please see Annex IIIa, page 4ff.).
One central question whether the safe submission of the ECHP from Eurostat to the single
MS is legally allowed and technically possible, has been solved at the meeting in Wiesbaden
in October 2009. It turned out that on the bases of (bilateral) agreements between the national
authorities and the Community authority, the storage of confidential ECHP-data in the
secured area of the single national RDC is possible in general. This “admissibility” is reported
in Regulation (EC) 831/2002 Art. 8, part 3 and also in Regulation (EC) 223/2009 Art. 21,
part 3.

After completing the criteria for the three solutions it was aimed to devise a proposal for the
best practice one. The recent progress has shown that the team has to take a decision that
occurs, because the legal framework constraints providing the community data in general. On
the one hand, an innovative network is only feasible when the data availability is not
restricted, which obviously requires an amending of the recent legal framework. On the other
hand, solutions for the ECHP are applicable in the current setting, excluding several
opportunities. Finally, the distinction between a short-term “pilot solution” and a long-term
“strategic aim solution” has been made. The view of the project group would be that, once
the key features of each idealised solution were identified, good points would be brought
together to built a solution. However, the project team also took the view that designing the
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perfect system out of the box was both outside the practical scope of this project; moreover,
an examination of the issues identified that several aspects would need lengthy negotiation.
Accordingly, it was agreed

!

To propose elements of a long-term solution that would allow flexibility to develop
access data within and outside Europe and using both Eurostat and MS datasets

!

to devise a short-term solution which could test some of the concepts and make some
necessary challenges to current perspectives.

For a precise description please see Annex IIIa.

At its simplest level, the short-term solution is designed to be up and running quickly with
minimal investment. The long-term solution is less specific on implementation and more
concerned with standards and process. The short-term model is seen as testing concepts
which would be necessary for any long-term model; for example, the willingness of MSs to
delegate authority to Eurostat and/or RDCs.
If Eurostat would choose to build a remote access system as part of the short-term pilot, then
this would be a useful indicator of how a long-term model might be implemented. However,
given the range of experience across Europe in building thin-client systems, this seems a
lower priority compared to resolving differences over process which could put the brake on
any implementation.

This long-term solution does require a number of developments, particularly in the confidence
of MSs to delegate authority. Accordingly, a number of items should be tested during the pilot
phase. These do not necessarily lead to a specific long-term solution, but are necessary steps
to deciding how a long-term solution might work in practice.

For the explanation of the solutions, the process moving to the recommendations and their
detailed description, please see Annex IIIa.

Task III: As a final result of this task, guidelines for Safe-Centres fulfilling certain criteria on
security and confidentiality have to be developed. Due to the fact that the decision on the
favourite solution has been still in progress, the first step was to define a minimum bottom
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line at least all project partners agree upon. A Safe-Centre is a secure facility in a MS/ at
Eurostat especially designed for research access to confidential data. At this location
researchers can be permitted access to potentially disclosive data under contractual
agreements that cover the maintenance of confidentiality. The Safe-Centre itself would
consist of a secure working and data storage environment in which risks to the confidentiality
of the data for research can be minimised. Both the legal and the IT aspects of security would
be considered here. The Safe-Centre also includes administrative and support facilities to
researchers.
Annex IV allows a detailed overview on the predefinition of a secured environment for
microdata use. According to the recommended solution, the guidelines have been developed
from this more general form to a specific adoption.
In the context of the “pilot” solution the ECHP has to be submitted from Eurostat to the
national Safe-Centres. First, the safest and best-practise way to send the data is to use the
eDAMIS system. eDAMIS offers standard solutions for collecting data files in the European
Statistical System and is a safe channel for the submission usually from the MS to Eurostat,
but also possible vice versa.6 As a result it is not necessary to use data storage mediums like
USB flash drive or DVDs.
The data are stored on a secure server of the RDC. The Safe-Centre itself is equipped with
special features preventing the transmission of any kind of information out of it. This includes
restrictions like internet access, mail correspondence, etc. Also any physical ports of the PC
are closed and so it is not possible to connect recording devices to the external interfaces. The
analyses will be done at the analysis PC, where after the employee of the RDC checks the
output on disclosure and submits the safe results. Thus, no microdata will leave the safe
environment (the server) of the RDC. In case of the implementation of a remote access, the
researchers work with the data using remote connection to a central server. In this case, both
the access point and thin client server need to meet the standards specified.
One central competition of task III was to find common criteria, that are based on a minimum
legal bottom line to which the project team could agree. Referring to these minimum
standards (the factual designs within the already existing national guidelines vary) concrete
recommendations for a future implementation have been made (see page 13). Furthermore,
the impact for both the short-term applicable and the strategic aim has been discussed.
Referring to the short-term pilot, a “checklist” has been developed and presented (see page

6

Please see: Protection of Confidential Data at Eurostat, European Commision, March 2008, p.23.
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13). In the context of the long-term solution, the requirements for a safe environment of
confidential microdata are comparable to the pilot study. Safe-Centres that allow this kind of
access have also to fulfil security criteria, which may be adopted from the accreditation
scheme we have described in the pilot study and furthermore adapted to specific solutions for
a thin client system.

Task IV: To assure the confidentiality of the results of the ECHP data the output has to be
checked before it is released. For this reason standardized and harmonized rules of output
checking are needed. The “guideline group” in the ESSnet-Project on Statistical Disclosure
Control has developed such guidelines. To avoid double work in the ESSnet-Projects, these
guidelines are used and tested if they are applicable for the ECHP dataset. Main part of this
task was to check if the general rules for output checking, which should suit for different
statistics are also usable for the ECHP data. This was done by an investigation on the EPUnetWebsite. It was evaluated which kind of analysis is produced with the data. The most
important question was if the output, based on the ECHP, will fit into the framework and
the classification, which are developed in the general rules by the guideline group.
At the start of the project it was foreseen that task IV would not deal with developing rules or
guidelines for the output checking of ECHP. In the proposal it was already explicitly stated
that these guidelines would be developed in the other ESSnet project “guidelines on output
checking”. At that point it was already known that these guidelines would be set up to be
applicable to all kinds of datasets. Almost by design, they will therefore be applicable to the
ECHP. Task IV was mainly built into the proposal to double check this explicitly. It was not
foreseen that deliverable IV would contain more information about practical guidelines than
the actual guidelines project itself. This would be inefficient since the guidelines project was
specifically set up to deal with this problem.
The contents of the deliverable of task IV became more clear as the guidelines project drew to
an end. Since the guidelines themselves would indeed NOT contain any information or rules
that are tailored to specific datasets or variables, only one check remained: do all types of
output that are regularly created using ECHP, fit into the classification of outputs that was
developed by the guidelines project. If this would be the case, the ECHP output checking can
be tackled using these guidelines.
At the same time, it also became clear that the guidelines project had made a good headway
into the problem of output checking, but more work would remain. Especially the principles
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based approach can be developed further towards practical procedures. It would be unwise
(and impossible given the time-frame) to try to start some of this work in task IV of this
project. It deserves a further project on its own.

So task IV was limited to the one check mentioned above. To do this, the publications that
have been made using the ECHP datafile have been analysed. The EPUnet website provided a
valuable source for this. 57 scientific publications were regarded, all of which are based upon
data from the ECHP. Before discussing the output used in these publications, first a
description of the involved institutes, the most popular terms of reference and the most
commonly used variables will be given.

It turned out that all output which is created with the ECHP data can be checked with the
general rules of the developed guidelines. This means there are rules now to handle the
various outputs of the ECHP data. The results are described in detail in Annex V.

Task V: In addition to guidelines for Safe-Centres, in the course of a standardised access there
is also the obligation of documentation for researchers. This involves on the one hand
consistent metadata information and on the other hand standardised request forms. Until
July 2009 a first draft of the format and content of an access form has been developed. After
deciding about the recommended solutions, those drafts have been edited and exemplarily
filled out for the recent data (see Annex VII, Annex VIIa, Annex VIIb, Annex VIIc). The
deliverables are:

1) a documentation scheme for the data
2) standardised questionnaire for the requesting institution
3) standardised questionnaire about the project

To insure reliable information on the data, a documentation scheme is needed. This contains
(e.g.) general information on the availability, background of the survey, coverage and size
information etc. With respect to the administrative aspects, standardised forms have to be
completed by the requesting institutions. The questionnaires should help to find the decision
on the admissibility of the organisation and also contain information on the research
project that is needed to grant access. The idea is to ease the coordination process and collect
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the information on the results in a database (with regard to future requests) on the one hand.
On the other hand it should be aimed to provide the user with harmonised meta-information
and administrative procedures across countries. The future implementation study requires a
primary discussion of a number of meta data standards currently available and comparing
them with each other along a number of dimensions so as to clarify their relative merits,
paying particular attention to the feasibility and practicality of modes of implementation.
More specifically, a feasible architectural design for the practical implementation of meta data
systems within environments in which such systems are now increasingly in demand is
supposed to be illustrated. Ultimately, a solution will be sought outlining an optimal data
repository system suitable for the storage of critical information from which meta data
implementations can be derived in an easy and flexible manner.
One such environment or rather network environment is embodied in the ESS – the European
Statistical System – which at this point in time is investigating possible approaches of
developing frameworks for the access of national and European micro data at European level.
An important prerequisite for this task consists of acquiring a better understanding of current
micro data systems as well as standards and how they can practically serve to facilitate and
consolidate an emerging European standard framework for micro data access.

Task VI: Further importance on the question what kind of a decentralised access to EU
microdata is feasible and reducing the current burden, considers the cost analyses. The
calculation of the financial aspects considers in general staff and IT. To distinguish between
conceivable models of recommended solutions in terms of occurring costs, the template is
supposed to judge different categories:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

staff planning (rates each qualification/grade)
breakdown on strategy and operational costs
breakdown on fixed and variable costs
number of projects
IT costs (hardware, software)

In practise, the template (see Annex VIII) has to be edited with the annual staff costs, the
actual breakdown of business focus and the division of fixed and variable time spend on
operational duties. The possibility of entering the average of projects per year should affect
increasing demands. Finally, the IT costs are also considered.
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The template allows the evaluation of occurring costs when the framework changes. Both
referring to the diversity in staff costs and also in the amount of requests, the model allows an
overview on the direct impact.
As for the context and the operational procedures may be different in the national RDCs, on
the one hand a split of the categories “setting up a RDC”/ “existing RDC” and on the other
hand “operation” into “user support” and “administration” could be applied. Although some
RDCs are faced with an increasing demand of accessing remotely to the data, the burden of
supporting users has to be distinguished from only administrative aspects. A detailed
description on how to use the template can be found at Annex VIIIa.
The strength of a calculation by different parameters refers to the flexibility. As it was
aimed to approximate the costs each solution and judge them for a recommendation hereafter,
the perspective of task VI has been adjusted. Now this model allows an estimation of the
financial burden from the view of the single RDCs. As for the template is mainly adaptable to
the common organisational structure of European RDC’s but not bound to fixed amounts,
shared duties or countries, the cost sheet has been described and presented exemplarily for
UK. In the context of the proposed solution it is easy manageable to calculate occurring costs
in general and for detailed positions. The intentional split of the parameters offers an
overview of requested resources when deciding upon a (financial) feasible access.

Task VII: With respect to the dissemination of the results, informing the interested
community and also offering a communication platform for the project partners, within task
VII the host of a website has been implemented. The domain www.safe-centre.eu offers all
information about the goal and framework of the project, links to the single National RDC’s,
updated results and useful links. Besides, there is a secured login area which allows the
partners to save and download notable documents.
To inform non-participating MS on intermediate results, a presentation on the UNECE
conference in December 2009 in Bilbao has been held. The discussion afterwards included the
advantage of receiving feedback with respect to an implementation of the results. Please see
Annex IX.
After Eurostat confirmed, the website has been updated with the latest results and the ongoing
activities. As for the organisation of the workshop in June 2010 is recently in full activity,
recent information and the program can be downloaded.. Representatives from (nonparticipating) European RDC’s, data producers and scientific researchers have been invited.
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The aim of this “hands on training” is to inform about the results of the feasibility study, the
practical consequences for an implementation, recent scientific developments within other
studies related to this topic and also about the feedback given.
Finally, a feedback tool has been implemented to receive comments on the results and useful
hints for a future implementation.
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4. Final Deliverables and Milestones tables
Table 1: Deliverables List
Del. no.
1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
9

10

Deliverable name
Task 1 “matrix defined by
possible candidate
architectures and list of
criteria”
Task 2 “matrix in which
solutions on the shortlist
are scored against criteria”
Task 2 “recommendation
of the best approach for an
implementation”
Task 3 “Guidelines for
Safe Centres”

Task 4 “report of
assignability of general
rules on output checking
on ECHP”
Task 5 “Documentation
for researchers”
Task 5 “Standardised
request-/access form”
Task 6 “Cost analyses”
Task 7 “Information of the
non-participating MS at
the UNECE conference
Task 7 “project website”

Workpackage no.

Date due
Results end of second month
(03/09)

Actual delivery date
end of second month
(03/09)

2

Interim-Results end of fifth
month (06/09)

end of fifth month (06/09)

2

Results end of ninth month
(10/09)

end of ninth month
(10/09)

3

Interim-Results end of fifth
month (06/09)
Results end of ninth month
(10/09)
Results end of eleventh month
(12/09)

end of fifth month (06/09)
Results end of ninth
month (10/09)

5

Results end of ninth month
(10/09)

end of ninth month
(10/09)

5

Results end of ninth month
(10/09)

end of ninth month
(10/09)

6

Results end of eleventh month
(12/09)
Conference in December
2009

end of eleventh month
(12/09)
Conference in December
2009

Website in July 2009

Website in July 2009

1

4

7

7

Comments

end of eleventh month
(12/09)
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Table 2: Milestones List
Milestone
no.
see above

Milestone name

Workpackage
no.

Date due

Actual date

Comments

5. Project management
Task VIII:
The project group consists of a cooperation of several MS’s whereas every MS has to edit its
own task. The group is coordinated by DESTATIS. This includes the coordination,
organisation of contacts, the financial specifications and contracts between the partners.
The role of the coordinator was not only the management of the project. The coordinator was
also involved in the different tasks as a partner: to be precise in task 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. The
reason why the share of the time spent on the management task seems to be high is mainly
due to the framework of the contract signed by Eurostat and the coordinator Destatis.

Like described in the project proposal it was announced that Destatis will conclude contracts
with the single partners whereas the payment will only be made when the work packages will
be delivered by the partners. This fact did cause a lot of administrative work. It was agreed to
pay the travel costs in advance. Therefore it was necessary to authorize the payment. The
management task includes also the expenditure of the household division for the financial
aspects and the legal division for creating the contracts.
Additionally the writing and coordinating of the protocols of the project meetings is also
included in the management task and not in the single operational tasks.
Besides this, all activities in the management task where already mentioned in the project
proposal.
Every partner has to document all running expenses of the project according to the controlling
rules for the financial supports of Eurostat. Financial transfer is only possible if the co-partner
documents his costs according to the above mentioned rules and delivers the valid documents
to the project co-ordinator. On demand of the co-partner travel costs will be prepaid, to assure
that every partner can participate in the meetings.
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At the beginning of the project a kick off meeting has been organized by DESTATIS/ISTAT
in Rome (March 11th, 12th 2009). Additional meetings were also necessary: The project team
met June, 29th to 30th 2009 in Budapest and October, 19th to 20th 2009 in Wiesbaden.
The management duties include also the administration aspects of the single tasks,
supervising the time-schedule and consolidating the results as well as the information of
partners and Eurostat. Furthermore the production of the intermediate and final report was
coordinated by DESTATIS. This refers to the collection of documents and contributions,
creating the drafts, circulate them and edit the remarks. Also a monitoring mechanism was
needed to identify problems or deficiencies as soon as possible to solve them. Finally the
financial coordination and organisation is in the responsibility of the coordinator (to gather
cost statements from MS’s to reimburse travel costs and to instruct the payment for the
partners).

6. Dissemination action towards the ESS
Table 3: Overview Table
Planned/
actual
Dates
07/2009
02/2010
09/2009
02/2009

10/2009

Summer
2010

Type
Project Website
Press release
Poster
Conference “Workshop
on Data Access” in
Newport/Wales
Conferenc “UNESCE”
in Bilbao/Spain
Workshop

Type of audience
General Public,
ESS
General Public
Higher Education
non part. MS,
higher Education,
ESS
non part. MS,
higher Education,
ESS
non part. MS,
higher Education,
ESS

Countries
addressed
global
DE
DE
UK, US, CA,
JP, FR, DE,
HU, IT, ...
ES, PT, US,
UK, DE, IT,
…
non part. MS
part. MS

Size of
audience

Partner
responsible
involved

appr. 30

appr. 80

appr. 50
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7. Status of the final use of the resources

TABLE 2. RESOURCES7
Work package

WP1

WP2

WP3

Co-ordinator /
Co-partner
1. DESTATIS

8,2 days (=65,6h)

51,3 days
(=410,9h)

9,8 days
(78,7h)

2. ISTAT

13 days (=93,6h)

16 days
(=115,2h)
4 days (31,7
h)
45 days
(=333h)
9 days
(=72h)
5 days
(=40h)

2 days
(=14,4h)
2,2 days
(17,2 h)
8 days
(=62h)

15,5 days
(=124h)

130,3 days
(=1002,8h)

37 days
(=296,3h)

3. CBS

1,1 (8,7 h)

4. ONS
5. HCSO

5 days (=40h)

6. IT-NRW

3 days (=24h)

7

3,75
days
(30h)

3,2 days
(26 h)

WP5

1,25
days
(10h)

1,1 days
(8,7 h)

WP6

3,12 days
(25h)

1,3 days
(10,7 h)
12 days
(=89h)

WP7

18,4 days
(=147h)

WP8

80,8 days
(=646,5h)

6,95
days
(=56h)

47,35
days
(378,7h)

16,42
days
(124,7h)

1,1 (8,7 h)

19,5 days
(155,7h)

TOTAL per
Beneficiary

176,62 days
(=1413,7h)

31 days
(=223,2h)
14 days
(=112,3h)
65 days
(=482h)
59 days
(=472h)
23,5 days
(=188h)

45 days
(=360h)

TOTAL
30,3 days
(=231,9h)

WP4

80,8 days
(646,5h)

369,12 days
(app. 2892h)

the amounts are preliminary and estimated
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ANNEX FOR ESSnet PROJECT
“Decentralised Access to EU-Microdatasets”
FINAL REPORT

Annex I ways of access in Europe
Annex Ia ways of architecture of a European Network
Annex Ib list of solutions
Annex II minutes of the meeting in Rome
Annex III description of the solutions
Annex IIIa recommendations for a decentralised network
Annex IIIb minutes of the meeting in Wiesbaden
Annex IV guideline for Safe-Centres
Annex V results on output-checking
Annex VI minutes of the meeting in Budapest
Annex VII description of standard guidelines for researchers
Annex VIIa documentation of datasets
Annex VIIb organisation questionnaire
Annex VIIc project questionnaire
Annex VIII cost template
Annex VIIIa description of the cost template
Annex IX presentation slides of the UNECE conference

Annex I

1.

2.

Access channels, data availability and legal framework
conditions in the European Union Member States

Eurostat

Type of access
1. In the rooms of the Community agency (possibly in the rooms of the national
statistical institutes)
2. Release of anonymised microdata

Access for
Scientists of universities and institutions of higher education as well as
organisations subject to the national legislation of one of the Member States
or to Community legislation
National statistical institutes of the Member States
European Central Bank, national central banks of the Member States
Other agencies, organisations and institutions after a statement of the
Committee on Statistical Confidentiality has been given
Scientists commissioned by the above organisations and institutions

Conditions
Proper application
Scientific description of the research project, the data required, the methods
used for the analyses and the time needed
Contract specifying obligations of the scientist and penalties where applicable
Approval by the Member States
Access in Community rooms, under supervision/ in rooms of the national
agencies if the authorities whose data are used have given their consent
Anonymisation/ checking of the results

Microdata available
European Community Household Panel (ECHP)
Labour Force Survey (LFS)
Community Innovation Survey (CIS)
Continuing Vocational Training Survey (CVTS)
Structure of Earnings Survey (since 2006) (SES)
European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) (since
2007)
Adult Education Survey (since 2007) (AES)
not all Member States are covered by the data in every single case

Costs
Are borne by the applicants
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3.

Belgium

Type of access
Access for
Public institutions and institutions of (approved) public interest at national,
regional and municipal levels
Financial and tax authorities are exempted
Brussels institutions
Natural/ legal persons intending scientific research

4.

Bulgaria

Microdata available
Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC): anonymised microdata

5.

Denmark

Type of access
Remote Access: Access to microdata through web-based user interface
allowing calculation with the data (stored on Unix servers of the statistical
office). Access is enabled through an “RSA SecureID card” which allows a
safe internet connection. This ensures relatively free work and the creation of
new datasets; results are stored on the servers and are sent by e-mail to the
researchers at short intervals; the stored results can be checked and, where
required, the researcher is contacted.
On-site: For foreign researchers
Study Datasets (off-site): Longitudinal data on a few thousand cases for some
variables; the basic character of the statistics has been maintained

Access for
Public sector:
! universities
! research institutes
! ministries
! research facilities of non-profit institutions
Private sector:
! non-government organisations
! consulting firms
! enterprises (not for enterprise data)
Foreign researchers (on-site)

Conditions
Assessment of the trustworthiness of the organisations by Statistics Denmark

Costs
Part of the costs are borne by the ministry for research (EUR 800 000 p.a.)
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Part of the costs are borne by the researchers; they are dissatisfied with the
situation
Legal basis
Personal Data Act 2000

6.

Germany

There is an RDC

Type of access
On-site use:
! Safe-Centres: De-facto anonymised microdata can be analysed by
guest scientists in the protected rooms of statistical offices. De-facto
anonymity is achieved not only by anonymising the data but also in
combination with regulating data access. Installation of additional
software (except for the standard statistical analysis programs) is
generally possible but must be checked in every individual case. For
e-mail communication and www research, a separate workstation
with internet access is available.
! Controlled remote data execution: Remote data execution is the only
access channel allowing the analysis of formally anonymised original
data. However, the data user does not have direct access to the
data. Using structural datasets (dummy files), whose structure and
attributes are the same as in the original material, data users can
produce analysis programs to be used by the statistical offices for
analysis of the original data. After a compulsory check for
confidentiality, the data users will get the results of the analysis.
Off-site use:
! Scientific Use Files: Data which have been anonymised to an extent
allowing their utilisation outside the protected rooms of the statistical
offices. Although they have smaller potential for analysis, they are
designed in a way that makes them suitable for a large part of
scientific research projects. The group of users is limited to
universities and institutions engaged in independent scientific
research.
! Public Use Files: Absolutely anonymised data with only selected
variables for the general public. Variables with a detailed breakdown
in terms of subject-matter are generally aggregated. It is generally
not possible to use more detailed spatial delimitations with Public
Use Files.
! CAMPUS Files: Absolutely anonymised microdata specifically for
higher education, which can be used by students to acquire
methodical knowledge and first experience in analysing microdata.

Access for
Safe-Centres, Scientific Use Files: Universities and institutions engaged in
independent scientific research
Controlled remote data execution, Public Use Files, Campus Files: Any
interested individuals and institutions
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Costs
Safe-Centre: EUR 95 per reference year
Controlled remote data execution: EUR 95 per reference year (for users of
universities and scientific institutions
Controlled remote data execution for other users: according to work required
Scientific Use Files: EUR 95 per reference year
Public Use Files: varying
Campus Files: free download
Legal basis
Federal Statistics Law (BStatG)

Microdata available
Social statistics
Economic statistics
Public finance and tax statistics
Statistics of justice
Agricultural and environmental statistics

7.

Estonia

There is no separate RDC

Type of access
1. On-site: 2 workstations

Access for
Research and development institutions registered in the R&D register
Any researchers and students of those institutions who are indicated in the
application

Conditions
Written application
Approval by NSO Director General
Capability for independent work
Contract on the goal of data use
Delivery of publications based on the data

Training
Advice where required

8.

Finland

Type of access
1. Release of microdata (?): Social data without reidentification being possible
2. Data on age, sex, occupation and education are passed on with the possibility of
identification
3. Business data can be accessed only in so-called Research Laboratories (similar to
Safe-Centres)

Access for
4

Public institutions
Other institutions
Persons in charge of scientific studies
Individual researchers

Conditions
Detailed description of how the data and the material requested will be used
Other data used: Combination of datasets must be done within the office;
identification of individuals must be ruled out
Complete enumerations (census, etc.) are generally not made available
Signing a confidentiality declaration
Returning the data within the period specified

Microdata available
1. Interview data on population and living conditions
Adult education survey
Time use survey
Households’ consumption
Households’ assets
Border interview survey
Finns and the information society
Living conditions survey
Quality of work life survey
Labour force survey
Leisure survey
In specific cases, identification variables can be maintained, such as causes of death.
2. Enterprise data
Enterprise level data
! The Business Register's enterprise-level statistical files (1982, 1984,
1986, 1988-2005), basic information (e.g. turnover, staff, industry) on
the enterprise frame
! Group register data (1995-2005)
! Financial statement data panel (1986-2005, of which EVR 1994-2005),
enterprises' profit and loss account and balance sheet data, key
figures of financial statements
! R&D panel (1985-2005), enterprises' research and development
! Innovation data (1988, 1991, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004),
enterprises' innovation activity
! ICT panel (1998-2001, 2001-2005), use of ICT and the Internet in
enterprises
! Patent data (1985-2004), enterprises' patents
! Bankruptcy data (1986-2003), enterprises' bankruptcies
! Business Aid Database (2000-2005), business subsidies
! Other enterprise inquiries (according the demand of the Research
Laboratory)
Establishment level data
! The Business Register's establishment-level statistical files (1976,
1978, 1980, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988-2005), basic information (e.g.
turnover, staff, industry) on establishments
! Establishment panel of manufacturing statistics (1974-2005),
production information of manufacturing
! Establishment-based worker and job flow data (1988-1997),
establishment-level data on worker inflows and outflows according
source and target
5

Establishment-based or enterprise-based data on the characteristics
and pay of the staff (1988-2004), e.g. the pay of the establishment's
staff work experience, education, age
! Inquiry on the fixed assets and technology of manufacturing (1990,
2002), establishments' fixed assets, replacement value and life and
use of IT in production
! Commodity statistics (1986-2004), value and volume data by
establishment for products and raw materials
Individual level data
! Finnish Longitudinal Employer-Employee Data (FLEED, 1988-2004),
background information on employees, which can be combined with
the enterprise and establishment level data
! Available are also FLEED demo data with a limited information
content. The enterprise panel of the demo data is based on the
financial statement panel. The demo data can be used outside
Statistics Finland for planning and testing programs.
!

Costs
Microdata
?
Research Laboratory: EUR 910 basic fee; EUR 18 per hour; EUR 100 per
hour for data editing
Costs are considered too high by the researchers (cf. UN paper)
Legal basis
Statistics Act:
! allows release of microdata for scientific research and statistical
purposes
! regulates conditions and penalties in case of those conditions being
violated
Guidelines of Statistics Finland
! give further instructions
! ensure equal treatment of all applicants

9.

France

RDC is being tested

Type of access
1. Absolutely anonymised microdata
a. Public Use Files (Internet)
b. Scientific Use Files (via Réseau Quetelet)
2. Test RDC
a. Remote Excecution
b. On-site: Activities subject to contract in the rooms of INSEE (Institut National
de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques)

Access for
Researchers within the statistical office
Personal data accessible for the general public after 75 years (natural
persons) or 25 years (legal persons)

Conditions
Employment as a staff member with relevant commitment
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Personal presentation of the project and of the institution’s network security
Access for researchers (human and social sciences) to absolutely
anonymised microdata is possible

Microdata available
Business Data
Household Data

Legal basis
Act n˚ 51-711 of 7 June 1951, consolidated version in force 1 January 2008

Training
“Enrolment session”, about 2 hours

10.

Greece

Type of access
1. User’s Microdata Base: Household Budget Surveys, anonymised

Access for
Anyone interested: Private researchers and universities as well as public
research institutions.

Microdata available
Household Budget Survey

Costs
EUR 2000 (for private researchers)
EUR 1600 (for public researchers)

11.

Ireland

Type of access
1. Anonymised microdata (Anonymised Microdata Files)
No direct or indirect deanonymisation possible
For statistical research projects without commercial purposes
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2. Microdata for research purposes (Research Microdata Files)
Do not contain any direct identification variables, but involve high
deanonymisation risk
Researchers must be appointed as “Officer of Statistics” by the head of office
for the period of the research project; they are sworn in and are subject to full
confidentiality provisions and to any penalties required
For enterprise data and detailed household data
On-site use (for economic data and data in a detailed regional breakdown)
! Data must not be combined with other data
! Output checking is within the researcher’s responsibility
! Any outputs must be submitted to the office; where required, they must
be approved before being passed on or published
Off-site use possible only within Ireland and only for specific datasets
3. Detailed basic demographic statistics (with identification variables) can be obtained if
the minister for health and children agrees.

Access for
Trustworthy researchers (approved researcher)
Microdata for research purposes only for experienced researchers with
knowledge of statistical anonymisation methods, etc., who are appointed as
“Officer of Statistics”.

Conditions
For anonymised microdata: Contract
For microdata for research purposes: Off-site use is possible only if
infrastructure and IT security are sufficient; the Central Statistics Office
reserves the right of checking
Responsibility for confidentiality lies with researchers
No linking with other data sources

Microdata available
Anonymised microdata
! Quarterly National Household (and Labour Force) Survey
! EU Survey on Income and Living Conditions
! Household Budget Survey
! Sample data from the Census of Population
Legal basis
Statistics Act 1993
Civil Registration Act 2004, Section 73

12.

Italy

There is an RDC (since 1999)

Type of access
1. Anonymised microdata (Anonymised Microdata Files)
No direct or indirect deanonymisation possible
For research purposes only
Anyone can apply, but files cannot freely circulate
Available for individuals and household data
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2. Microdata for research purposes (Research Microdata Files)
Do not contain any direct identification variables, but involve higher
deanonymisation risk
Only for researchers of universities or research institutes
Researchers must submit a research project
Available for enterprise data and detailed household data
3. On-site: Safe Room in national office, controlled Safe-Centre, output checking by staff
4. (in the future) Remote Terminal in the regional ISTAT offices

Access for
researchers of universities or research institutes (RDC and MFR)
anyone (AMF)

Conditions
Application must be signed by professor, etc. (RDC and MFR)
Application must be approved by ISTAT President
Researcher must be able to work independently (RDC)
Short description of the research project regarding motives, use of results
(RDC and MFR)
Signing a confidentiality declaration

Training
only short introduction (RDC)

Legal basis
Statistics Law 332/1989: allows ISTAT (L’Istituto Nazionale di Statistica) to
pass on microdata to external users
Personal Data Protection Code (Legislative Decree no. 196 dated 30 June
2003)
Code of conduct and professional practice applying to processing of personal
data for statistical and scientific purposes (Legislative Decree no. 196 dated
30 June 2003, annex A.4)

13.

Latvia

Type of access
1. Anonymised microdata (Off-site use)

Access for
Scientific purposes

Microdata available
Labour Force Survey
Household Budget Survey
EU-SILC (Community Statistics on Income and Living Conditions)

Costs
Costs of anonymisation and preparation of documentation (on an hourly basis)
Translation costs where applicable

Legal basis
Administration Structure Law
9

14.

Lithuania

None (only database)
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15.

Luxembourg

LIS: Luxembourg Income Study

Type of access
1. Lissy System: Remote System Access

Access for
Only for purposes of social research
For members of academic, government or supranational research institutions

Conditions
Registration
Written promise to comply with the rules on data treatment

Microdata available
Data on household income

16.

Malta

No access to microdata

17.

Netherlands

Type of access
1. Remote Access: Access to confidential anonymised microdata through a secure
connection over the internet. Access is granted from the offices of the researcher
using biometric identification (fingerprint)
2. On-site access: Access to confidential anonymised microdata from a secure room in
the offices of Statistics Netherlands.
3. Remote Execution: Using only the metadata of the microdatafile, researchers write a
script at their own location. This script is then sent to Statistics Netherlands, where it
is run on the original confidential and anonymised microdataset.
4. Microdata under contract: anonymised data files that have been adapted to lower the
risk of identification of individual units are released (on CD-ROM) after a contract has
been concluded (for social data)
Access to microdata is organised at the Centre for Policy Related Statistics

Access for
External researchers for scientific and politics-oriented research
Universities
Some policy-planning agencies of the central government
European NSI’s and Eurostat
Others only with special permission when adhering to some criteria:
! Legal corporate status
! No administrative authority
! Research aim
! Results made available to the general public
Researchers must be staff members of the relevant institutes, no students.
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Conditions
In-depth interview on research goals, necessity, feasibility of the research
Output checking by staff members of the statistical office
Contract signed by organisation
Personal meeting with Account Manager of the RDC; discussion of time
frame, research goal, etc.
Declaration on confidentiality, signed by researcher and organisation

Costs
Handling costs of data and costs for creating metadata
Use of on-site and Remote Access facilities

Legal basis
Release of microdata as an exception to the general obligation to keep data
confidential (Art. 37: general obligation) is regulated by Art. 41; it regulates the
transmission to specific institutions under the condition of reasonable
prevention of identification of persons, households, companies and
institutions.
No legal penalty/ fine in case of violation of legal or contractual obligations.

Training
Short introduction
Reading a “course on confidentiality control” (especially on table outputs)
before starting the research

18.

Austria

Type of access
Task-specific datasets: More detailed breakdown
1. On-site: Safe Room
2. Remote Execution
3. Standardised datasets: Subsamples for download

Access for
Research and instruction; research institutions and universities

Conditions
Agreement to conditions of use and registration (standardised datasets)
Contract (task-specific datasets)
Project description

Microdata available
Standardised datasets:
! Microcensus
! Consumption survey
! EU-SILC
! ICT use in households (information and communication technology)
! Health survey
! Migration
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! Population change, births, deaths, marriages, divorces, naturalisations
! Wage and income tax
! Factors of Business Success
Data are always subsamples.

Costs
For compiling a task-specific dataset

Training
Oral advice

19.

Poland

Type of access
On-site: Safe-Centre

Access for
Researchers from all scientific institutions and universities

Conditions
Permission by the Director of Information Division
Description of the project and research goal and list of staff members

Microdata available
Census 2002

Training
Tips before and during data use

20.

Portugal

Type of access
Access to (anonymised) microdata is possible

Access for
Trustworthy researchers

Conditions
Status as a trustworthy researcher (connection to university)
Application of university and researcher

Microdata available
All data of the national office, some of them are already tailored to research
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The main themes of the databases are the following: Families, Enterprises (FGUE,
Enterprises panel data), International Trade, Construction, Demography (Vital Statistics and
Census), Labour Force, Agriculture and Industrial Production.

Legal basis
Law n! 22/2006 of 13 May 2008

21.

Romania

Not available (or no information in English)

22.

Sweden

Type of access
1. MONA: microdata online access.
Remote Access; data are stored on the server of Statistiska Centralbyrån and can be
processed via the internet (data and results can be viewed on the screen; results and
outputs are sent by e-mail to the researcher)
2. Longitudinal Registers STATIV and LINDA
Retrieval of aggregated data or anonymised data for research purposes
1. Microdata Files: Anonymised data or (only) data from which direct identifiers have
been removed for researchers (based on a contract)

Access for
Researchers

Conditions
(for microdata files)
Project description, list of variables, time frame of the research project
Permission by one of the Heads of Statistics Sweden’s Departments or (for
fundamental decisions) decision by the Director General
Confidentiality obligation for data receivers

Microdata available
Microdata can be linked by means of identification numbers (by the statistical
office), so that combined datasets are created which meet the requirements of
research.

Costs
Are borne by the users

Legal basis
Secrecy Act: For statistical or research purposes, information subject to
confidentiality can be released if it is ensured that no persons concerned will
experience any loss or damage.
Personal Data Act: Data must be treated in a reasonable and legal way, they
must be collected for fixed, explicit and legal purposes, and they must be
adequate and relevant.
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Statistics Act: The data collected for statistical purposes may be used for the
production of statistics, for research purposes and public planning.
Violation of confidentiality provisions is punishable

23.

Slovakia

Type of access
Access to (anonymised) microdata is possible, but there is no RDC

Conditions
Application for microdata access
Permission by the President of the Office

24.

Slovenia

Type of access
1. On-site: Safe Room
2. Remote Access
3. Microdata on CD (non-confidential data)

Access for
(Registered) research institutions
Registered (individual) researchers
Researchers in government institutions, ministries
Employed researchers of the Bank of Slovenia
Archives for social data

Conditions
Application and contract
Description and title of the study, goals, time frame and form of publication,
benefit of the activities for the general public

Training
Introduction to legal conditions, utilisation of the facility and confidentiality
control (about 1 hour)
National Statistics Act
Procedural rules: Data must not be transmitted to users outside the system of
the national office if they allow direct or indirect identification of a single unit
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25.

Spain

Type of access
Anonymised microdata

Microdata available
Demography and Society
! Population Census
! Vital Statistics: Births, Marriages, Deaths, Late fetal deaths, Deliveries
! Migration: Residence Variation Statistics, National Immigrant Survey
! Fertility Survey
Society
! Survey on the Transition from Education/ Training to Labour Market
! Health and Sexual Habits Survey
! Survey on disabilities, impairments and state of health
! Hospital Morbidity Survey
! Household Budget Survey
! EU household Panel Data for Spain
! Survey on Equipment and Use of Communication and Information
Technologies in Households
! Time Use Survey
! Economically Active Population Survey
Science and Technology
! Technological Innovation in Companies Survey
Agriculture
! Agrarian Census
! Survey on the structure of agricultural operations

26.

Czech Republic

Type of access
Data must not allow direct or indirect identification

Access for
Research purposes

Conditions
Contract

Microdata available
Household Budget Survey
Microcensus 1996, 2002
Microdata from innovation survey
Other survey microdata upon request

Costs:
CZK 1500 to 20000 per dataset and year (about EUR 55 to 715)
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27.

Hungary

Pilot project

Type of access
On-site: Safe Room

Access for
Any researchers

Conditions
Application including topic and goal of the research, description, planned
publication
Signing a Declaration of Secrecy
Contract

Microdata available
Hungarian Agriculture Holdings
Hungarian Census (5%)
Hungarian Labour Force Survey 2007

Training
No training, description of how to use the institution

28.

United Kingdom

There is an RDC (since 2004)

Type of access
1. On-site: In rooms of the national office or in other agencies of the United Kingdom
through Thin Client (data processing through server) (business data and other data
with low degree of anonymisation, e.g. census data)
2. Anonymised data available in the data archives (social data)
3. Anonymised data (low degree of anonymisation) available for specific group of
researchers (social data)

Access for
Scientists
Government staff (for research purposes)
Staff (for research purposes)

Conditions
Training course
Sufficient technical understanding
Application and contract
Off-site: suitable work environment
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Microdata available
Linkage with other dataset allowed for business data, linkage is performed by
staff

Legal basis
Statistics and Registration Service Act 2007: Allows the use of specific
personal information, which is kept by the ONS (Office for National Statistics),
for specific statistical research

Training
VirtualMicrodataLab training (about 2.5 hours) on legal background and
confidentiality control

29.

Cyprus

Access for
Institutions, represented by persons
For scientific/ research projects

Conditions
Permission by the Director of Statistical Service for data that can indirectly be
deanonymised
Project description, goal and financing
Description of data storage
Description of expected results and publication
Deletion of the data after the end of the project

Legal basis
Statistics Law No. 15(I) of 2000
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Annex Ia

Task I:
Shortlist of the possibilities of the structure and architecture of a European Network
(Draft v.1, Maurizio Lucarelli and Luisa Franconi, ISTAT)
1. Introduction: workflow of an RDC and corresponding needs
Nowadays there are some RDCs working in Europe but they work independently, they are not
standardised and do not offer European datasets to their users. In order to increase access to
European microdata sets stemming from surveys carried out by National Statistical Institutes, the
creation of a European network of RDC is the first step to bridge the gap between users and
European microdata.
The technological aspects are not the main issue in the creation of a network of RDC. There are
primarily issues of organisational, legal and procedural nature to be solved in order to network RDC
in different Member States.
The analysis of the characteristics and workflow management of a typical RDC could be a first
approach for investigating possible interactions among RDCs in the network.
Most of the main duties and characteristics of current RDCs in Member States are summarized in
Table 1.
Table1: Main workflow of an RDC and characteristics/ needs
Phase
Description of the phase
Characteristics/ needs
1

Collection of the request of access Communication with users
by users
Communication with decisional function

2

Evaluation of the request and Specialised human resources
authorisation
Legal framework
Capacity of taking responsibilities

3

Collection of requested datasets

Legal issues, IT
communication

4

Analysis of the data by the users

Physical, human and technological resources,
metadata

5

Output checking

Specialised human resources, legal problems,
capacity of taking responsibilities

6

Output release

Communication with
decisional function

aspects

users

of

and

security

with

of

the

In section 2 a theoretical investigation of possible types of network is presented with basic
characteristics, pros and cons. In section 3 a list of issues related to each phase of the workflow
described in Table 1 is detailed; intrinsic constraints that are present in the creation of an
international setting at all level of the process are outlined in section 4. Section 5 tries to restrict the
attention to a subset of possible types of solution that could be further investigated.

2. Possible schemes for the organisational architecture of the Network
Possible interaction schemes between nodes need to be examined; three organisational
representations seem plausible in this area.
(i) Star Network: all nodes (accredited RDCs from different Member States) are at the same level
but do not interact between them. There is a central node that has a privileged position
of communication with all nodes. This central node has an essential position but not
necessarily need to be assigned a strategic function. It could just be the reference point
for all the various RDCs. However, for its evident role of coordination such a central
node could be associated to Eurostat rather than to a simple Member State. According
to the different functions attributed to such central node the organisation of the network will result
in a more or less centralised fashion. As an example two extreme hypotheses are presented.
Fat Centre: if an efficient central node does exist (or, if it can be set-up), then this
organisational scheme is undoubtedly the most efficient one as it minimises resources
avoiding replication in each single node. This organisational architecture is typical in a
national network of RDC where the central node is represented by the RDC in the main
national statistical office and the peripheral nodes are the regional RDC. In this case it is
normal that the central node assumes all decisional functions, all the datasets and all the
computer capacity. The users run their job using remote connection to a central server
(usually via Citrix). So the peripheral nodes (the regional RDCs) are essentially locations
where users can analyse data.
In this extreme scenario, the central node collects all requests of access to microdata
received by Member States according to common standards. Each Member State needs to
delegate Eurostat to give access to its datasets to authorised users according to a predefined
procedure. In this scheme the centre is autonomous in all phases of the workflow of a RDC:
from the evaluation of the request to the check of the output. For the analysis of the data the
central node activates the Member State RDC and allows access to European dataset for
each user. Such access could be also remote in the sense that all the data and computational
power remain at Eurostat and the Member State RDC is simply a location of access for the
user.
Such extreme hypothesis implies a huge effort in qualified human and computational
resources by the central node, however it avoids replications in all nodes and guarantees
homogeneity of services offered. Obviously the functionality of such a type of network
totally depends on the functionality of the central node. The costs in terms of human
resources, hardware and software are as well to be attributed to the central node.
If such scheme runs smoothly at national level, at multinational level it would lead to huge
burden on the central node, due to both the number (more than 20 countries) and
heterogeneity of nodes to serve.
Thin Centre: the organisational scheme of the interactions between nodes does not change
but the role of the central node is merely of reference.
Each peripheral node collects the requests of data access referring to other countries and
dialogues with other RDCs through the central node. Each RDC is entitled to decide on data
referring to its Member State and send the answer via the central node. If the user is
authorised to access European data in a certain RDC the central node gives the relevant data
to such RDC. Along the same lines the output will be checked by the corresponding
Member State. In this extreme hypothesis the central node makes no functional contribution
to the management of the network. However, it performs coordinating functions, allowing
each node to communicate only with the centre rather than with all nodes. This will result in

an advantage at least from procedural point of view. All the costs in terms of human
resources and materials as well as responsibilities, remain with each node.

(ii) Fully Connected Network: all nodes are equal and at the same level; they interact directly with
each other without any centre managing such communications. As different nodes
relative to different Member States are completely autonomous there should be as
many protocols of bilateral interaction as the number of possible links. In a way this
represents in the extreme the previous configuration of thin centre where even the
coordinating role of the central node is missing. In this hypothesis also data transfer
could be problematic as the number of communication channels necessary for the functioning of the
network is much higher compared to the star network. Each node needs all the necessary human
resources to run a RDC (as shown in Table 1).

(iii) Multistar Network: this solution is characterised by the presence of few “central nodes” each of
whom is a centre for a set of peripheral nodes according to the star
architecture described at point (i). Such a network can be defined as a
replicated star topology where the central nodes are in communication
between each other. The advantage is to lighten the burden of the
workload of the central node in the star network by distributing it among
few nodes and allowing, at the same time, the peripheral nodes to be freed
by a lot of burden. Moreover, it would be possible to assign to each of these central nodes a peculiar
function: e.g. nodes could be specialized according to the services they offer or the type of data they
make available. Finally, each central node could be delegated to solve decisional functions for the
nodes it is in charge of. Again, as in scenario (i), the role of each central node needs to be carefully
studied. In this scheme most of the costs would be in charge of the central nodes. The availability of
European microdatasets at each of the central node need to be addressed.

3. Issues to be addressed
These network topologies are just logical schemes for a first approach to the complex problem.
Thus, in reference to the phases of the standard RDC workflow (see Table 1), for each possible
organisational configuration of the network, answers to the following questions should be found.
Phase 1
Who is in charge of managing the procedure of access requests to the ‘RDC-NET’?
In a starred network, the management of access requests can be made by the central node
alone. Anyway, for this phase (mainly characterized by clerical work) a point-to-point
interaction could be plausible, since the same well-defined procedure followed by the central
node could be replicated by each single node.
Phase 2
Who evaluates research projects? Who authorizes the access to data stemming from various
countries?
Until now, every Member State has to decide upon giving access to its own data, for each
single access request. The question is if this function could be delegated to another country
or to Eurostat (upon a one-time formal agreement or similar solutions).

Phase 3
Who holds microdata?
This is a critical point. The hypothesis is that microdata from different European countries
(i.e. data from country X, Y, Z) have to be accessed simultaneously by a single user (i.e.
from the RDC of country W). We must then suppose that all data are collected in a single
point, which is where the elaboration is physically conducted. Unfortunately, until now it
seems that there aren’t available technical solutions (already implemented and sufficiently
generalised) in order to compute data stored in different places as they were all together; so
they have to be collected in a single point.
Even remote access systems do not help, since they allow users to access the same system
from any point (in theory) of the web, using Internet. In fact, the system accessed is
‘centralised’ in a physical place, where processing power, data and software are located: no
data travels across the web, only images for the video and keyboards and mouse inputs.
Hence, assuming data to be centralised, we need to understand where data (and IT resources)
can be stored and managed in order to perform the elaboration.
The feasibility for country X of transferring microdata to country W depends mainly by its
legal framework. Maybe it could be simpler if W=Eurostat.
How are microdata transferred?
Depending on the structure of the network, data transfers can involve the star centre and the
node, or directly the nodes exchanging data. In the second hypothesis, every node must set
up a trusted communication channel with every other node, increasing the complexity of the
interactions.
Are microdata transferred for each single request, or are they stored in a repository?
The eventual repository is mainly referred to a starred network, but it is also possible that
each country maintains a replication of all available European datasets in its RDC.
Phase 4
Where can elaborations be made? Which is the user’s access point to the network?
If data from countries X, Y, Z are physically available in country W, then the researcher can
use the RDC of country W in the habitual way. Otherwise, the node that holds data can offer
a remote access connection and make it available in the RDC of country W; as an extreme,
in the lack of remote connections, the user could be forced to physically reach the RDC of
the node that holds data.
Are standardised microdata/ metadata available?
This seems to be more a prerequisite than an issue; however if the RDC network will be set
up, an increase in the demand of standardised microdata/ metadata should be expected and
taken into account.
Phase 5-6
Who decides for output releasing? Who checks output? Which are the rules?
Assuming that the formal decision about output release is taken by the same subject that
checks output, output checking may be conducted by: the node that hosts the researcher; the
node that holds the data; each single country whose data are accessed. Anyway, standardised
and wide-agreed output checking rules are desirable.

Table2 : Matrix of possible candidate architectures
PHASE
1. Request
Collection
2. Evaluation Authorisation

3. Data Collection

4. User’s Analysis

5. Output
Checking

6. Output Release

NETWORK ORGANISATIONAL ARCHITECTURES
Fat Centre – Star Net
Thin Centre – Star Net
Fully Connected Net
Centre
Peripheral node
Hosting RDC

Multistar Net
Central nodes

Centre

Data owner

Data owner

Central nodes

Who authorizes the access to
data stemming from various
countries?

Centre: can he do it?

Data owner

Data owner

Central nodes:
can they do it?

Who holds microdata?

Centre

Hosting RDC

Central nodes

How are microdata transferred?

From peripheral node to
centre
Stored in central
repository

Peripheral node
(Centre?)
From node to centre and
reverse
Central data repository is
valuable

From owner to hosting
RDC
Data transfers for each
request (what after?)

Thin client at peripheral
node
(or: RDC at the centre)

RDC at peripheral node

Hosting RDC

Are standardised microdata/
metadata available?

Centralising data
promotes standardisation

Centralising data
promotes standardisation

Who checks output?

Centre

Which are the rules?

Need of widely agreed
rules

Peripheral node and/ or
Data owner
Maybe rules of peripheral
node?

From peripheral
to central nodes
Data stored in
the competent
central node
Thin client at
peripheral node
(or: RDC at the
central node)
Centralising data
promotes
standardisation
Central node

Who decides for output
releasing?

Centre: can he do it?

Data owner

ISSUE
Who manages the procedure for
accessing the ‘RDC-NET’?
Who evaluates research projects?

Are microdata transferred for
each single request, or are they
stored in a repository?
Where can elaborations be
made? Which is the user’s access
point to the network?

Data owner
Data owner

Data owner

Central node:
need of
agreement
Central node:
can they do it?

4. Systemic Constraints
Each country has its own legal framework and available resources: these constraints are to be taken
into account in order to evaluate feasibility of possible different solutions.
Legal aspects
Is it possible for country X to physically transfer its own microdata to another country? Can all
RDC provide access to foreign researchers?
Is it possible for a national RDC to host microdata belonging to other countries?
Is it possible for country X to delegate some functions/ formal acts about microdata access to
another country (e.g. access authorisation, output release …)?
Legal basis: Art.8 c.3 Commission Regulation (EC) No 831/2002
“Provided that appropriate facilities are in place to protect the confidentiality of data, and that the approval
of the national authorities which transmitted the data to the Community authority has been granted, access
to confidential data may also be permitted in a secure area on the premises of a national authority. In such
cases, the measures in place to ensure the physical and logical protection of the data will be comparable
with those in place on the premises of the Community authority.”

Which are the safe settings of Eurostat RDC? See Eurostat web site:
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_pageid=2913,68298197,2913_68349224:2913_68435
481&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
IT & human resources
Setting up a RDC (network node) could correspond to a very wide variety of efforts, depending on
the chosen solution. Anyway, it has to be considered the costs in terms of highly skilled human
resources for setting up and managing a stand-alone RDC, and the cost in IT technologies and ITspecialists for setting up and managing a remote access system.
The network configuration must take into account differences in Member States resource
availability, even considering the advantage in terms of the overall cost reduction that some
centralised architectures offer.

5. Viable alternatives
The abstract representations of possible networks show critical points of each possible choice and
their repercussions on practical implementation.
The total absence of a central node seems to have serious repercussions especially on data
availability. If it would be possible in theory to collect all European microdatasets in an NSI,
practically this solution doesn’t seem reasonable.
a) Eurostat as the fat centre of a starred network.
Member States give their data to Eurostat, eventually relaying on its judgement about project
approvals and output checking/ release; researchers can access from national RDC connecting
remotely to a service offered by Eurostat (in lack of which, users must travel to Eurostat RDC).
This solution is highly centralised, thus dramatically lowering burdens and costs for Member States.
Furthermore, legal issues could be minimized, since this architecture capitalises Eurostat
hierarchical supranational position.
Obviously, burden for Eurostat is at the maximum level.
On the other hand, it is difficult to think of a star centre not being Eurostat: legal issues may arise,
while for Eurostat this role matches its institutional goals.

b) Eurostat as a thin centre of a starred network.
Eurostat holds the repository of European microdata, sending the relevant ones to the RDC of the
country in which the researcher will conduct his analysis. For the rest of the process the RDC acts
almost autonomously.
Each node should communicate only with the centre, but for clerical work also node-to-node
communications could be considered. Moreover, data exchange between node and centre could rely
on communication channels already used between Eurostat and Member State NSIs.
It seems reasonable that output checking/ release could be in charge of the country hosting the
research project, with a one-time formal agreement between NSIs.
c) Fully connected network
On a one-time formal agreement basis, Member States agree to mutually delegate all decisional
functions to the country that hosts the research project. Then the research project could be treated as
if it was accessing only national data. Technical IT problems may arise in the node-to-node data
exchange.

To be investigated:
•

Possibility/ will to delegate decisions concerning microdata use/ access to other countries

•

Possibility/ will to transfer microdata to other countries
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table on solutions

dimensions
Who is first
contact?

Who creates the user
accounts?

Who manages the
evaluation?

Who decides about Who authorizes the access to data stemming
the project?
from various countries?

local

local

Eurostat

only for ECHP
Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

National RDC

Eurostat

Eurostat

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

National RDC

National RDC

Eurostat

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

Local RDC

Local RDC using remote IT
administration

Local RDC

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

Local RDC

Local RDC

Local RDC

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

7) we all manage our own RDCs
local
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly (one to one)

local

local

local

local (authority has
local (authority has been delegated)
been delegated)

8) we all manage our own RDCs
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly, but we do
local
this to predefined set of
standards for data/RDCs
(dec. sol and network standard)

local

local

local

local (authority has
local (authority has been delegated)
been delegated)

solutions

Who does the
paperwork?

1) Actual situation, but ECHP
data are physically hosted in the Eurostat
RDCs (ECHP-quick)
2) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat
Eurostat
3) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to
(very fat centre)

Eurostat

4) solution run by Eurostat, but
local RDC is main person to talk
Eurostat
to, but local RDCs host data (to
be proved for ECHP) (quick sol)
5) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to, but
Local RDC
admin/approval is also local but
data at Eurostat (Centralised
data distributed admin)
6) solution run by RDC, local
RDC is main person to talk to but
admin/approval is also local
Local RDC
and data host by RDCs
(decentralised sol)

dimensions
How are microdata
transferred?

Are microdata transferred
for each single request, or Who does the admin. outputare they stored in a
checking?
repository?

Who checks output technically on what rules? Who
decides?

1) Actual situation, but ECHP data
are physically hosted in the RDCs local
(ECHP-quick)

secure

once, stored

local

tech: local on stand rules; dec: Eurostat

2) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat

Eurostat

No Data Transfer
(Remote
Connection)

Repository at Eurostat

Eurostat

Who checks output?
Eurostat

Who decides for output
releasing
Eurostat

3) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to (very fat centre)

Eurostat

No Data Transfer
(Remote
Connection)

Repository at Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Safe channel
already used with
Eurostat
(EDAMiS?)

Data Trasferred for each
project – after have to be
deleted CHECK
AFTERWARDS

Local RDC

Eurostat

Repository at Eurostat

Local RDC

Local RDC (+ Eurostat as
Local RDC
2 opinion)

Safe channel
already used with
Eurostat
(EDAMiS???)

Data Trasferred for each
project – after have to be
deleted CHECK
AFTERWARDS

Local RDC

clearing house
(Eurostat)

stored

local

tech: local; dec: local

clearing house
(Eurostat)

stored

local

tech: local; dec: local

solutions

Who holds
microdata?

4) solution run by Eurostat, but
local RDC is main person to talk to,
Local RDC
but local RDCs host data – ECHP
(quick sol)
5) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to, but
Eurostat
admin/approval is also local but
data at Eurostat (Centralised data
distributed admin)
6) solution run by RDC, local RDC is
main person to talk to but
admin/approval is also local and
Local RDC
data host by RDCs
(decentralised sol)
7) we all manage our own RDCs
local
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly (one to one)
8) we all manage our own RDCs
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly, but we do this
local
to predefined set of standards for
data/RDCs
(dec. sol and network standard)

No Data Transfer
(Remote
Connection)

Eurostat

nd

Local RDC (+ Eurostat as Local RDC
2 opinion)
nd

ANNEX II
30.04.2009

minutes
Kickoff-Meeting ESSNet-Project
„Decentralised Access to EU Microdatasets“

March, 11th to 12th 2009, in Rome
Start:

Wednesday 11th, 1pm

End:

Thursday, 12th, 4pm

Location:

Istat, Via Cesare Balbo, 16, Rome

1st Day:

TOP 1:

Introduction

After Destatis opens the meeting with a welcome the agenda is approved. Additionally it is
planned that INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE ESTATÍSTICA, Portugal (INE) gives a brief overview
regarding the actual legal procedure/framework for the scientific use of community statistics via
Eurostat. Further discussion lead to the opinion that it would be more appropriate to skip this
topic for today and ask INE for a legal evaluation in a more solution related way compared to a
more general statement. This approach will be practiced within the further steps (see TOP 5).
TOP 2:

Organisational aspects (payment-details, subcontracts, reimbursements/travelcosts, etc.)

Each partner received its own subcontract before and will send two signed copies back to
Destatis after the meeting in Rome.
Eurostat recommends the following procedure concerning the reimbursement of the travelcosts
for people, who attend both meetings “network” and “guidelines”: Splitting the travel on the two
grants in order to reach approximately 50% of the costs on each grant. Calculate the costs of the
per diems according to the time spent on each meeting. For the travel of the one who has not
been taken into account, you put “travel at cost zero”. By doing so, it is possible to put all
supporting document in each file accordingly. Per diems means: split the time of each person per
grant and per time spent. Concrete, regarding people who attend both meetings it is planned to

split the travelcosts in the following way: Jan Mol and Maurice Brandt claim their travelcosts from
the “decentralised access-project”; Anco Hundepool and Felix Ritchie get the reimbursement
from the “ESSnet SDC-project”. The original documents will remain with the partners and
Destatis receives a copy in terms of documentation.
The way charging the units for their own controlling depends on the single institution of the
partners. Finally the procedure of the payment is approved: As written in the subcontracts,
Destatis will invoice 70% of the travelcosts which are calculated by each partner after receiving
the signed subcontracts and balance the amount (if necessary) with the final payment. Destatis
will collect the bank-details within the next days.
TOP 3:

Presentation of the draft-shortlist

ISTAT presents the results of task 1 (attachment one: slides of the presentation). There are few
remarks regarding the following points:
Slide 3: CBS suggests adding the worksteps “contracts”, “confidentiality concepts”,
“administration/user-accounts”, “helpdesks/support”. Furthermore “metadata” could be
moved to phase 3.
Slide 4-6: ONS notes that within a Star-Network it is not necessarily useful to divide the
functions strictly into “Fat-” and “Thin-” characteristics. Moreover, a combination of both
could be functional.
Slide 10: While discussing the draft of the matrix of possible candidate architectures all
partners decide to define a general framework for the outlines of the results. The goal of
the project is to prove the feasibility of network-scenarios within the national SafeCentres to ease the access to European Data exemplarily on the ECHP survey. This
specific dataset was chosen for the study due to the less legal constraints. Except
Portugal and Belgium there are bilateral agreements which allow a data transfer to the
single MS. Therefore (and also referring to the short time schedule) the project team
should concentrate on this dataset, but also consider the legal restrictions and specifics
for further community statistics and less the national statistics.
Eurostat recommends to consult the “Manual of Confidentiality (March 2008)” released by
Eurostat if there are any questions e.g. concerning possible ways of access for users, dataowners, different kinds of output release and so on.

2nd Day:

TOP 4:

Working on the shortlist

Based also on the first matrix presented by ISTAT all partners discussed possible solutions within
a brainstorming. The solutions differ in terms of central/decentral perspectives and also refer to
different practical dimensions. The following tables contain the results:

table on solutions
dimensions
Who does the
paperwork?

solutions
1) Actual situation, but ECHP
data are physically hosted in the
RDCs (ECHP-quick)
Eurostat
2) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat
Eurostat

Who is first
contact?

Who creates the user
accounts?

Who manages the
evaluation?

Who decides about Who authorizes the access to data stemming
the project?
from various countries?

local

local

Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

only for ECHP
Eurostat
Member States
(Data Owner)

Eurostat

National RDC

Eurostat

Eurostat

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

Eurostat

National RDC

National RDC

Eurostat

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

Local RDC

Local RDC

Local RDC using remote IT
administration

Local RDC

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

Local RDC

Local RDC

Local RDC

Local RDC

Member States
(Data Owner)

Member States (Data Owner)

7) we all manage our own RDCs
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly (one to one) local

local

local

local

local (authority has
been delegated)
local (authority has been delegated)

8) we all manage our own RDCs
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly, but we do
this to predefined set of
standards for data/RDCs
(dec. sol and network standard) local

local

local

local

local (authority has
been delegated)
local (authority has been delegated)

3) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to
(very fat centre)
4) solution run by Eurostat, but
local RDC is main person to talk
to, but local RDCs host data (to
be proved for ECHP) (quick sol)
5) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to, but
admin/approval is also local but
data at Eurostat (Centralised
data distributed admin)
6) solution run by RDC, local
RDC is main person to talk to but
admin/approval is also local
and data host by RDCs
(decentralised sol)

Eurostat
Member States (Data Owner)

dimensions
Who holds
microdata?

How are microdata
transferred?

solutions
1) Actual situation, but ECHP data
are physically hosted in the RDCs
(ECHP-quick)
local

secure

2) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat

Eurostat

No Data Transfer
(Remote
Connection)

Eurostat

3) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to (very fat centre)

4) solution run by Eurostat, but
local RDC is main person to talk to,
but local RDCs host data – ECHP
Local RDC
(quick sol)
5) Thin client solution run by
Eurostat, but local RDC is main
person to talk to, but
admin/approval is also local but
data at Eurostat (Centralised data
distributed admin)
Eurostat
6) solution run by RDC, local RDC is
main person to talk to but
admin/approval is also local and
data host by RDCs
Local RDC
(decentralised sol)
7) we all manage our own RDCs
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly (one to one)
local
8) we all manage our own RDCs
and negotiate data
bilaterally/directly, but we do this
to predefined set of standards for
data/RDCs
(dec. sol and network standard)
local

Are microdata transferred
for each single request, or
are they stored in a
repository?

once, stored

Who does the admin. outputchecking?

Who checks output technically on what rules? Who
decides?

local

tech: local on stand rules; dec: Eurostat

Repository at Eurostat

Eurostat

Who checks output?
Eurostat

Who decides for output
releasing
Eurostat

No Data Transfer
(Remote
Connection)

Repository at Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Eurostat

Safe channel
already used with
Eurostat
(EDAMiS?)

Data Trasferred for each
project – after have to be
deleted CHECK
AFTERWARDS

Local RDC

Eurostat

Repository at Eurostat

Local RDC

Local RDC (+ Eurostat as
Local RDC
2 opinion)

Safe channel
already used with
Eurostat
(EDAMiS???)

Data Trasferred for each
project – after have to be
deleted CHECK
AFTERWARDS

Local RDC

Local RDC (+ Eurostat as
2 opinion)
Local RDC

clearing house
(Eurostat)

stored

local

tech: local; dec: local

clearing house
(Eurostat)

stored

local

tech: local; dec: local

Eurostat

No Data Transfer
(Remote
Connection)

nd

nd

Remarks: The matrix includes three main solutions (3/6/8), two “hybrid”-solutions (4/5) and
states eleven practical-related questions. Solutions which will not lead to a possible and
adequate implementation are already deleted. After all, there are three solutions to be discussed
and evaluated within task II of the project.
The partners finally agree upon the following criteria:
CRITERIA:
DATA
o Kind of data (ECHP – EU datasets – National Datasets)
o Data security (flows of data / data storage...)
o IT complexity / implementation costs (time/money)
o Legal effort
ADMINISTRATION
o Usability for users
o Complexity for managing administrative work
o Quantity and division of workload
o Harmonisation needed
AUTHORIZATION + TECHNICAL DECISIONS
o Harmonisation needed
o Legal effort
o Complexity for managing administrative work
o Quantity of workload
TOP 5:

Next Steps (2do list, future proceedings, organisation of the tasks, website, time
schedule, second meeting, etc. )

Task II: As a result of task I and in preparation for task II the next step foresees a closer
description of the solutions en detail. Due to that ONS is responsible for task II they suggest the
following procedure and timeframe:
1

2
3

4
5
6

Task
Making a short description of the solutions and sending this around to
everyone (mainly to give Ana enough information to start her task)
Jan/Anco: solution 3
Maurice/Patricia: solution 6
Felix: solution 8
Drafting a document that described the legal implications for all three
solutions
Filling in the agreed upon criteria for each solution (free format)
Jan/Anco: solution 3
Maurice/Patricia: solution 6
Felix: solution 8
Commenting on first drafts of all documents mentioned above
Fixing the format for the final report
Combining the different documents into one final report (using the format,
Jan will coordinate this)

Who
Felix,
Maurice/Patricia
Jan/Anco

Deadline
20-3

Ana

30-4

Felix,
Maurice/Patricia
Jan/Anco

30-4

All
Jan
Ana, Felix,
Maurice/Patricia and
Anco/Jan

15-5
15-5
31-5

The partners decide that a legal rating based on the remaining solutions would be more efficient.
That leads to the action that Destatis, CBS and ONS prepare a draft containing legal requirements
which will be reviewed by INE.

Task III: IT-NRW will send at the end of March a first version (discussion paper) at Destatis. The
results have to be finished at the end of May.
Task IV and V: Further steps will be issued within the next meeting.
Task VII: CBS suggests to host the project-website on their already existing platform
(http://neon.vb.cbs.nl/casc/index.htm). Destatis will check, how long the IT department will
need to implement a project website (preferably with a secure login to share documents between
MS). If this needs too much time, the hosting on the “neon-website” appears to be the most
efficient way. ONS notes that during the last workshop on data access the participants seemed to
be quite interested in the results of our network study. Thus, it would be effective to (at least) link
the project-homepage.
Second meeting: The next meeting will take place in Budapest, organised by KSH. The following
dates for the two-day appointment are under consideration (Destatis will do the query by
http://www.doodle.com/e3r23yvn8nhqqux5):
June, 25th to 26th 2009
June, 29th to 30th 2009
July, 2nd to 3rd 2009
Third meeting: The partners will finally meet at the UNESCE-Conference, which is planned in
November (resp. December). Further Information will be distributed by CBS.
TOP 6:

Miscellaneous

No comments on this item.
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Annex III

Fat centre at Eurostat
Short description of the solution 3
In this solution almost all the work is done by Eurostat, the local RDC (Research
Data Center = Safe-Centre) is just the friendly face that researcher see.
What does this mean in practice?
A researcher comes to the local RDC with a request to use European microdata.
The local RDC provides general information on how to proceed.
The researcher submits a formal request at Eurostat.
Eurostat goes through the same 2-step procedure that they have today: first the
admissibility of the institute, and secondly the approval of the actual dataset they
want to access. In both steps, all NSIs are involved (the admissibility is by
(weighted) vote and for the use of the actual dataset; each country has a veto for
their part of the dataset). This is no change as compared to the current situation
for the On Site facility in Luxembourg.
Eurostat has a central thin client solution. All the datasets are stored centrally on
the fat server in Luxembourg. So Eurostat places the data files within this
environment and creates the necessary user accounts for the user. For certain
countries this has the advantage that the solution is within the restrictions of
regulation 831.
Eurostat informs the user when all is ready and he can start his research
The researcher then visits the local RDC and through a thin client solution (like
CITRIX or VMware) accesses the central server in Eurostat where the data files
are actually stored. Of course the local RDC needs to be an approved RDC (in
task III in our project we will define the criteria that an RDC has to meet to be
approved).
In case the researcher has questions or experiences problems using the facility he
contacts Eurostat. The local RDC is again the ‘friendly face’, but not more. All
questions, technical and related to the data, should be handled by Eurostat.
Or do we see a role there for the local NSI to serve as a first-point-of-contact,
again the friendly face. In some cases, the question might be quite easy and can
be answered by the local RDC
The output that the researcher produces is handled by Eurostat for checking, just
as is it today for researchers using the On Site facility in Luxembourg. Eurostat
sends the output to the actual checkers (when the Member States check the
output, it should be sent to them by a secure channel) and after the clearance,
sends it to the researcher.

Mapping of solution on the criteria
Criterion
Applicable for ECHP

Scoring
Yes

2.

Applicable for other
harmonised EU-datasets

Yes

3.

Applicable for national
datasets

No

4.

Security of data storage
(complex vs simple)

Simple

5.

Security of data transmission
(complex vs simple)
IT infrastructure used
(complex vs simple)

None

Costs for implementing IT
infrastructure

Large

1.

6.

7.

Complex

Description
The current approval procedure at
Eurostat for access to EU-datasets is
followed
The current approval procedure at
Eurostat for access to EU-datasets is
followed
The current approval procedure at
Eurostat for access to EU-datasets is
followed
All data will be stored centrally on a
server in Eurostat. Security is therefore
simpler to manage than in a
decentralised situation.
There is no transmission of data.
A central remote access facility at
Eurostat is required. This is relatively
new technology using for instance
CITRIX-farms or virtualisation software
like Vmware.
Based on a facility similar to the Dutch
Remote Access facility of the following
scale, the costs would be:
CITRIX farm of 5 servers (consisting
of 9 servers in total): € 100.000
25 standalone PC’s at Member
States: € 10.000
5 SPSS software licences:
€ 75.000
1 SAS server licence:
€ 150.000
1 TB of disc space:
€ 5.000
------------Total costs
€ 340.000

8.

Legal implications
(small vs large compared to
the current legal frameworks)

None

Roughly 160 man-hours (skilled
resources) will be required to implement
the facility.
There are no changes to the current
procedures for accessing EU-microdata
at the Safe-Centre in Eurostat.
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9.

Criterion
Division of workload for initial
authorization and start-up of
a new research project
(local NSI - Eurostat in %)

Scoring
5-95

10. Complexity of administration

Low

11. Division of workload for
supporting the researcher
during his research
(local NSI - Eurostat in %)

10-90

12. Complexity of communication low
channels
13. User-friendliness of
interaction between
researcher and NSI/ Eurostat

medium

Description
The local NSI is just a go-between
between the researcher and Eurostat.
Eurostat performs the following tasks:
running the approval procedure for
the institute and for the datasets with
all Member States
creating the necessary paperwork
(contracts etc) with the researcher
creating user accounts on their
remote environment
placing the requirement datasets on
their remote environment
running an up-to-date administration
of all research projects and users.
The local NSI performs the following
tasks:
providing information on the whole
procedure to interested researchers
explaining use of the facility to a new
researcher on his first visit
All administration will be done at
Eurostat.
The local NSI is just a go-between
between the researcher and Eurostat.
Simple questions that are asked
repeatedly by different researchers can
be answered by the local NSI (after they
have reached some experience). In the
beginning, most questions will be
forwarded to Eurostat.
There is no communication between the
connected NSI’s. All communication is
bilateral between one NSI and Eurostat.
In the end, the researcher deals with
Eurostat. If he experiences problems,
the local NSI probably can not solve
this. Eurostat has to be contacted to fix
this problem. This will take extra time. A
two-step interaction (where the local
NSI is the go-between between
researcher and Eurostat) will always be
less efficiënt than the situation where
the researcher only has to deal with the
persons who can actually help him (and
is ideally close by).

3

LEGAL CONSTRAINTS

SOLUTION 3 - DIMENSIONS

THIN CLIENT SOLUTION RUN BY EUROSTAT, BUT LOCAL RDC IS MAIN PERSON TO TALK TO

Several

Some

None

1) Who does the paperwork?

Eurostat

2) Who is first contact?

National RDC

3) Who creates the user accounts?

Eurostat

4) Who manages the evaluation?

Eurostat

5) Who decides about the project?

Member States (Data Owner)

Only for his own data sets. ECHP is the exception.

6) Who authorizes the access to data

Member States (Data Owner)

But MS can bilaterally agree on the exchange of microdata – art

stemming from various countries?

7) Who sanction the breaches? Which law?

21º

According to article 26º of Reg 223/2009, MS and Commission
shall take the appropriate measures to prevent and sanction any
breaches. MS should agree on the applicability of the same
measures concerning researchers access to European microdatasets. Different country, different applicable laws?

4

Short Description of the Solution (6):
Wiesbaden, May 6th 2009
Solution where local RDC is main person to talk to and administrative/ approval is
also local and data host by local RDCs.

In this solution the first contact is the local RDC (Research Data Centre) in the
Member State (MS). This RDC manages all the administrative work and the approval
of a researchers request for European microdata use.
The evaluation of a research project is also done by the RDC of the MS. If this
evaluation is positive, the application for microdata use including the project
description will be forwarded to the single MS whose microdata are requested. The
MS have the final decision about the accomplishment of the project and the usage of
their microdata.

Because the data are physically hosted in the local RDC it is also necessary that the
user accounts to access these data are created by the local RDC.
The European data could be sent through a safe connection channel (e.g. the
electronic Data files Management and Information System (eDAMIS)) from Eurostat
to the local RDC in the MS. This offers the possibility that the data can be stored in a
repository in a Safe-Centre in the RDC of a MS whereas the access to these data will
be given only for research projects and for a certain time frame.

The issue of output checking of results and produced tables by the researcher will be
also managed by the local RDC. The output will be checked by the RDC of the MS
and Eurostat as well. The final decision of output release is by the local RDC.

5

CRITERIA:
DATA
o
o
o
o

Kind of data (ECHP–EU datasets – National datasets)
Data security (flows of data/ data storage)
IT complexity/ implementation costs (time/ money)
Legal effort

ADMINISTRATION
o Usability for users
o Complexity for managing administrative work
o Quantity and division of workload
o Harmonisation needed
AUTHORISATION + TECHNICAL DECISIONS
o Harmonisation needed
o Legal effort
o Complexity for managing administrative work
o Quantity of workload

Criteria: Conclusions
Each solution is supposed to be proven among a list of criteria which the partners
agreed upon. In general, there are three matters to be considered: data,
administration and authorisation/ technical facts. Solution 6 focuses on an opportunity where local RDC offer the first contact and further monitoring, the administrative/
approval process is also local and finally the data is hosted by the local RDCs for
current projects. This leads to a concept which satisfies the criteria below:

Data
Kind of data
Due to legal restrictions it is only permitted (in general) to host community data in a
national RDC if the supplier (MS) agrees on it. The transmission of microdata from
Eurostat to the MS thus is not foreseen, but for specific reasons possible. Only if the
data transfer is approved by a so called “LISO”1 (Eurostat 2008: 23), the data can be
submitted to the RDC.
As far as we focus on the community statistics, we have to prove if this circumstance
applies on the ECHP. Given that requests to this kind of data do not need
1

“Officer responsible for the security of informatics infrastructure” (Eurostat 2008: Annex 35, page 2)
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reconciliation among the suppliers (except Belgium and Portugal), it could possibly
be qualified for a transmission. For this reason the following consideration only refers
to this specific dataset at all.

Data-Security
Even though there are several recommendations concerning the transmission of data
published by Eurostat “[…] there is always some risk of disclosure: “zero risk” is not
possible.” (Eurostat 2008: 21).
The European data is usually sent through a safe connection channel (the electronic
Data files Management and Information System (eDAMIS)), but in general only from
the supplier to Eurostat (one-way). Then the data can be stored in a repository in a
Safe-Centre in the RDC of a MS whereas the access to these data will be given only
for research projects and for a certain time frame. Furthermore, the data security
regarding its storage should be guaranteed. There are several ways of providing
such data security which vary between the national Safe-Centres. Within the project,
the partners agreed on the condition that for the establishment of a network of SafeCentres and sharing of data it is necessary that the security requirements of the
Safe-Centres and the procedure of data exchange as well will be accepted by each
single MS.2 Eurostat foresees different levels of security with regards to personal and
local restrictions and IT environment (Eurostat 2008: 25ff). In summary, there are
strict rules which describe the allowance for data access only for special kind of staff
(users) and under special monitoring conditions. Besides, the concept of a “Standalone PC” requires constraints (e.g. not to: print, copy data, connect to USB ports,
etc.) in order to disable users to disseminate the data illegally. At least, the SafeCentre is supposed to sign by contract that the data will be only used for a specific
project and thus a certain time span and will be deleted afterwards.

IT-Complexity/ Costs
In principle, the IT-complexity for an implementation of a “Stand-alone PC” with local
access is easier to practice in short term compared to a remote solution, because this
has already been experienced so far. Regarding the details, the concept of a “Stand2

The following remarks refer to the results which are (to be) gathered within task III “Guidelines for
Safe-Centres”
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alone PC” implies that the PC is sealed off any network environment and outlines.
Only the staff of the RDCs are allowed to manage the data and get access to the
original output e.g. for the purpose of anonymisation of the results.
In addition to the hardware expense there is also specific software (e.g. SPSS, SAS,
STATA, Microsoft Office, …) supposed to be charged within a cost analyses (for
details please see task VI). An estimation of staff/ labour costs should also be
considered with respect to the supervision of the users and the consulting service in
general.

Legal effort3
As already described within the first paragraph, the legal effort depends on the kind
of data used. Within solution six it is planned that the decision about the research
request is made by the data supplier (MS). If it turns out that a local storage of the
ECHP data is legally allowed, it should be imaginable that the requests for scientific
purposes are only to be approved by Belgium and Portugal. Thus, the administrative
part of the legal review (whether the institution is scientific or not) could be reduced.
Anyway this process is necessary and a central obligation for the national SafeCentre. In that context, the question should be discussed on what legal framework
the decision with respect to the approval or rejection should be taken (Eurostat
considers Commission Regulation (EC) No 831/2002).

Administration
Usability for Users
Due to the idea of a local data access it should be comfortable for the data users that
all matters regarding first contact, formal request, analysis, anonymisation and at
least the approval to publish the results are done by the local Safe-Centres. The
need to delete the data after the end of the project could possibly be a disadvantage
for the user. In the case that a follow up project is planned, users could be interested
in assembling to their customized data (e.g. if they create new variables or modify the
datasets).

3

For a first approach please see Annex I
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Complexity for managing administrative work/ Quantity and division of workload
In terms of centralising the administrative part holistically to the single Safe-Centres
the staff will be faced with a higher workflow. A solution to minimize the management
duties could be a standardisation of the process, e.g. to create a data-warehouse
that includes former legal decisions on the user’s requests. In general, the idea to
standardise the data supply is restricted by the obligation to delete the data after
each project. Thus the submission, preparation and consulting service has to be
done anew.

Harmonisation needed
The main idea of solution six is to provide an easy and usable access to the ECHP
for scientific purposes with respect to a centralised workflow. This requires of course
an harmonisation considering legal, administrative and technical aspects. Whilst the
access is not supposed to vary in terms of the conditions within the MS, a
comprehensible and transparent strategy should be aimed. The harmonisation needs
in detail are:
1. general access information
2. metadata
3. content of the questionnaire (request form)
4. data warehouse (administration of legal decisions)

Authorisation and technical decisions
Harmonisation needed
By now, all decisions made by Eurostat about the requests to community statistics
are based on European regulations. Due to specific agreements of the Member
States (again, except Portugal and Belgium) for the ECHP data there is no
reconciliation among the MS required. Thus, the legal bases for an authorisation
should be the same for each single MS, even though this process is supposed to be
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done by the local RDC’s. Finally, for the ECHP there is no harmonisation concerning
the authorisation process suggested.
Within the establishment of a standardised access it should be given that the
technical equipment/ technical concept of the “Stand-alone PCs” is comparable within
the MS. It furthermore should be aimed that scientists from any MS may use popular
analyses software (see results of task III “Guidelines for Safe-Centres”). Also the
constraints due to anonymisation processes and decisions are supposed to be
equivalent (see results of task IV “Evaluation of the Transferability of Anonymisation
Processes”).

Legal effort
If it is planned that technical output checking will be covered by the local RDC’s (and
Eurostat as a second opinion) this process should lean on standardised guidelines.
By doing so, the anonymisation rules and thus the sanctions should be applicable on
the one hand and similar regarding the penalty on the other hand. “According to
article 26° (Reg 223/2009), MS and Commission shall take the appropriate measures
to prevent and sanction any breaches” (see Annex I). However, it might be necessary
to prove whether the sanctions relate to the national laws or not.

Complexity for managing administrative work/ Quantity and division of workload
Concerning the division of workload, the technical part could be split from the
consulting/ authorisation service. Taking into account that output checking foresees
qualification, experiences and routine it is imaginable that this part of the service is
done by specific staff for several users instead of an individual responsibility.

References
-

Eurostat 2008: Protection of Confidential Data at Eurostat. European
Commission. Luxembourg.
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Annex I
LEGAL CONSTRAINTS
SOLUTION 6 - DIMENSIONS
SOLUTION RUN BY LOCAL RDC AND LOCAL RDC IS MAIN PERSON TO TALK TO

Several

Some

None

1) Who does the paperwork?

Local RDC

Eurostat and MS can do bilateral agreements concerning

2) Who is first contact?

Local RDC

administrative harmonized procedures – art. 7º Reg 831/2002

3) Who creates the user accounts?

Local RDC

4) Who manages the evaluation?

Local RDC

According to Reg 223/2009 the evaluation of admissibility and
access procedures is now done by SEE Committee and is
subject to an additional scrutiny procedure. Unless MS agree on
a simplification of this, at least to some bodies, this new rule
doesn’t make the process simpler.

5) Who decides about the project?

Member States (Data Owner)

ECHP is the exception.

6) Who authorizes the access to data

Member States (Data Owner)

Only for his own datasets. But MS can bilaterally agree on the

stemming from various countries?

7) Who sanctions the breaches? Which
law?

exchange of microdata – art 21º
According to article 26º (Reg 223/2009), MS and Commission
shall take the appropriate measures to prevent and sanction any
breaches. MS should agree on the applicability of the same
measures concerning researchers access to European microdatasets. Different country, different applicable laws?
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Option 8: fully connected network
1. Definition
This option is the ‘fully connected’ network option – each RDC is an independent unit
connected to the others, working autonomously.
Each RDC operates to an agreed set of standards for each of the options:
safe projects (ensuring project applications are consistent with law and data
supplier requirements)
safe people (ensuring researchers can be trusted)
safe settings (ensuring the setting is physically and technically secure)
safe outputs (carrying out disclosure checks)
Not all RDCs operate to the same standard, but all participating in the network agree
what those standards are. RDCs publicise the standard at which they are operating.
They do not all have to operate in the same way to meet the standard but to be
graded at a particular standard RDCs must meet or exceed all the requirements of
that standard (for example, ‘no direct access to the internet’ could be met by having a
stand-alone computer, or by having a networked computer isolated from the internet).
The standards need to be sufficiently clear that the data supplier does not need to be
concerned about implementation.
RDCs are then managed locally in accordance with those standards. Decisions as to
whether to supply data to those RDCs are then done on a decentralised basis by the
data supplier.
For example, suppose standards are graded on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being the best.
RDC A operates at level 4 in all categories. RDC B operates at level 5 for technical
security, but only 2 in other respects. Data supplier X is worried about breaching
confidentiality at all stages of the process, but data supplier Y is only interested in the
basic physical security of the data, and thinks that the risk of disclosure from
statistical output is negligible. Data supplier Z is mainly concerned about the legal
niceties and getting value from sharing data. So X might choose to deposit data only
in RDC A, Y may only deposit in RDC B, and Z would deposit in both. X might
deposit in RDC B if B agrees to carry out more output checks, but B is under no
obligation to do so.
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Note that one consequence of this is that, unlike the star networks, RDCs may end
up having different datasets, which will reflect the wishes of the data suppliers.
Similarly, some data suppliers might have their data much more widely disseminated
than others.
In the context of this model, Eurostat is a data supplier like any other: an organisation
holding data which is prepared to share it if legal, technical and statistical solutions
are in place.
2. Assessment against criteria
Scoring:
A = already in place
B = No significant difficulties foreseen in implementation
Ct = Technical difficulties but no legal/ procedural problems
Cp = Legal/ procedural problems but no technical difficulties
D = Legal and technical difficulties
Criterion
Kind of data (1) EU datasets
Kind of data (2) Other datasets
Data security (1) flows
Data security (2) storage
IT complexity
IT implementation
Legality of data flows (EU)
Legality of data flows (other)
Usability for users
Complexity for administration
Division of workload (1) data
Division of workload (2) user
support
Division of workload (3) IT
management
Harmonisation (1) administration
Harmonisation (2) Authorisation
Harmonisation (3) Technical
decision-making
Legality of decision-making
Complexity of decision-making (1)
initial
Complexity of decision-making (1)
ongoing
Quantity of workload

Issues
Need to be in an NSI
Same solution is appropriate for national datasets

Score
B
A

May need to agree data storage standard
Each RDC may need to adjust to common standard
build on installed infrastructure – little additional cost
Apart from ECHP, need agreement for other EU
data.
Unilateral decision is taken by supplier
Familiar environment
How do we ensure compliance with standards?
10% supplier 90% RDC
1% supplier 99% RDC – could also maybe do with a
support network?
All local decision-making

B
Ct
A/B
Cp

Not needed as long as standards meet
Delegated to national RDC
Local decision

Ct
Cp
A

Delegated by data supplier
Crucial to solution

Cp
Cp

Relatively low – operating under delegated authority

B

1% data supplier 99% RDC

A

Additional criteria suggested by SNL
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B
A/B
Ct
A
B
A

LEGAL CONSTRAINTS

SOLUTION 8 - DIMENSIONS
WE ALL MANAGE OUR OWN RDCS AND NEGOTIATE DATA BILATERALLY/ DIRECTLY, BUT WE DO THIS TO
PREDEFINED SET OF STANDARDS FOR DATA/

Several

RDCS (dec. sol and network standard)

Some

None

1)

Who does the paperwork?

local

Eurostat and MS can do bilateral agreements concerning

2)

Who is first contact?

local

administrative and technical harmonized procedures – art. 7º
Reg 831/2002

3)

Who creates the user accounts?

local

4)

Who manages the evaluation?

local

According to Reg 223/2009 the evaluation of admissibility and
access procedures is now done by SEE Committee and is subject
to an additional scrutiny procedure. Unless MS agree on a
simplification of this, at least to some bodies, this new rule
doesn’t make the process simpler. For European datasets, only.

5)

Who decides about the project?

local

(authority

has

been

ECHP is the exception.

has

been

ESS authority can transmit data to each other

delegated)
6)

Who authorizes the access to data

stemming from various countries?

local

(authority

delegated)
According to article 26º (Reg 223/2009), MS and Commission

7)

Who sanction the breaches? Which

law?

shall take the appropriate measures to prevent and sanction any
breaches. MS should agree on the applicability of the same
measures concerning researcher’s access to European microdatasets. Different country, different applicable laws?
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Annex IIIa

Deliverable Task II
ESSnet Decentralised Access to EU microdata

1. Introduction and summary of recommendations
In the first task of the project, several possible architectures for a decentralised
network of Safe-Centres were examined. An initial list of eight possible
architectures was reduced to a shortlist of three architectures which characterised
major differences in approach. Each one was an idealised version but together the
options indicate the range of possibilities. The aim of task II is then to examine the
characteristics of the ‘idealised’ options, and make recommendations; these could
include the best solutions from each element. The three models (see below for
details) could be summarised as

“Eurostat has main responsibilities”
“NSIs have main responsibilities”
”no specification of the responsibilities, as long as we work to an agreed
standard”

All three are functional descriptions; that is, they describe processes. However, the
first implies a very specific architecture to provide ‘decentralised access’ under this
model. The second implies much more variability in implementation. The third
makes no assumptions about implementation at all; the standard of operation is the
only relevant criterion. Broadly, the team agreed that the third option should be seen
as the long-term aspiration. However, to get there requires a number of major
developments in procedures, standards and attitudes to risk: the vision may not be
realisable shortly. A recommendation on the bases of a possibly future existing
technical, administrative and legal framework was not thought a satisfactory project
deliverable.
The team therefore proposed a ‘pilot’ phase with a very short lead time. This would
allow decentralised access to begin sooner rather than later. More importantly, it
would allow testing of changes in process and perception needed to move towards a
longer term solution.
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The team agreed that a pilot should be based around the second option, and that it
should have a clear goal of pushing back the functional boundaries of access to data.
The first option was rejected as a model for decentralised access; it provided no
opportunities for challenging existing practice.
A specific implementation was also recommended. The team felt that existing
infrastructures (possibly with some additional investment) could be brought into
play at short notice to get a pilot up and running. A ‘preferred’ and ‘alternative’
architecture was recommended; both were felt to give opportunities to test functional
changes.
In summary of the three options one was rejected out of hand; one was identified as
an aspiration; and one was identified as the basis for a pilot which could be
implemented quickly and which could test barriers to further development.
The following sections detail the options, the reasons for the choice, possible shortterm implementations, and the aims of the pilot programme.

2. Pros and cons of the solutions on the shortlist
In this chapter, each solution on the shortlist is described in a bit more detail.
From various network architectures (please see results task I, Annex Ia, Annex II) the
three most feasible possibilities were chosen. These three solutions have been
judged on a matrix with so called criteria to get an overview how easy or difficult it
is to implement this solution from the current point of view.
In the original list of eight options, numbers 3, 6 and 8 were chosen to represent
fundamentally different approaches and so be considered in detail. These are
referred to as ‘fat centre’ (originally, solution 3), ‘thin centre’ (solution 6) and
‘decentralised network’ (solution 8). These roughly correspond to the ‘fat star’, ‘thin
star’ and ‘fully connected network’ outlined in Task I.

Short description of the ‘fat centre’:
In this solution almost all the work is done by Eurostat, the local RDC (Research
Data Centre = Safe-Centre) is just the friendly face that researcher see.
What does this mean in practice?
A researcher comes to the local RDC with a request to use European microdata.
The local RDC provides general information on how to proceed.
The researcher submits a formal request at Eurostat.
Eurostat goes through the same 2-step procedure that they have today: first the
admissibility of the institute, and secondly the approval of the actual dataset they
want to access. In both steps, all NSIs are involved (the admissibility is by
(weighted) vote and for the use of the actual dataset each country has a veto for
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their part of the dataset). This is no change as compared to the current situation
for the On Site facility in Luxembourg.
Eurostat has a central thin client solution. All the datasets are stored centrally on
the fat server in Luxembourg. So Eurostat places the datafiles within this
environment and creates the necessary user accounts for the user. For certain
countries this has the advantage that the solution is within the restrictions of
regulation 831.
Eurostat informs the user when all is ready and he can start his research
The researcher then visits the local RDC and through a thin client solution (like
CITRIX or VMware) accesses the central server in Eurostat where the datafiles
are actually stored. Of course the local RDC needs to be an approved RDC (in
task III in our project we define the criteria that an RDC has to meet to be
approved).
In case the researcher has questions or experiences problems using the facility he
contacts Eurostat. The local RDC is again the ‘friendly face’, but not more. All
questions, technical and related to the data, should be handled by Eurostat.
The output that the researcher produces is handled by Eurostat for checking, just
as is it today for researchers using the On Site facility in Luxembourg. Eurostat
sends the output to the actual checkers (when the Member States check the
output, it should be sent to them by a secure channel) and after the clearance,
sends it to the researcher.
The matrix with the criteria can be found in table 1.
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Table 1: criteria for the ‘fat centre’
Criterium: How simple or complex is it to Setup
…
NSI
Use it for EU datasets
S
Use it for national datasets
S
Transfer datasets securely
n/a
Maintain the data repository (updates etc)
S
Store the data securely
S
Set up the IT system
S

Get the legal basis for data storing
Address user questions for the first point-ofcontact in RDC
Provide the same datasets across countries
Provide the same access procedures across
countries
Provide the same operating environment
across countries
Integrate of administrative processes/ Informing data owners/ dealing with information needs of data owners/ traceability
Get the necessary resources

n/a
S

Get the legal basis for decisionmaking on
providing access
Take decisions on providing access
Manage risk of potentially unsafe researchers
Have effective sanctions for violation of
rules
Introduce innovations in the system
Maintain a consistent output checking across
countries

S=simple; C=complex

S
S
S

Setup Ongoing Ongoing Comment
EUR
NSI
EUR
S
S
S
All necessary legislation is already in place
S
S
S
Here: central role for Eurostat, for now only possible for datasets in Reg. 831/2002
n/a
n/a
n/a
Here: no data transmission
S
S
S
One central data-repository in Eurostat
S
S
S
Only one physical data-storage -> it will be relatively easy to ensure its safety
C
S
S
Required: central remote access facility at Eurostat (relatively new technology)
Based on a facility similar to the Dutch Remote Access facility of the following
scale, the total costs would be € 340.000
Roughly 160 man-hours (skilled resources) will be required to implement the facility.
n/a
n/a
n/a
All necessary legislation is already in place
S
C
C
Ongoing phase: most user-questions forwarded to Eurostat by the local RDC. This
two-step interaction with the researcher is inefficient
S
S
S
One data repository so by definition, the same data-files are available in each country
S
S
S
Eurostat still plays a central role in all applications for access, so this is the same
across countries
S
S
S
There is only one IT infrastructure, so this is by definition the same in each country

S

S

S

S

There is one administrative system in Eurostat where all use is logged

S

C

S

C

S

S

S

C

S
C
C

S
S
C

S
C
C

C
S
C

S
C

S
C

S
S

S
S

Setup phase: Eurostat has to build a Remote facility; Member States only have to
provide one computer in their safe room. Ongoing phase: Eurostat does most work:
running the approval procedure for the institute and for the dataset with all MS;
creating the necessary paperwork; creating useraccount; placing required datasets on
remote environment; running an up-to-date administration of all projects and users
The local NSI performs the following tasks: providing information on the whole
procedure to interested researcher; explaining use of the facility to new researchers
Necessary legislation is already in place. Ongoing phase: Eurostat has to ask all
Member States for their approval (admissibility of institute and project approval)
The procedure is quite complex. Eurostat has to contact all MS to give their consent.
The training and monitoring is easier to organize in a centralised system.
Possibility: further access to microdata for researchers who violated the rules is
denied. If further sanctions are needed the application of penalties can be complex.
Depends on the kind of innovation, easier if the system organization is centralised
Setup phase: agreement on the guidelines needs to be realized. Ongoing phase:
Eurostat checks the output with these guidelines.
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Short description of the ‘thin centre’:

Solution where local RDC is main person to talk to and administrative/ approval
is also local and data host by local RDCs.
In this solution the first contact is the local RDC in the Member State (MS).
This RDC manages all the administrative work and the approval of a researchers
request for European microdata use.
The evaluation of a research project is also done by the RDC of the MS. If this
evaluation is positive, the application for microdata use including the project
description will be forwarded to the single MS whose microdata are requested.
The MS have the final decision about the accomplishment of the project and the
usage of their microdata.
Because the data are physically hosted in the local RDC it is also necessary that
the user accounts to access these data are created by the local RDC.
The European data could be sent through a safe connection channel (e.g. the
electronic Data files Management and Information System (eDAMIS)) from
Eurostat to the local RDC in the MS. This offers the possibility that the data can
be stored in a repository in a Safe-Centre in the RDC of a MS whereas the
access to these data will be given only for research projects and for a certain
time frame.
The issue of output checking of results and produced tables by the researcher
will be also managed by the local RDC. The output will be checked by the RDC
of the MS and Eurostat as well. The final decision of output release is by the
local RDC.
The matrix with the criteria can be found in table 2.
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Table 2: criteria for the ‘thin centre’
Criterium: How easy or difficult is it to …
Use it for EU datasets
Use it for national datasets
Transfer datasets securely
Maintain the data repository (updates etc)
Store the data securely

Setup
NSI
C
C
S
S
S

Set up the IT system
Get the legal basis for data storing

C
C

To address user questions for the first point-ofcontact in RDC
Provide the same datasets across countries
Provide the same access procedures across
countries
Provide the same operating environment across
countries
Integrate your administrative processes with
those of other MS/ Inform data owners on the
use of their datasets/ deal with the information
needs of other data owners/ traceability

S

Get the necessary resources
Get the legal basis for decisionmaking on
providing access
Take decisions on providing access to a
research project
Manage the risk of potentially unsafe researchers (training, monitoring)*
Have effective sanctions for violation of rules*
Introduce innovations in the system
Maintain a consistent output checking across
countries*

S=simple; C=complex

S
C

Setup Ongoing Ongoing Comment
EUR
NSI
EUR
C
C
C
Except for ECHP: bilateral agreements required, because the data is stored locally
C
C
C
Except for data ref. in Regulation 831/2002: no data transmission foreseen
S
S
S
via EDAMIS
S
S
S
data will be transferred periodically so data can be updated centrally
S
C
S
There are serveral security standards which are supposed to be documented within
this projects as "guidelines" for Safe-Centres
S
S
S
IT Infrastructure is already given
C
C
C
there are bilateral agreements required, because the data is temporarily stored
locally
S
S
S
S
n/a

C

S
C

S
n/a

C

data is submitted by Eurostat and so stored centrally
technically there are differences; harmonisation needed (C), access given (S)
technically there are differences; harmonisation needed (C), access given (S)

S

S

C

S

S
S

n/a

C
S

n/a

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

C
S
C

S
S
C

C
S
S

S
S
S

Setup NSI: (S), because they include it in the application; Ongoing NSI: (C)
because they need to update their ongoing system

If local RDC is supposed to refer to reg. 831/2002, there is only one legal base
bilateral agreement is required; for ECHP (S)

legal bases: reg 831/2002 (sanctions made by EUR)
Should be easy, because the data is hosted locally at EUR
Setup phase: agreement on the guidelines needs to be realized. Ongoing phase:
Eurostat and RDC check the output with these guidelines.
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Short description of the ‘decentralised network’ (fully connected network):

This option is the ‘fully connected’ network option – each RDC is an
independent unit connected to the others, working autonomously.
Each RDC operates to an agreed set of standards for each of the options:
safe projects (ensuring project applications are consistent with law
and data supplier requirements)
safe people (ensuring researchers can be trusted)
safe settings (ensuring the setting is physically and technically
secure)
safe outputs (carrying out disclosure checks)
Not all RDCs operate to the same standard, but all participating in the
network agree what those standards are. RDCs publicise the standard at
which they are operating. They do not all have to operate in the same way to
meet the standard but to be graded at a particular standard RDCs must meet
or exceed all the requirements of that standard (for example, ‘no direct access
to the internet’ could be met by having a stand-alone computer, or by having
a networked computer isolated from the internet). The standards need to be
sufficiently clear so the data supplier does not need to be concerned about
implementation.
RDCs are then managed locally in accordance with those standards.
Decisions as to whether to supply data to those RDCs are then done on a
decentralised basis by the data supplier.
For example, suppose standards are graded on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being
the best. RDC A operates at level 4 in all categories. RDC B operates at
level 5 for technical security, but only 2 in other respects. Data supplier X is
worried about breaching confidentiality at all stages of the process, but data
supplier Y is only interested in the basic physical security of the data, and
thinks that the risk of disclosure from statistical output is negligible. Data
supplier Z is mainly concerned about the legal niceties and getting value
from sharing data. So X might choose to deposit data only in RDC A, Y
may only deposit in RDC B, and Z would deposit in both. X might deposit
in RDC B if B agrees to carry out more output checks, but B is under no
obligation to do so.
Note that one consequence of this is that, unlike the star networks, RDCs
may end up having different data sets, which will reflect the wishes of the
data suppliers. Similarly, some data suppliers might have their data much
more widely disseminated than others.
In the context of this model, Eurostat is a data supplier like any other: an
organisation holding data which is prepared to share it if legal, technical and
statistical solutions are in place.
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This model focuses on the development of agreed operating standards. It
does not explicitly define a technical architecture. Whilst the description is
‘decentralised’, the actual implementation could be that a central data store
and remote access processing facility is the preferred implementation. The
important point is that technical decisions are made within a common
reference framework, and so can be decoupled from decisions about legality
etc.
RDC managers could offer Eurostat-compliant security as one of a range of
data services – or an RDC could be inadmissible for storing Euro-data (eg,
not an NSI) but be compliant with common standards in all other ways and
so eligible for direct data-sharing between countries.

The matrix with the criteria can be found in table 3.
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Table 3: criteria for the ‘decentralised network’
Criterium: How easy or difficult is it to …
Use it for EU datasets
Use it for national datasets
Transfer datasets securely
Maintain the data repository (updates etc)
Store the data securely

Setup
NSI
S
S
n/a
n/a
C

Set up the IT system

C

Get the legal basis for data storing
To address user questions for the first point-ofcontact in RDC
Provide the same datasets across countries

C
n/a

Provide the same access procedures across
countries
Provide the same operating environment across
countries
Integrate your administrative processes with
those of other MS/ Inform data owners on the
use of their datasets/ deal with the information
needs of other data owners/ traceability
Get the necessary resources
Get the legal basis for decisionmaking on providing access
Take decisions on providing access to a
research project
Manage the risk of potentially unsafe
researchers (training, monitoring)
Have effective sanctions for violation of rules
Introduce innovations in the system
Maintain a consistent output checking across
countries

S=simple; C=complex

Setup Ongoing Ongoing Comment
EUR
NSI
EUR
C
S
S
Needs Eurostat to delegate authority
n/a
S
n/a
Already in place
n/a
S
S
via EDAMIS (for Eurostat data), national data using existing methods
n/a
S
S
Part of the core functionality of an RDC
n/a
S
S
Part of the core functionality of the RDC - managed to agreed standard; but need to
agree standards
n/a
S
n/a
No or negligible additional costs (assuming that RDC exists to hold national data
too) - managed to agreed standards; but need to agree standards
C
S
S
May require signficant change in atitude from MSs
n/a
S
n/a
Part of the core functionality of an RDC

n/a

n/a

n/a

S

Not part of the functionality of this process; demand for data and preferences of
RDCs will determine data use
Standards for access (eg approved researchers, institutions etc) need to be agreed
but implementation can differ
Standards need to be agreed but implementation can differ

C

n/a

S

n/a

C

n/a

S

n/a

C

n/a

C

n/a

Depends upon the information requirement - potentially very simple, potentially
very complex if lots of info demanded

S

n/a

S

n/a

C

C

n/a

n/a

No additional costs (assuming that RDC exists to hold national data too) - managed
to agreed standards; but need to agree standards
Needs Eurostat to delegate authority

C

C

S

n/a

C

C

S

n/a

C

C

S

n/a

n/a
C

n/a
C

S
S

n/a
n/a

Part of the core functionality of the RDC - managed to agreed standard; but need to
agree standards
Part of the core functionality of the RDC - managed to agreed standard; but need to
agree standards
Part of the core functionality of the RDC - managed to agreed standard; but need to
agree standards
Ability to review comparative systems will provide the incentives innovate
Part of the core functionality of the RDC - managed to agreed standard; but need to
agree standards
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3. Moving from the solutions to the recommendations
The three solutions are idealised versions of the original set of proposals, used as
examples so that the discussion of the relative merits of different schemes would not
suffer from dimensionality problems. It was not envisaged that any one could
provide the complete solution: some solutions require more or less time to set up,
some are consistent with long-term development while others are not, some require
more involvement by Eurostat rather than NSIs and some the opposite.

The view of the project group would be that, once the key features of each idealised
solution were identified, good points would be brought together to built a solution.
However, the project team also took the view that designing the perfect system out
of the box was both outside the practical scope of this project; moreover, an
examination of the issues identified that several aspects would need lengthy
negotiation. Accordingly, it was agreed

To propose elements of a long-term solution that would allow flexibility to
develop access data within and outside Europe and using both Eurostat and MS
datasets
to devise a short term solution which could test some of the concepts and make
some necessary challenges to current perspectives
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The tasks considered likely costs and benefits of the three solutions and produced a
matrix, identifying setup and ongoing issues for Eurostat and NSIs and deciding
whether they were complex or simple. In summary, the three solutions can be
characterised as follows:

Solution
Fat centre

Thin centre

Decentralised
network

Good points

Bad points

Clear legal basis
Application procedures in
place for Euro-data
One data store and IT
system, centrally managed
Existing IT infrastructure
Existing administrative
infrastructure for
processing researchers
Lots of practical experience
managing research
Flexibility
Incentives to innovate
Offers growth path from
national systems
Encourages RDCs tailored
to provider’s needs/
resources
The technique to manage
decentralised systems
exists (DK, NL, US)

Remote access IT system
would need to be built
Additional layer of
administration
Legal basis less certain
Variations in practice
Some countries don’t have
infrastructure

Requires major change in
attitudes to data access
Requires development and
confidence in system of
standards
Potential for fragmentation
of research space (both
data and processes)

table 1 details of the solutions

The fat centre has little appeal. It is a potential short-term solution as the legal and
administrative frameworks are in place, but this would require investment in IT
infrastructure by Eurostat – and probably some investment by NSIs as well. More
importantly, implementing the fat centre would require almost no changes to
procedures. As a result, decentralised access could occur, but the incentives to
consider better alternatives would be much lower than at present; hence, choosing
this as the short-term solution would likely lead it to be also the long term one. True
international data sharing (including non-EU data) is unlikely to evolve in this
environment.

The thin centre is more appealing. The main downside is concern over the legal
aspects – while there is the lawful authority for Eurostat to transfer data to NSIs in
MSs, objections might be raised by Member States which prevent the solution.
Similar concerns might be raised over NSIs making decisions over applications, or
clearance of outputs.
The view of the team was that these ‘downsides’ are actually positive aspects.
Identification of the key behaviours that could be challenged is one of the main
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outputs of this report. The thin centre model forces hard questions to be asked, and
allows for the answers to be tested in a real environment. It also has the advantage
that the team felt it could be implemented relatively quickly from existing
infrastructures. It was agreed that this model is the best for a short-term solution.

The decentralised network has several appealing features, but it was felt to require
more experience and consideration to fully realise benefits – experience which could
be gained through a well-designed pilot. It was agreed this should be considered as a
potential model for a long-term solution.

3.1 Tasks for a pilot test

Putting recommendations into practice: the short-term solution

Under the thin centre solution, NSI RDCs would be responsible for handling
applications, doing clearances, and managing IT for users (even if the physical IT
system is at Eurostat). Eurostat’s involvement would be limited to ensuring that the
data is in the RDC’s IT space, wherever that is located. It might also have a role to
play in applications: the ideal would be for the RDC to have full delegated authority,
but if MS’s approval is felt to be necessary than mechanisms should be designed to
minimise the decision-making at Eurostat.
The team debated also the physical location of IT. There was some argument for
using existing RDCs, possibly with some form of certification; the advantage is that
all the procedures and systems are in place for this to be implemented immediately.
On balance the team wished to argue for data to remain at Eurostat and for a thinclient access system at Eurostat to be built. This has the advantage of keeping all the
data in one place. Note that the physical location of the data should not be allowed to
determine the ‘challenge’ function of the pilot. For future planning, it is important
that Eurostat’s role in the context of the transmission of the data to RDCs is clear;
the fact that it does not physically do so during the pilot is irrelevant.
The thin centre model is idealised; some existing Eurostat components (such as
project recording at Circa) could also be useful for this model. A proposed path way
(and some backup options) follows:
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System based
upon thin
centre
Set up

Legal approval
of applications

Data
Transmission

Management of
IT systems

Clearances

NSIs
RDCs

without

Preferred solution

Eurostat sets standards
for Safe-Centres,
output clearance,
approval of
applications
NSIs take
responsibility for
operating to this basic
level
NSIs operate with
delegated authority
Eurostat manages list
of admissible
institutions
NSI manages personal
elements of
application, using
Eurostat info (above)
NSI makes decision
[Assuming thin-client at
Eurostat]
No physical data
transfers: data
accessed trough thinclient
Eurostat provides a
thin client service to
NSIs
NSI manages
remotely Eurostat IT
system, including user
accounts
NSI operates to ‘SafeCentre’ standards
specified in this
project
NSI operates to
specified standards:
rejects or clears
outputs and sends
result to researchers
Periodic checks
carried out by other
NSIs to ensure
compliance with
standards
Thin client service at
Eurostat

Alternative

Eurostat sets guidelines but retains
authority

Preferred: NSI only makes
recommendation. NSI passes to
Eurostat for final sign-off; Eurostat
does not carry out further investigation
except in exceptional circumstances
Minimum: Eurostat approves
applications but without further
reference to MSs
[Assuming no thin-client at Eurostat]
NSI requests data for specific projects
Eurostat sends complete data to NSI;
(e.g. via EDAMIS)
NSI grants access to user from own
store
NSI manages own IT systems

NSI sends output to Eurostat with
recommendation for release
NSI rejects outputs on its own
authority

NSIs access data through internet
accessible services at other NSIs
(possibly chargeable)

table 2 details of the solution

Specific details are given in section 4 for the recommended model.
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4. Long term, short term and the role of the ‘pilot’ phase

At its simplest level, the short-term solution is designed to be up and running
quickly with minimal investment. The long-term solution is less specific on
implementation and more concerned with standards and process. The short-term
model is seen as testing concepts which would be necessary for any long-term
model; for example, the willingness of MSs to delegate authority to Eurostat and/ or
RDCs.
If Eurostat would choose to build a remote access system as part of the short-term
pilot, then this would be a useful indicator of how a long-term model might be
implemented. However, given the range of experience across Europe in building
thin-client systems, this seems a lower priority compared to resolving differences
over process which could put the brake on any implementation.
In the long-term, other considerations come into play. How can metadata be
developed usefully? How can research results be shared effectively? How do we
ensure that RDCs learn from each other? Is there a benefit in a pan-European
research data bank? Could some form of secure ‘cloud’ or ‘grid’ computing replace
single data cores? A decentralised system could pose difficulties in some of these
areas. This does not necessarily mean that these developments are impossible; but
there is currently limited experience in this area. A pilot using ECHP should also
include reviewing some of the ways to improve knowledge sharing.
4.1 Items to be tested during pilot phase

The long-term solution aims to provide a generalised access system within which
access to European datasets is one outcome, but not the only one. The long-term
solution is defined by a set of standards for the operations of RDCs which allow
decisions about access to be taken with reference to principles of security, not details
of implementation. These security standards would cover all four aspects of the
extended security model (safe projects, people, settings, outputs).
In the case of access to European microdata, an additional requirement is the need
for an equivalent framework detailing the legal position of Eurostat and the policy
position of MSs. Again, this is so that decisions about access can be taken at a
dataset/ researcher level without needing to consider the implementation every time.
This long term solution does require a number of developments, particularly in the
confidence of MSs to delegate authority. Accordingly, a number of items should be
tested during the pilot phase. These do not necessarily lead to a specific long-term
solution, but are necessary steps to deciding how a long term solution might work in
practice
14

4.1.1 Decisions over the location of data
Authority to hold EU microdata at various places is not clear; even if EU microdata
can be stored locally at NSIs, there is at present no clear mechanism for deciding the
practicalities. This project proposes
The advantages of the right for NSIs to hold EU microdata supplied to them by
Eurostat need to be discussed and (where appropriate) established
Distribution of data to researchers should be as delegated as possible; that is,
NSIs should be holding data for distribution to researchers once an application
for access is granted
4.1.2 Delegated authority to approve applications
One of the key concerns about using European microdata is the need for MS
approval of all project applications. If a project application needs 27 reviews, then
any general system for giving data access will be hard to manage.
The aim of this project is to make access to EU microdata easier. This, in our
opinion, would be possible only reducing the number of assessments required. This
project therefore proposes that
Irrespective of the particular solution chosen, access systems should have a
much lighter approval regime with delegated authority.
The pilot should therefore develop and test models of delegated access: is the
legal/ procedural framework appropriate? Will it stand up to generalised
access to datasets? How will standards for approval be set?
4.1.3 Approval of clearances
As for applications, approval of clearances requires delegated authority to prevent
clearance becoming impossibly complex and slow. This project proposes
Both long and short-term solutions require that clearances are carried out
locally to an agreed standard
The pilot should test processes for auditing, decision-making on the rejection
of output, and the ‘comfort level’ of expanding the clearance model beyond
ECHP to more controversial datasets
4.1.4 IT systems
If Eurostat chooses to set up a remote access system, then the pilot can usefully
focus on both technical and procedural aspects:
How does the IT perform? How expandable/ flexible/ reliable is it?
How are user accounts etc efficiently managed – locally or at a distance?
Does it make much difference?
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Do all users have to agree on how they manage ‘their’ user area? Can there
be variations in software?

4.1.5 Test datasets

It has been suggested that ECHP will be used as the test dataset during the pilot
phase. The advantage of ECHP is that it can be physically transferred to the MSs,
even if formal agreement on its use/ access is needed anyway (Reg. EC 233/09).
However, the disadvantage of ECHP is that it does not challenge the distribution of
data or project approval in the general case. A second disadvantage of ECHP is that
usage is limited: it is unlikely to give a fair assessment of utility to researchers of
decentralised access.
We therefore propose
That the pilot include access to a dataset with a strong research interest and a
difficult case to consider (at least under current arrangements), such as the
European Labour Force Survey

4.1.6 Co-ordination with other bodies
An ESS Task Force has just begun a two-year project to study the ramifications of
changes of the legislation. Much of the work of this Task Force overlaps with the
functional issues this project recommends to be tackled. The pilot could be a useful
specific example within which the Task Force can develop and test some of its
proposals. The group therefore proposes any pilot liaise closely with this ESS Task
Force.
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The pilot – technical implementation
4.2 Detailed description of the solution
All three of the solutions on the short list have advantages and disadvantages. For
most solutions there are practical barriers to overcome before they can be
implemented. The realisation that all progress goes in small steps, led to a search for
a short term solution that will point the ESS in the right direction and can be
implemented in the near future.
The essential feature of the short term solution is that it builds on existing
infrastructures as far as possible, most of the administrative and supporting work
currently carried out by Eurostat is to be decentralised to local RDCs. The features
of this short term solutions are described below.
5.1.1 The application process
The researcher applies for access at his local RDC. The local RDC then
provides him with the standardised templates for access requests.
Based on the filled out access requests, the local RDC checks the
admissibility of the institute from Eurostat’s list. It also makes a
recommendation on the project proposal. In making this recommendation, the
local RDC will follow rules and considerations that Eurostat imposes.
In an ideal system, the RDC will make the decision itself, based upon agreed
standards. However, under current legislation, MS need to be consulted for
agreement to the proposal.
The local RDC then takes care of the signing of the contract by the
researcher. If necessary, it then sends the contracts to Eurostat to be signed
by them.
The local RDC explains the use of the facility to the researcher and instructs
him on disclosure control issues.
5.1.2 The IT system
Eurostat builds an IT system for a remote access via thin-client; it is
envisaged that NSIs would be able to manage their own ‘areas’ of the central
system, setup and manage accounts for researchers. NSIs need to have in
place methods to access the central system.
In the absence of the above solution, the RDCs manage their own IT system.
Existing centralised European infrastructures/ processes would be used
(CIRCA, EDAMIS, etc).

5.1.3 Data preparation
Each country manages its own national area inside the European central data
storage (imagine 27 different folders each with national microdatasets). Each
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MS gives -under its own decision- its own data to the researcher, by copying
them to the corresponding user data area.
In the absence of the above solution, Eurostat transmits data to the RDC via
EDAMIS; the RDC then moves the data into the researcher’s local work area

5.1.4 Clearances
The local RDC checks the output, making use of European guidelines, and
makes decisions on its own authority
Researchers get the results emailed to them and a copy is kept at the RDC
If Eurostat is not willing to give up its authority, then it needs to set up a
system to approve recommendations from RDCs. RDCs should be able to
reject output by themselves, without reference to Eurostat
A system for peer review is set up and actively carried out to ensure trust
among NSIs in the way that output is being checked. Some proportion of
outputs is afterwards double checked by another NSI or Eurostat.
5.1.5 Keeping the administration up to date
A central simple administrative system is available. Local RDC personnel
can remotely log on to this system to add some basis information on the new
contract (name of the institute, research aim, name of researchers, datasets
used, start date, finishing date etc). This central administrative system could
be placed on the central IT-system at Eurostat or for instance on CIRCA or a
secure website.
5.1.6 Supporting countries without RDCs
Countries without RDCs should be encouraged to either set up low-cost local
systems or to investigate joint access with countries that can provide internet
access to a Safe-Centre.
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4.3 Actions necessary to implement solution
To implement the above solution the following actions need to be taken
No

Action

By whom

A

Ensuring compliance of local RDCs with basic standards

RDCs/
Eurostat

B

Agreeing delegation of authority to and from Eurostat and Eurostat/ MS
MS

C

Setting up an European centralised remote access via thin- Eurostat
client

D

Making templates for access requests to EU microdata

E

Making a list of rules and considerations that need to be RDCs/
taken into account when making a recommendation on Eurostat
access

F

Making a list of all institutes that are admissible available to Eurostat
NSIs

G

Describing the procedure for getting the contract signed by RDCs
Eurostat, if needed

H

Writing a user manual for the new remote facility to access RDCs
EU microdata

I

Setting up an easy, small scale administrative system to log RDCs/
all research on EU microdata + providing access to NSIs to Eurostat
this system

J

Setting up a system of peer reviews of output checking

RDCs/
Eurostat

RDCs
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Minutes
3rd meeting of ESSNet-Project
“Decentralised Access to EU Microdatasets”
October, 19th to 20th 2009, Wiesbaden
Start:

Monday, 19th, 10:30 am

End:

Tuesday, 20th, 3 pm

Location:

Statistisches Bundesamt, Gustav-Stresemann-Ring 11, 65180 Wiesbaden; room
A13.207 (Gerhard Fürst Saal)

1st day:
TOP 1: Introduction
After Destatis opens the meeting with a welcome the agenda is approved. Maurice
resumed the discussion held by mail at the beginning of September. In accordance to
the different approaches on the recommendation, the goal for this meeting is to agree
upon a short term and a long term solution that both refer to the list of criteria
developed in Budapest.

TOP 2: Presentation of the results of task II
Jan presents the results of task II (see slides Annex I). The partners finally agreed
that a distinction between a short-term and a long-term approach is useful, because
by aiming a fully connected network of Safe-Centres, there are several barriers to
overcome first. If Eurostat claims a quick solution, the current (legal) situation has to
be taken into account.
One central question refers to the legal authority that allows Eurostat to submit
confidential community data to the single MS. It turned out that for the ECHP due to
bilateral agreements the submission is possible in general. This information update
leads to a modification which eases the process because the data can be transferred

once. The information on the slides 6 ff. (Annex I) has been slightly changed with the
following result:
Pilot

recommendation,

short

term

applicable:

decentralised

solution

administratively and technically run by RDC, data host by RDCs but stored
and submitted by Eurostat for each project, alternatively accessed via thin
client solution
Strategic, long term aim: remote access via thin client solution run by RDC
(data storage central at Eurostat)
The “pilot” solution aims are an easy and fast implementation of the network. Thus, it
is either possible to store the data at the local RDCs and for those who do not agree
in storing (and disseminating) the data, Eurostat can implement a remote access, to
which the RDCs may get access through their Safe-Centres. Concrete, the process
foresees:
1) ECHP is stored at the local RDC
2) researcher requests data at local RDC
3) local RDC proves accessibility of the institute and gives a recommendation to
Eurostat
3a) local RDC saves the decision at a system like "circa" to make the
decisions on the institution transparent
4) Eurostat forwards recommendation to other MS (not necessary for ECHP)
4a) for ECHP, Eurostat will decide
5) local RDC completes contracts
6) Eurostat creates datasets (countries removed who did not allow access)
7) local RDC creates user accounts
8) local RDC consults user while analysing the data
9) local RDC checks output on common guidelines first
10) peer-review process of output checking (once in a while) by other NSI or
Eurostat

Variations on this solution refer to the possibility that the data is stored at a central
repository at Eurostat (which Eurostat is willing to construct). But the idea of taking
the administrative burden away from Eurostat will still be realised.

Compared to the “pilot” solution, the so-called “strategic aim” includes that decisionmaking is also decentralised, the standardisations are more developed and approved
by experience and the access will be extended for other community statistics and
national statistics. The “strategic aim” is part of a process where the MSs are
converging in aspects of exchanging information, standards and data. In terms of
expanding the availability of the community statistics, an evaluation whether the
current legal situation needs to be advanced is necessary.
Further proceedings foresee the final description of the results of task II in the
template. CBS will prepare a draft for the short term solution, ONS will do the same
for the long-term recommendation and DESTATIS delivers the three solutions on the
shortlist (including the matrix with the smart criteria), which has already been
elaborated, in the right format.

TOP 3: Application of the results on the Guidelines for the Safe-Centres
The progress of task III involves a general description of a minimum bottom line of
aspects a Safe-Centre should perform to call itself a secure environment while
accessing to confidential data. After this presetting of guidelines, an application on
the two recommendations has been presented by Camay (see Annex II).
Like within task II, the modification of the content (e.g. slide 3 ff, Annex II) is
necessary when applying the ideas to the recommendations directly. But as for the
central data access via remote has to be discussed anyway, consequences for the
data security will also to be considered (see slide 4, Annex II).

TOP 4: Discussion of the results of the Guidelines for Researchers
In the framework of task V Katalin presents a “Standardised questionnaire for access
to EU-Microdatasets” (see Annex III) and also a “Documentation form for researchers
to use Microdata through a Safe-Centre” (Annex IV). The answer on the open
question if there is a metadata standard required and possible will be postponed as
for there are current projects running1 and there is no genuine impact on the “pilot
solution”. For the final report, ONS and HCSO will describe the recent situation and
the pros and cons of a metadata standard.
1

See also Gotzfried, A. & Pellegrino, M. (2008): The Euro-SDMX Metadata Structure and Quality Indicators,
conference paper on Data Quality for International Organizations Eurostat, Luxembourg.

Regarding the questionnaire the following changes need to be done: In the latest
version, the information on the project and the institution is requested in the same
form. As for the access authorisation for each institution has to be proven at all, there
is a need for a separate form. Thus, the info on the content and the framework of the
project has to be delivered separately.

TOP 5: Presentation of an approach to a cost analyses
Felix presents the cost sheet (see Annex V) which is a template for a financial
calculation of implementation community data. The different categories are
staff planning rates each qualification/ grade,
breakdown on strategy and operational costs,
breakdown on fixed and variable costs,
number of projects,
and IT costs.
On this basis, a cost model that gives information on the staff unit costs, the scale of
operations, the operating costs per project and finally the share of costs split by
categories, can be estimated.
The discussion shows that on the one hand a split of the categories “setting up a
RDC” and “existing RDC” and on the other hand “operation” into “user support” and
“administration” could be useful. Although some RDCs are faced with an increasing
demand of accessing remotely to the data, the burden of supporting users has to be
distinguished from only administrative aspects. For the final report, ONS is going to
describe the template and enclose a calculation exemplarily.

TOP 6: Miscellaneous

Regarding the time schedule, the partners agreed upon the following delivery dates:
1. final version including updates of tasks I, II, III, V, VI ! Nov, 30th
2. final version including updates of tasks IV, VI ! Dec, 18th

The partners will deliver to Destatis who will do the final format based on a template
provided by Eurostat. The final report includes two documents: First, there is a more
administrative report on the progress of the project and second there is a report on
the results where a detailed description on the recommendation can be found.

The decision for an optional last meeting in January will be taken at the end of
November. The date will be January 19th in London, but has to be confirmed first.

1. List of participants
Name

Organisation

E-mail

Brandt, Maurice

Destatis, Germany

Maurice.Brandt@destatis.de

Celik, Camay

NRW, Germany

Camay.celik@lds.nrw.de

Eilsberger, Patricia

Destatis, Germany

patricia.eilsberger@destatis.de

Gajdos, Katalin

KSH, Hungary

Katalin.Gajdos@ksh.hu

Museux, Jean-Marc

Eurostat

Jean-Marc.museux@ec.europa.eu

Mol, Jan

CBS, Netherlands
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Ritchie, Felix

ONS, UK

felix.ritchie@ons.gsi.gov.uk

Welpton, Richard

ONS, UK

Richard.welpton@ons.gsi.gov.uk

Annex IV

Task III: Guideline for Safe-Centres for Eurostat datasets

1. Introduction

Apart from the different ways of network architecture the Safe-Centre itself has to fulfil
certain criteria regarding security and confidentiality aspects. For the sharing of data it is
necessary that the security requirements of the Safe-Centres will be accepted by each Member
State (MS). For this purpose a certification system in terms of a guideline will be developed
(“minimum standards”). According to this guideline a Safe-Centre has to fulfil certain
security criteria to provide EU microdata. On the one hand this offers for present Safe-Centres
the possibility to upgrade to a certified Safe-Centre. On the other hand this is also helpful for
countries which have not implemented a Safe-Centre yet. It is possible to construct SafeCentres to open access to their own national as well as to European datasets.

2. Requirements at the Safe-Centres

A Safe-Centre is a secure facility in a MS/ at Eurostat especially designed for research access
to confidential data. At this location researchers can be permitted access to potentially
disclosive data under contractual agreements that cover the maintenance of confidentiality.
The Safe-Centre itself would consist of a secure working and data storage environment in
which risks to the confidentiality of the data for research can be minimised. Both the legal and
the IT aspects of security would be considered here. The Safe-Centre also includes
administrative and support facilities to researchers.

2.1 Legal framework

Given the specific interests of the scientific community, Regulation 831/2002 aims to
establish the conditions among which access to confidential data is granted to researchers.
Commission Regulation (EC) No 831/2002:
“Provided that appropriate facilities are in place to protect the confidentiality of data, and that
the approval of the national authorities which transmitted the data to the Community authority
has been granted, access to confidential data may also be permitted in a secure area on the
1

premises of a national authority. In such cases, the measures in place to ensure the physical
and logical protection of the data will be comparable with those in place on the premises of
the Community authority.” Access to confidential data can be offered at Eurostats premises.
According to this regulation the confidential data may also be accessed in a MS.

2.2 Technical requirements

Eurostat or a MS provides in the Safe-Centres an access point (stand-alone PC, networked PC
with restricted functionality, or thin client terminal) which can be used by researchers to work
with confidential data. The access point will allow the researchers to work with confidential
data, which is equipped with special features preventing the transmission of any kind of data
out of the Safe-Centre. The restrictions for PCs in Safe-Centres are:
It is not possible for the researcher to
print documents,
copy data to removable media
copy data to the local hard disk,
connect recording devices to the external interfaces
connect a laptop to the network,
use e-mail or to connect to the internet. Exception:
communication with outside via e-mail or internet (internet research) is
permitted only via accounted desktops specially provided for this purpose
(communication desktop) which ensure that (1) access to both confidential data
and the internet at the same time is not possible (2) data cannot be transferred
electronically between the access point and the communication desktop.
install or remove hardware or software (the access point’s configuration is locked),
boot the access point from floppy, CD-Rom, DVD-Rom or any other media,
access to the internal production network of the MS/ Eurostat.
Supervision at any time should be possible, but need not be continuous; telephones
may be used to provide supervision.

In the context of the access to confidential data it is still under discussion to give access to EU
microdata via remote access. Some NSIs provide access to servers through remote access,
either on the NSI premises or offsite.
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They are using CITRIX (more common) or Vmware to set up a safe connection between PC
(in our case it would be the PC in the local Safe-Centre) of the researcher and a protected
server of the MS (Netherland, Italy, Denmark). The main idea of a remote facility is that it
should resemble the “traditional” On-Site-Use as much as possible, concerning confidentiality
aspects1. The key issue is that the microdataset remains in the controlled environment of
Eurostat, while the researcher can do the analysis in the RDC. The remote connection will
enable the researcher to run statistical packages/ programmes on the server located at
Eurostat. The researcher will only see the session on his screen, which allows him to see the
results on his analysis and also the microdata itself. But for this reason the researchers are in
the enclosed environment of the Safe-Centre. In the case of remote access, both the access
point and thin client server need to meet the standards specified above.

2.3. Administrative Rules

From the administrative point of view, the Safe-Centre should comply with defined standards.
The following aspects have to be taken into account:

The Safe-Centres are located at Eurostat or in MS premises, or can only be accessed
through secure remote access systems
Legal procedures are in place when allowing access,
Only authorized researchers are allowed to use of this facility,
The use of laptops, mass storage and picture recording devices (e.g. digital cameras,
camera phones) is prohibited in the Safe-Centre,
The staff members are permitted to examine the activities of the researchers including
their working materials at all times,
Generated output of analyses should be checked on confidentiality. In particular, the
researcher should make no attempt to take away data or extracts of data out of the
premises of the MS.
The definition of business hours is a matter of security. It has to make sure, that the
researcher is not alone in the premises of the Safe-Centre when using the data On-Site.

1

This kind of access to confidential data should be legally covered by the Regulation 831/2002.
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Annex V

Deliverable Task IV:
Assignability of general rules
of output checking to ECHP
ESSnet Decentralised Access to EU microdata

1. Introduction
A determining necessity for providing access to microdata on a European scale is
consistency in the way each Member State checks output against disclosure of data
on an individual level. A common set of guidelines is therefore needed.
The development of this set of guidelines is dealt with in another ESSnet project, in
the future referred to as the ‘Guidelines project’. This guidelines project is part of
the larger ESSnet on disclosure control. The result of this project will be a set of
guidelines that can be applied to all kinds of microdatasets.
This guidelines project started in the beginning of 2008 and will deliver its results at
the end of 2009. Since the time-frame coincides with the project on ‘Decentralised
access to EU microdatasets”, it would be inefficient to tackle the same problem
again. So task IV only aims to evaluate whether the guidelines that have been
developed are applicable to the ECHP dataset. Although the results of the guidelines
project are not yet officially published at this point, the close contact between the
two projects enables us to judge this applicability (a lot of people contribute in both
projects).

Remarks:

2. The general results of the guidelines project
The main idea of these guidelines is a two-tier approach. On the first level a simple
rule of thumb is given. This rule is quite strict so that practically all output that
passes this rule is non-disclosive. The rule of thumb is easy to understand and apply,
even without much knowledge on disclosure control. On the second level, more
detailed information is given for both researcher and checker (principles based
approach). To be able to understand and work with this information, they both need
to be trained in disclosure control. This takes time and effort, but will enable more
complex and detailed output to be cleared, even when it breaches the simple rule.
The researcher then has to prove that the output is still safe.
The simple rule of thumb has four elements. Without going into the details, they are
listed below:
1. 10 units: all tabular and similar output should have at least 10 units
(unweighted) underlying any cell or data point presented.
2. 10 degrees of freedom: all modelled output should have at least 10 degrees
of freedom and at least 10 units have been used to produce the model.
Degrees of freedom = (number of observations) -/- (number of parameters)
-/- (other restrictions of the model)
3. Group disclosure: in all tabular and similar output no cell can contain more
than 90 % of the total number of units in it’s row or column to prevent
group disclosure.
4. Dominance: in all tabular and similar data the largest contributor of a cell
can not exceed 50 % of the cell total.
Next to this two-tier approach, all output is grouped into classes. Each class is
designated as either safe or unsafe. This classification is done solely on the
functional form of the output, not on the data itself.
‘safe’ outputs are those which the researcher should expect to have cleared
with no or minimal further changes; for example, the coefficients estimated
from a survival analysis. Analytical outputs and estimated parameters are
usually ‘safe’. The exceptions where a ‘safe’ output is not released should be
well defined and limited in number.
‘unsafe’ outputs will not be cleared unless the researcher can demonstrate, to
the output checker’s satisfaction, that the particular context and content of the
output makes it non-disclosive. For example, a table will not be released
unless it can be demonstrated that there are enough observations, or the data
has been transformed enough, so that the publication of that table would not
lead to identification of outputs. Linear aggregations of data are almost
always ‘unsafe’.
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Note that the burden of proof differs: for safe outputs, the output checker must
provide reasons why the output cannot be released against normal expectations; for
unsafe outputs, the researcher has to make a case for release. In both situations, the
ultimate decision to release an output remains with the output checker.
Output checking is always context specific. It is not possible to say, ex ante, that
something will or will not be released. The purpose of the safe/ unsafe classification
is to give guidelines on the likelihood of an output being released – and, if it is
unsafe, to suggest ways that it can be made safe.
Not all outputs have yet been classified. The default classification is ‘unsafe’.

The following classes have been recognised so far:
Type of
Statistics

Descriptive
statistics

Correlation
and
Regression
Analysis

Class of Output

Classification

Frequency tables
Magnitude tables
Maxima, minima and percentiles (incl.
median)
Mode
Means, indices, ratios, indicators
Concentration ratios
Higher moments of distributions (incl.
variance, covariance, kurtosis, skewness)
Graphs: pictorial representations of
actual data
Linear regression coefficients
Non-linear regression coefficients
Estimation residuals
Summary and test statistics from
estimates (R2, 2 etc)
Correlation coefficients

Unsafe
Unsafe
Unsafe
Safe
Unsafe
Safe
Safe
Unsafe
Safe
Safe
Unsafe
Safe
Safe

For each class of output, the rule of thumb is explained for that particular class and
the more detailed information for the principles based approach is given.
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3. The assignability of the guidelines to the ECHP
First of all, it needs to be said that the guidelines have been developed in such a way
that they should be applicable to all kinds of datasets. They contain no rules or
guidelines that are specific for certain datafiles or variables.
But it will be interesting to know whether output based on the ECHP will fit into the
framework set up by the guidelines (mainly the classification of outputs).
To do this, the publications that have been made using the ECHP datafile have been
analysed. The EPUnet website1 provided a valuable source for this. 57 scientific
publications were regarded, all of which are based upon data from the ECHP.
Before discussing the output used in these publications, first a short description of
the involved institutes, the most popular terms of reference and the most commonly
used variables will be given.

Institutes, terms of reference and variables
The scientific users of the ECHP are mainly from the university sector: about two
thirds of all researchers applied for the data via a university, the rest gained access
via other scientific institutes.
Grouping the topics of the different researchers in sectors, one can see that there are
clear favourites which are examined under various angles: the most popular subjects
are income rsp. job market and poverty, here above all child poverty. In addition, the
subjects education/ training, gender gap, family/ family foundation and health were
often examined. There was also research that dealt explicitly with methodological
problems.
The used variables were similar in the different terms of reference. Almost always,
the variables income, sex, age and country were used. Very often, there were also
the variables job status, children, composition of the household and educational
level. Remarkable is the number of the variables used for the analysis: while in some
cases, there were only two variables (income and country), their number could grow
very large in others.

1

http://epunet.essex.ac.uk/bibliographic_references_searchresults.php?view=all
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Type of output
The type of output used most frequently in the regarded publications was the tabular
analysis with frequency tables, followed by the usage of cross-tabulations. Thereby,
the cross-tabulations were often created so that the country would work as the
independent variable. Tabular analysis was used in most works, whereby the
frequency tables were partly included in the written text of the publication and could
thus not always be found themselves.
The second most used type of output – after the two types of tables – are different,
rather simple statistical calculations. The most common of them was the calculation
of regressions and estimators, but pretty often there were also means and measures
of dispersion.
Less often used were graphics. In this group, the most commonly used ones were
frequency polygons, bar charts and scatter diagrams. Histograms or other area
diagrams were represented more seldom.
Weakly represented were also more complicated statistical calculations, like for
example the application of the bootstrap-method or the calculation of different
weighting factors.

To somewhat quantify the above analysis, all types of output that could be clearly
distuingished in the 57 publications were counted. In total more than 200 different
types of output were mentioned (248).
In the tables below, these 248 mentioned outputs are examined more closely. These
tables should be used with some caution. What is counted in them, is the number of
times a certain type of output is mentioned in the examined publication. It does not
exactly show what kind of output is most popular. For instance, if a publication
would include 10 frequency tables and 1 regression, the publication as a whole
would score one count on both “frequency tables” and “regressions”. However, the
tables do confirm the first qualitative glance at the publications that was described at
the beginning of this section.

In a few cases, the description of the output was inadequate to understand exactly
what the output had been. But for 219 cases it was clear enough to classify the
output.
In the table below these 219 cases are split into the output classes developed in the
guidelines project.
The number of
times a publication
used output of this
class

Class
linear and non-linear regression coefficient
Graphs
4

Remarks

A lot of probit/
52 logit models
48 Mostly frequency

polygons, scatter
plots, bar charts
frequency tables
means/ indices/ ratios/ indicators
magnitude tables
correlation coefficients
higher moments of distributions
summary and test statistics
concentration ratios
max/ min/ percentiles
Total

39
32 Mostly means
27 Mostly cross tabs
9
5
5
1
1
219

For the remaining 29 cases the description is inadequate to assign them to a class of
output.
Rough
grouping
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient
coefficient
descriptive
statistics
estimators
estimators
estimators
estimators

estimators
models
models
models
models
models
Oaxaca
blinder
propensity
score
bootstrap

output mentioned
coefficient
coefficient for the FLANG variable (Dummy)
and its standard error
coefficients for each of the second languages
used
coefficients on the language variables
Descriptive statistics

Number of times it
was mentioned
3
1
1
1
3

estimators
pseudo Cosslett estimator method
estimator (Heckman)
estimation of conditional mean functions
(conditional median; other conditional quantile
functions)
estimator (classical)
closed pooled models
discrete ordered prohibit model
Joint time-discrete event history models on
probability of poverty exit
log-model
Marvov Modell
Oaxaca/ Blinder decomposition

8
1
1
1

1

propensity score weighting method

1

bootstrap

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

4. Concluding remarks
As can be seen in the previous section, all output on ECHP that was clearly
described in the publications can be assigned to one of the output classes of the

5

guidelines project. This is a reassuring conclusion. Because the actual rules for these
classes are not specific for certain statistics or variables, they will by definition
apply to the ECHP. So since all output can be assigned to one of the classes, all
examined output that was created using the ECHP can be checked with the general
guidelines. The large volume of examined output makes it safe to extent this
conclusion to future output based on ECHP data.
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Annex VI
2009 07 28

Minutes
2nd meeting of ESSNet-Project
“Decentralised Access to EU Microdatasets”
June, 29th to 30th 2009, Budapest
Start: Monday 29th, 10:30 am
End: Tuesday 30th, 3 pm
Location: HCSO, Keleti Károly utca 5-7. Budapest
List of participants: attachment number one
1st day:
TOP 1: Introduction
After Destatis opens the meeting with a welcome the agenda is approved. Maurice
gives a report on “Workshop on remote access” which was held in Luxembourg, 19th
June 2009. On the workshop four “best practice” of different types of remote access
were discussed and also a possible following project for a remote access
implementation in a European context. In connection with TOP 7 Maurice mentions
that our project should be presented on the UNECE conference. Further details are
available in TOP 7.

TOP 2: Presentation of the draft for the project website
Destatis presents the project website. The domains we aim are www.safe-centre.eu
and www.safe-centre.info (under construction at the moment), but only the first one is
planned to be used. A screenshot of the first draft of the website is in attachment
number two.
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The main functions of the website are:

1. general information for the community
2. information on the project “decentralised access to EU microdatasets”
3. communication of the results
4. contact to European RDC’s and NSI’s
5. information for the researchers
6. login area for the project partners for exchange of documents

The partners agreed to provide more general information referring to the data access
in Europe, because this could be the first website which mentions this topic in a
European context at all, next to the Eurostat website.
The website and the access for the partners are going to be available within the next
weeks. Furthermore, the domain will be contributed within the RDCs. As soon as the
website is completely established a link will be send to the RDCs of all NSIs in
Europe for comments and feedback on the project. Jan agrees in providing a list of
contacts (from questionnaire “guideline group on output checking”). The partners will
collect further links which might be important to notice and documented on the
website. It may be useful to create categories to organize the links.

TOP 3: Presentation of the intermediate results of task II.
The intermediate report is supposed to be finished at the end of July. The partners
agree upon the 10th of July to submit any documents which will be attached to the
report. Ana suggests that the framework of the intermediate report should be the
following:
1. Purposes
2. Meeting 1

–solutions (all)
–decisions: solution 3, 6, 8

3. Meeting 2

–recommendations for solution 3, 6, 8

Ana and Felix will prepare a draft for legal criterions which include the “frequently
asked questions” that occurred within the project so far. In this connection the legal
questions (e.g Is the delegation of authority from Eurostat to a Member State for the
admission process possible?) will be addressed.
2

The legal issues can be presented in the “high level group on ESSNet” in October to
get a feedback on these circumstances.

The project group agrees on definitions of terms for data access
1. Safe-Centre: means the data are already in the Safe-Centre (e.g. via eDAMIS)
2. Safe-Centre remote: means the researcher is in the Safe-Centre and access
the data via remote access on a server (e.g. in Eurostat)
3. internet access: means the researcher is not in a Safe-Centre and access the
data safely via internet

Task II: Jan summarises the current results of our work on task II. As for ONS/ CBS
and Destatis decided for different approaches, there was a useful discussion which
led to a new display format of the criteria. To compare the possible solutions the
following matrix is constructed based on the matrixes presented by Jan and Felix.
The matrix gives a brief overview of the complexity that may arise, when the
solutions are to be performed within the context of “setting up” a new RDC and an
“ongoing” RDC (each local and Eurostat).
Destatis, ONS and CBS agree to fill this matrix for each solution in short term with
respect to the intermediate report. This is the final matrix which needs to be filled:
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Set-up
Criteria: How easy or difficult is it

NSI

Ongoing
Eurostat

NSI

Comments
Eurostat

to …
Use it for EU datasets
Use it for national datasets
Transfer datasets securely
Maintain the data repository (updates
etc)
Store the data securely
Set up the IT system
Get the legal basis for data storing
To address user questions for the
first point-of- contact in RDC
Provide the same datasets across
countries
Provide the same access procedures
across countries
Provide the same operating
environment across countries
Integrate your administrative
processes with those of other MSs/
Inform data owners on the use of
their datasets/ deal with the
information needs of other data
owners/ traceability
Get the necessary resources
Get the legal basis for
decisionmaking on providing access
Take decisions on providing access
to a research project
Manage the risk of potentially unsafe
researchers (training, monitoring)
Have effective sanctions for violation
of rules
Introduce innovations in the system
Maintain a consistent output
checking across countries
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2nd day:

TOP 4: Presentation of intermediate results of task III (guidelines for SafeCentres)
Camay presents the intermediate results on task III (see Annex 3, Slide 4-6). The
technical requirements include that

“It is not possible to
·

print documents

·

copy data to diskettes, USB sticks, CD-ROM’s, DVDs or Zip drives,

·

copy data to the local hard disk,

·

connect recording devices to the serial, parallel and USB ports,

·

connect a laptop to the network,

·

use E-mail,

·

make Internet connections,

·

install hardware (the PC is locked) or to take out,

·

boot the PC from floppy, CD-Rom, DVD-Rom or any other media,

·

access to the internal production network of the MS/ Eurostat.

·

use remote access

The main idea of a remote facility is that it should resemble the “traditional” On-SiteUse as much as possible, concerning confidentiality aspects. Further technical
requirements at the “Stand alone PC” in a MS have to be considered.”

CBS suggests allowing internet connection in Safe-Centres but up- and downloading
should be permitted. Another solution is using 2 desktops: one for analyzing the data
and another for searching on the internet.
A clause should be added that only the authorized researcher is allowed to access
the requested data. Finally the partners agree on the draft as a minimum requirement
to ensure the data security in RDCs. The presentation is available in the third
attachment.

TOP 5: Discussions on task V (guidelines for researchers)
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HCSO presents the guidelines for researcher.
Comments: The general part should be more harmonized with SDMX standards. The
documentation scheme should be filled in for ECHP dataset. The documentation
scheme is available in the fourth attachment.

TOP 6: Draft for task VI (cost analysis)
ONS presents a minimum-cost calculation for setting up a new RDC resp. provide an
ongoing service. The cost should be split for Eurostat and Member States. One
central idea is to calculate the amounts in units for each fixed and variable costs.
Based on the draft Felix is going to send a template (08.2009) to Destatis which has
to be completed with the internal amounts.

TOP 7: Miscellaneous
A two-day long third meeting will take place in Wiesbaden in the middle of October.
Maurice is going to send a query again to fix the date. Within this meeting the
partners should decide on one final solution which is the best practise
recommendation. For this it would be useful to have a telephone conference before
the meeting in October takes place. ONS suggests having a final meeting in January
of 2011. On this meeting the final report should be discussed. Eurostat states that the
main constraint regarding the number of the meetings is the calculation of the overall
travelcosts. Either if the team decides to reorganise the costs from e.g. staff to travel,
to exceed the amount within 10% or use the travelcost-balance that is left for another
meeting, we have to inform Eurostat.
On 2-4 December 2009 an UNECE conference will be organized in Bilbao, Spain
with the topic of Statistical Data Confidentiality. As Destatis is responsible to organise
the session on “Research Data Centres/ Virtual Lab” Maurice suggests presenting the
project on this conference. The partners agreed to present a short general overview
and then all the concrete results achieved so far (close to final) on the recommended
solution. In coordination with Jan, Maurice declares that Patricia or Maurice can
make the presentation on the project within the session.

Beyond, the partners discuss their own favourites on the solutions. Solution 3 is
preferred by Jan, Maurice/ Patricia, Ana, Camay and Katalin. Jean-Marc and Luisa/
6

Maurizio vote for a hybrid solution 3 to 6, because solution 3 is less innovative but
practical, solution 6 is less practical because the data has to be submitted for every
single project.
Conceivable is also a model that starts with solution 3 and over time goes more and
more in direction of solution 6 to share the burden between MS and Eurostat.

Jean-Marc finally hopes that this project leads to a solution where costs are marginal
and the current burden will be reduced. All partners agree that the final proposal has
to include a remote solution, because there are current discussions in the EU context
that lead to such an implementation.
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List of attachments
1. List of participants
2. screenshot ESSNet-website
3. Presentation of NRW
4. Documentation scheme
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1. List of participants
Name

Organisation

E-mail

Brandt, Maurice

Destatis, Germany

Maurice.Brandt@destatis.de

Celik, Camay

NRW, Germany

Camay.celik@lds.nrw.de

Duarte Pinto, Ana Dulce

INE, Potugal

ana.dpinto@ine.pt

Eilsberger, Patricia

Destatis, Germany

patricia.eilsberger@destatis.de

Franconi, Luisa

ISTAT, Italy

franconi@istat.it

Gajdos, Katalin

KSH, Hungary

Katalin.Gajdos@ksh.hu

Hundepool, Anco

CBS, Netherlands

aj.hundepool@cbs.nl

Lucarelli, Maurizio

ISTAT, Italy

mumaluca@istat.it

Museux, Jean-Marc

Eurostat

Jean-Marc.museux@ec.europa.eu

Mol, Jan

CBS, Netherlands

j.mol@cbs.nl

Ritchie, Felix

ONS, UK

felix.ritchie@ons.gsi.gov.uk

Welpton, Richard

ONS, UK

Richard.welpton@ons.gsi.gov.uk

2. Screenshot ESSNet-website
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3. Presentation of NRW

ESSnet: Decentralised access to EU
microdata sets
Task 3: Guideline for safe centres

Camay Celik – IT.NRW

29./30. June 2009, Budapest

Presentation outline

•

Main aim of Task 3

•

Requirements at the safe centres
Legal framework
Technical requirements
• Remote access
Administrative rules

•

Discussion

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 2
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Main aim of Task 3

•

Developing guideline for the safe centres
to provide EU microdata (access to confidential data)
respect the legal situation
upgrade to a certified safe centre (secured room in a Member State for researchers)
implement a safe centre

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 3

Requirements at the safe centres (1)
Legal framework

•

Commission Regulation (EC) No 831/2002

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 4
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Requirements at the safe centres (2)
Technical requirements
•

It is not possible to
print documents
copy data to diskettes, USB sticks, CD-ROM’s, DVDs or Zip drives,
copy data to the local hard disk,
connect recording devices to the serial, parallel and USB ports,
connect a laptop to the network,
use E-mail,
make Internet connections,
install hardware (the PC is locked) or to take out,
boot the PC from floppy, CD-Rom, DVD-Rom or any other media,
access to the internal production network of the MS/Eurostat.

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 5

Requirements at the safe centres (3)
Technical requirements
•

Remote access
The main idea of a remote facility is that it should resemble the “traditional” On-Site-Use as
much as possible, concerning confidentiality aspect.
Further technical requirements at the “Stand alone PC” in a MS have to be considered.

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 6
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Requirements at the safe centres (4)
Administrative rules
•

The following aspects have to be taken into account:
The safe centres are located in Eurostat or in member state premises,
Legal measures have to be taken when allowing access,
Only authorized users should be able to make use of this facility,
The use of laptops, mass storage and picture recording devices (e.g. digital cameras, camera
phones) is prohibited in the safe centre,
The RDC staff members are permitted at all times to examine the activities of the researchers
including their working materials,
Microdata should remain at the MS/Eurostat,
Desired output of analyses should be checked on confidentiality,
The business hours are: ???am-???pm.

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 7

Discussion

•

...

© Statistische Ämter der Länder, Forschungsdatenzentrum

Folie 8
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4. Documentation scheme
Task V
Documentation for researchers to use EU microdata
through a Safe-Centre
Use of existing documentation schemes:
SDMX – Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange
DDI – Data documentation Initiative: for social science data, latest version in April, 2008
DCMI – Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
IHSN – International Household Survey Network – Microdata Management Toolkit
(household survey)
3 main types: Explanatory material – essential for using dataset
Contextual information – about the context in which the data were
collected – strongly recommended
Cataloguing material – allows to create a formal catalogue record
UK data archive
HCSO – Meta information system
UN – Guidelines for the modelling of statistical data and metadata
Documents of TÁRKI Social Research Institute

1. General information
Name of the dataset - data file



Name of the survey



Responsible department



Responsible person



Contact



Legal base



Purpose of statistical domain



Content



Concerned countries

Other general information

2. Circumstance of survey
Collection method – survey, collection of administrative information, transcription of a
document source, experimental model etc.
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Data source

3. Information on dataset
Geographic coverage of the dataset

Temporal coverage of the dataset

Number of cases

Number of variables

Relations between the records

Relations with other data files

4. Description of sampling
Sampling design

Sampling frame

Sampling methods

15



5. Description of weighting and grossing
Construction of weighting and grossing variables needs to be explained – in which
circumstances they should be used.

6. Non-response statistics

7. Annexes
Annex1 should contain the list of original variables and labels and the new code list, if the
variable is recoded for the sake of confidentiality
Annex2 should contain the list of derived variables and labels and the definition/ derivation
method of the variable
List and ordinal number of related questionnaires

List and ordinal number of related questionnaire guidelines

List and ordinal number of related publications

Other guidelines, related documents
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2010.05.18.
Annex1 – List of original variables
Name

Label

New code list

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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2010.05.18.
Annex2 – Derived variables
Name

Label

Definition/ derivation method

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Annex VII

Task V: Documentation for researchers
to use EU microdata through a Safe-Centre
1. Introduction
In addition to guidelines for Safe-Centres, in the course of a standardised access there is also
the obligation of documentation for researchers. This involves on the one hand consistent
metadata information and on the other hand a standardised request form.
2. How to access EU microdatasets
The pilot solution aims are an easy and fast implementation of the network. Thus, it is either
possible to store the data at the local RDCs and for those who do not agree in storing (and
disseminating) the data, Eurostat can implement a remote access, to which the RDCs may get
access through their Safe-Centres. Concrete, the process foresees:
1) Researcher requests data at local RDC
2) Local RDC proves accessibility of the institute and gives a recommendation to Eurostat
3) Eurostat forwards recommendation to other MS
4) Local RDC completes contracts
5) Eurostat creates datasets
6) Local RDC creates user accounts
7) Local RDC consults user while analysing the data
8) Local RDC checks output on common guidelines first
9) Peer-review process of output checking (once in a while) by other NSI or Eurostat
3. Description of microdatasets
A documentation-scheme was worked out. This documentation scheme shall be filled in by
the responsible expert of the dataset.
The main parts of this document are the following:
1) General information on the availability of the dataset
2) Circumstances of the survey
3) Information on the dataset: geographical coverage, temporal coverage, frequency, size of
the dataset (number of cases, variables etc)
4) Description of sampling
5) Description of survey design
6) Weighting and grossing
7) Non-response statistics
8) Annexes: Description of variables, other related documents
This documentation template matches well to the OECD template.
This form was completed for ECHP dataset.
4. Standardised questionnaire for access requests
There are two standardised questionnaires to ask for access to EU microdatasets for scientific
purposes. The first questionnaire includes information on the institute/ organisation of the
researcher. This helps making decision on the admissibility of the organisation. The second
questionnaire contains information on the research project and describes what dataset is
needed.

5. A standardised form of contracts
Legal basis: Commission Regulation 831/2002/EC
Different types of contracts are needed, depending on short term or strategic solution:
1. Agreement between Eurostat and NSI on the use of national datasets
2. Contract between Eurostat and National RDC
3. Contract between National RDC and researcher
1. Agreement between Eurostat and the NSI on the permission for using specific national
microdata-bases within the system of RDCs:
This agreement would specify:
The microdata-base to be used within the system of RDCs containing national
data of the respective NSI.
The terms under which access may be granted to these data.
2. Contract between Eurostat and the institution operating the local RDC on the terms and
provisions of the local remote access:
The contract would define the split of obligations and liabilities regarding the access
between Eurostat and the local RDC. Details are in deliverables of task II.
3. Contract between the local RDC and the researcher on the terms and provisions of the
access to microdata:
The contract would define:
The conditions for the access and use of microdata
The obligations of the researcher
The measures for respecting the confidentiality of the data
The sanctions for breaking these obligations

Annex VIIa

Proposal for Task V documentation scheme
For preparing this document I used the following documentation schemes:
SDMX – Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange
DDI – Data documentation Initiative: for social science data, latest version in April, 2008
DCMI – Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
IHSN – International Household Survey Network – Microdata Management Toolkit
(household survey)
3 main types: Explanatory material – essential for using dataset
Contextual information – about the context in which the data were
collected – strongly recommended
Cataloguing material – allows to create a formal catalogue record
UK data archive
HCSO – Meta information system
UN – Guidelines for the modelling of statistical data and metadata
Documents of TÁRKI Social Research Institute
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Documentation for researchers to use EU microdata
through a Safe-Centre
This document shall be filled in by the responsible expert of the dataset at Eurostat.
1. General information
Name of the dataset - data file
Name of the survey
Responsible organisation,
organisational unit at Eurostat

Responsible person (name)

Contact

Legal base

Purpose of statistical domain

Content
Concerned countries

Other general information

2. Circumstances of survey
What was the data collection method?
Survey
Collection of administrative information
Transcription of a document source
Experimental model
Other, please specify
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Country specific solutions:

Data source (if not survey)

3. Information on dataset
Geographic coverage of the dataset (lowest level which appears)
NUTS1
NUTS2
NUTS3
NUTS4
NUTS5
Other, please specify
Country specific solutions:

Temporal coverage of the dataset
Starting year
End year
Missing years
Country specific solutions:

Frequency of the survey
Annual
Quarterly
Monthly
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:
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Number of cases

Number of variables

Relations between the records

Relations with other data files

4. Description of sampling
(If it was not a sampling survey, please skip to question 5.)
What sampling design was used on the survey?
Single-stage, random sampling
Multi-stage random sampling
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:

What fraction of the population is included in the sample?

5. Please specify the survey design used
(If it was not a survey, please skip to question 6.)
Cross sectional
Longitudinal
Panel survey interview
Other, please specify
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Country specific solutions:

6. Description of weighting and grossing
Construction of weighting and grossing variables needs to be explained – in which
circumstances should they be used?

7. Non-response statistics
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8. Annexes
Annex1 should contain the list of original variables and labels and the new code list, if the
variable is recoded for the sake of confidentiality

Annex2 should contain the list of derived variables and labels and the definition/derivation
method of the variable

List and ordinal number of related questionnaires

List and ordinal number of related questionnaire guidelines

List and ordinal number of related publications

Other guidelines, related documents
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Annex1 – List of original variables
Name

Label

Final code list

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Annex2 – Derived variables
Name

Label

Definition/derivation method

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Proposal for Task V documentation scheme
For preparing this document I used the following documentation schemes:
SDMX – Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange
DDI – Data documentation Initiative: for social science data, latest version in April, 2008
DCMI – Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
IHSN – International Household Survey Network – Microdata Management Toolkit
(household survey)
3 main types: Explanatory material – essential for using dataset
Contextual information – about the context in which the data were
collected – strongly recommended
Cataloguing material – allows to create a formal catalogue record
UK data archive
HCSO – Meta information system
UN – Guidelines for the modelling of statistical data and metadata
Documents of TÁRKI Social Research Institute
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Documentation for researchers to use EU microdata
through a Safe-Centre
This document shall be filled in by the responsible expert of the dataset at Eurostat..

1. General information
Name of the dataset - data file
Name of the survey

ECHP (European Community Household Panel)

Responsible organisation,

Office for Official Publications of European Communities c/o
European Comission Distribution Network Service

organisational unit at Eurostat

Responsible person (name)

Contact

200, rue de la Loi (RP3, 1/13) Brussels
Fax (+32-2) 296 06 24

Legal base

PAN document N° 106/99, Commission regulation No
831/2002

Purpose of statistical domain

Statistics acrosss Member States on income, labour, poverty and
social exclusion, housing, health, other social indicators
concerning living conditions of private households and persons.

Content
Concerned countries
EU12, Austria, Finland, Sweden
Other general information
panel of households and individuals
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2. Circumstances of survey
What was the data collection method?
Survey
Collection of administrative information
Transcription of a document source
Experimental model
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:

Data source (if not survey)

3. Information on dataset
Geographic coverage of the dataset (lowest level which appears)
NUTS1
NUTS2
NUTS3
NUTS4
NUTS5
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:
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Temporal coverage of the dataset
Starting year

1994

End year

2001

Missing years
Country specific solutions:

Frequency of the survey
Annual
Quarterly
Monthly
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:

Number of cases
1994: 60,500 households, 130,000 adults
1995: 60,000 households, 129,000 adults
Number of variables

Relations between the records

Relations with other data files
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4. Description of sampling
(If it was not a sampling survey, please skip to question 5.)
What sampling design was used on the survey?
Single-stage, random sampling
Multi-stage random sampling
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:

What fraction of the population is included in the sample?

5. Please specify the survey design used
(If it was not a survey, please skip to question 6.)
Cross sectional
Longitudinal
Panel survey interview
Other, please specify

Country specific solutions:

6. Description of weighting and grossing
Construction of weighting and grossing variables needs to be explained – in which
circumstances should they should be used.?
For there are 2 sets of weights: base weights and cross-sectional weights
For households cross-sectional weights only.
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7. Non-response statistics
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8. Annexes
Annex I should contain the list of original variables and labels and the new code list, if the
variable is recoded for the sake of confidentiality

Annex II should contain the list of derived variables and labels and the definition/derivation
method of the variable

List and ordinal number of related questionnaires

List and ordinal number of related questionnaire guidelines

List and ordinal number of related publications

Other guidelines, related documents
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Annex1 – List of original variables
Name

Label

Final code list

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Annex2 – Derived variables
Name

Label

Definition/derivation method

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Annex VIIb

Proposal for Task V standardised request form
This paper is based on the following documents:
EU Admissibility request and questionnaire
The German “Antrag zur Nutzung von Mikrodaten für wissenschaftliche Forschungsprojekte”
The Hungarian „Request for access to anonymised microdata“ (Anonimizált mikro-adatok
kutatása iránti igénybejelent adatlap)

Standardised questionnaire for admissibility request
For organisations to get access to EU microdatasets
1. Identification of the organisation
Legal name of the organisation:

Short name (acronym):

Legal status:
Governmental
International organisation
Public Commercial Organisation
Private commercial organisation, including consultant. Please indicate the type of
organisation (e.g.: SA, Ltd, GmbH, …):
European Economic Interest Group
Private organisation, non profit
Other, please specify
Main purpose and activity of the organisation:

Activity type:
University or higher education
Scientific research
Other, please specify

2. Location
Legal address of the organisation:
Country:

City:

3. Contact person
Grade:
First name:

Postal code:

Second name:

Postal address:
Country:

City:

E-mail:
Telephone:

Fax:

Postal code:

4. Additional comment

I hereby certify that the information contained in this questionnaire is complete, accurate and
correct and that any future change will be reported immediately to ?Eurostat/NSI?.
?Eurostat/NSI? is authorised to check at any moment the accuracy of the information given in
this questionnaire. If necessary, ?Eurostat/NSI? may also require more information.
Furthermore, I engage myself to take and maintain all necessary measures in compliance with
the requirements above
At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

/

/200

/

/200

/

/200

/

/200

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

Annex VIIc

Proposal for Task V standardised request form
This paper is based on the following documents:
EU Admissibility request and questionnaire
The German “Antrag zur Nutzung von Mikrodaten für wissenschaftliche Forschungsprojekte”
The Hungarian „Request for access to anonymised microdata“ (Anonimizált mikro-adatok
kutatása iránti igénybejelent adatlap)

Standardised questionnaire for access request to EU microdataset
1. Identification of the organisation
Legal name of the organisation:

Sort name (acronym):

Location of the organisation:
Contact person
Grade:

First name:

Second name:

Postal address:
Country:

City:

Postal code:

E-mail:
Telephone:

Fax:

2. Data users
Please give all the people to be working with the data.
Grade:
Status (at the organisation):

First name:

Second name:
Telephone:

E-mail:

3. Description of the project
Please describe the project
Title of the project:
Project duration:
Beginning of the project (year):

The expected completion of the project (year):

What should be studied in the frame of the project?

Which country’s research centre are you going to use?

4. Description of the requested dataset
Name of the dataset
Reference year(s)

Concerned countries

5. Dissemination of results of research
The results of the research will be
Made freely available
freely transmitted to the scientific community
Sold on business benefits.
Other, please specify
The research results will be used for
Publications
Conferences
Only internal reports or purposes
Other, please specify

6. Additional comment

List of variables

I hereby certify that the information contained in this questionnaire is complete, accurate and
correct and that any future change will be reported immediately to ?Eurostat/NSI?.
?Eurostat/NSI? is authorised to check at any moment the accuracy of the information given in
this questionnaire. If necessary ?Eurostat/NSI? may also require more information.
Furthermore, I engage myself to take and maintain all necessary measures in compliance with
the requirements above
At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

At:
Name:
Title:

Date:

/

/200

/

/200

/

/200

/

/200

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

Annex VIIIa
Accounting Framework for Access to Microdata
1.0

Background, Motivation and Costs

This task presents an accounting framework by which the operating costs of establishing and
maintaining an RDC may be assessed. This is the first time that a generic model for calculating
the operating costs of an RDC has been developed. Our framework is not specific to any one
particular solution, and the flexibility of our model enables the cost of operating any generic
RDC model, including a per-project cost, to be estimated. This will assist the long-term
financial planning of the RDC for each type of solution.
Because the roles of an RDC vary, with, amongst other factors, national and cultural
procedures and values, the nature and type of costs incurred by one MS may differ to those in
another MS. Nevertheless, we believe that the costs can be broadly defined, which are outlined
in this chapter.
This task has two objectives:
1
establish an accounting framework that can be applied [by Eurostat/
ESSnet], to any proposed RDC solution
2
calculating the cost both of operating an RDC, and also the cost that each
project represents (to assist in administering a daily charge, if such a fee
is desirable)
The model we have developed is based on the experience of maintaining an RDC at the UK
Office for National Statistics (known as the ‘Virtual Microdata Laboratory’ or VML) for a
number of years. We consider two dimensions in our cost analysis:
1
2

fixed costs vs variable costs
strategic costs vs operational costs

An RDC will incur certain fixed costs regardless of the user demand. For example, initial
investment in IT infrastructure is required to establish the RDC. By contrast, variable costs are
those items of expenditure which increase or decrease with the level of demand for the RDCs
services (or the scale of its operations), such as outputs that must be checked for disclosive
material (the volume of which varies with the number of researchers visiting the facility). Box
1 below provides examples of both types of operating costs:

-

Fixed Costs
IT infrastructure
preparing and cleaning data1
quarterly publication
quarterly workshop

-

Variable Costs
SDC of outputs
RDC bookings
Processing applications to use the data
Support for RDC users

Box 1 Examples of fixed costs and variable costs

1

Note that some RDCs may prepare data for each project, and in this case it could be considered a variable
activity. This is not the case at the VML. For this reason, we have included data preparation as a variable activity
in subsequent tables.

1

Likewise, strategic and operational costs account for different types of work in which
the RDC is engaged. Strategic activities may include the long-term planning of the RDC,
contributions to data strategy across government, advising national and international bodies on
improving access to sensitive data etc. Each of these incurs different costs which should be
accounted for.
Operational activities are those which relate directly to the RDC in terms of creating
access to confidential data by NSI and external (e.g. academic) researchers. Again, each of
these activities will incur separate costs.

2.0 Modelling the Costs of an RDC
The remainder of this document provides information on the spreadsheets that build our
Accounting Framework. The following sections correspond to the pages in the accompanying
spreadsheet:
1
2
3
4
2.1

Parameters
Staff Costs
Staff Unit Costs
Scale of Operations

Parameters

Box 2 presents the basis of our framework. The building blocks are staff planning rates, the
time allocated to each task for each staff member, and the IT costs. Once these details have
been entered, along with the average number of administrative tasks each project generates,
calculations of the cost of operating the RDC, and a per project cost, can be generated. These
concepts will be explained in further detail throughout this document.

Enter staff
positions
and
planning
rates

Allocate time
between
strategy and
operations

Divide
operational time
into fixed and
variable
activities

Enter
average
number of
annual
events, by
activity and
project

Enter IT
costs

Box 2 Developing an RDC accounting framework

Manager
Senior analyst
Junior analyst
Administrator

70.000€
48.000€
36.000€
30.000€

table 1 Enter staff planning rates for the four job positions

2

Planning rates for each role should be entered, and cover all costs such as salaries, pension
contributions, and other financial benefits which accrue to staff. They should also include items
such as payroll taxes etc. for which the RDC is responsible. In the UK, we do not include
ground rent, but another MS may wish to do so. In short, planning rates are the full economic
costs associated with each type of staff position. The planning rates above are examples from
the UK, and are the mid-point salaries for each position. Roles such as consultants, research
officers etc may be included. However, it should be noted that only those roles which contain
an element of support for researchers of the RDC should be included.

Manager
Senior
Analyst
Junior
Analyst
Administrator

Strategy

Operations

1.60
0.20

1.00
0.80

Total
FTE
2.60
1.00

0.90

3.10

4.00

0.00

2.00

2.00

table 2 Enter the time allocations of your current staff
divided between ‘operations’ and ‘strategy’
These figures should be entered as Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) members of staff. As an
example, consider the UK entry for ‘Manager’ above. At the ONS VML, three managers are
employed, and one of these has a part-time contract to work three days per week i.e. this one
person undertakes 60 per cent (0.6) of a manager’s role. Therefore, there are 2.6 FTE manager
positions.

Strategy includes wider strategic work related to or a function of, running an RDC, e.g.
ESSNet work, SDC development, developing user base, business planning etc.
Operations include work directly related to operating the RDC, e.g. managing IT, collecting
data, researcher management etc. This category may also include research and analysis
undertaken to document the data or publicise its availability.
Box 3 Strategy vs operations

3

Operations are further divided into variable and fixed activities (see Box 1 for examples of these). The distinction between the two is that the
quantity of variable activities change in response to user demand. By contrast, fixed operations are undertaken regardless of the number of
researchers who apply and use the RDC. Activities relating to the disclosure control of outputs will depend on the number of researchers visiting
the RDC on a particular day. These can be thought of as variable activities. An example of a fixed activity is cleaning and uploading data for use
by researchers. The team may receive such data from a supplier on an annual basis – and this activity is conducted no matter how many
researchers are using the facility. For example, in the VML, a Junior Analyst will spend 45 per cent of his/ her time on variable operations, and
the remaining 55 per cent of time on fixed activities. Time allocated to fixed activities is then subdivided into the processing of applications
(ensuring that projects have a valid statistical purpose and are feasible) (15 per cent), SDC of outputs (10 per cent), support for NSI researchers
(10 per cent) and support of external users of the RDC such as academic researchers (10 percent). The support role has been divided between
assistance provided to the NSI (for example, internal research projects) and support for external researchers (for example, academic researchers
or analysts working for other government departments). We feel that this distinction is necessary: the UK experience is that external and NSI
research staff entail different levels of support, owing to the different needs and purpose of their research. Following the column headings in
Table 3, the number of events for each type of variable activity should be entered.
Time allocation operations
Variable
Fixed
Manager
Senior Analyst
Junior Analyst
Administrator

0.1
0.325
0.45
0.5

Breakdown of variable costs
Applications

Data
Outputs Support – Support – Bookings
prep
NSI
external
0.9
0.025
0
0.025
0.025
0.025
0
0.675
0.1
0
0.075
0.075
0.075
0
0.55
0.15
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0
0.5
0.3
0
0
0
0
0.2
table 3 Allocate time for ‘operation’ activities

Applications
Events per year
Events per project

100
1

Data
preparation
0
0

Outputs
700
10

SupportNSI
100
1

Supportexternal
5
0

Bookings
1,000
10

table 4 Enter the typical number of events per year, per project
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When completing this table, it is assumed not to be the case that support for a given project can
be provided to both the NSI and external researchers. Therefore when entering figures for the
‘Events per project’ row, do not include figures for both ‘Support-NSI’ and ‘Support-external’.
Instead, our model allows one to calculate the costs for the two different types of project
separately – simply enter a figure in the ‘Support-NSI’ column, and this will calculate the cost
of NSI projects. Then, replace the figure as 0, and enter the figure for the ‘Support-external’
column – this calculates the cost of external projects.

Fixed
cost

Var. cost

23.000€
IT costs increment
by
per every

6.000€
50

applications after the first 50

table 5 Enter IT costs
An RDC will initially face an IT infrastructure cost. This is a fixed cost, because it is necessary
for the RDC to commence its operations. It may include for example, a server, terminals, and
software. This equipment will be required no matter the number of users visiting the RDC.
However, we assume that after every 50 applications to use the RDC, an incremental IT cost is
incurred. This is because for example, more hard disk storage may be needed, or with time,
software may require updates.
After these parameters have been completed, the remainder of the spreadsheet will
automatically calculate the costs of providing services by the RDC, of a number of activities.
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3.2 Staff Costs
Section A

Manager
Senior
analyst
Junior
analyst
Administrator
Totals

Section B
FTEs

Section C
Cost

Section D
Cost allocation of operations

Section E
FTEs

Fixed+strategy

Variable

Strategy

Operations

Strategy

Operations

Variable

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed +
strategy

Ref
1

Total
2.6

1.60

1.00

112.000€

70.000€

7.000€

63.000€

175.000€

0.10

0.90

2.50

2

1.0

0.20

0.80

9.600€

38.400€

12.480€

25.920€

35.520€

0.26

0.54

0.74

3
4

4.0
2.0

0.90
0.00

3.10
2.00

32.400€
0€

111.600€
60.000€

50.220€
30.000€

61.380€
30.000€

93.780€
30.000€

1.40
1.00

1.71
1.00

2.61
1.00

2.7

6.9
9.6

154.000€
All=

280.000€
434.000€

99.700€
Ops=

180.300€
280.000€

334.300€

2.755

4.145

6.845
9.60

table 6 Staff Costs
After the parameters have been entered, the figures in this sheet are generated automatically. These figures provide an overview of the costs
associated with the strategic and operational functions of the RDC (the latter which are divided further into variable and fixed activities). We
divide this table into sections and explain each in turn:
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Section A provides a list of staff positions drawn from the Parameters sheet. The total number
of FTE staff is also included. For example, there are 2.6 FTE managers at the UK VML.
In section B, we see that these FTE positions are divided between the strategic and operational
activities of the RDC. For example, 1.6 FTE managers are responsible for strategy, and one
FTE managers is responsible for the operations of the RDC.
The total costs of the two types of activities are provided in Section C. These calculations are
straightforward: they are a product of the planning rates entered in the Parameters sheet. For
example, we know that the UK planning rate for a manager is 70.000€. Therefore, if there is
one FTE manager responsible for operational activities, the cost of providing these services
will be his/ her planning rate. We know that 1.6 FTE managers engage with strategic work:
this is multiplied by the planning rate, and generates a cost of 112.000€.
Smaller fractions of time are also spent by non-managers on strategic work, and so the costs are
provided by position. Total strategic and operational staff costs are provided underneath, and
the grand total staff cost is also calculated by adding both of these: in the UK, the current total
staff cost is 434.000€.
We feel it is useful to distinguish between variable and fixed operational costs: both are
calculated, and provided in section D. Again, the information provided in Table 3 in the
Parameters sheet, are used. They are also combined with the number of FTE staff. For
example, we know there is one FTE manager working on operations. Their time is allocated
between variable operations (10 per cent) and fixed operations (90 per cent). Therefore, the
cost of supporting these operations for this one manager is the planning rate multiplied by the
proportion of time spent on each operation, i.e. 10 per cent and 90 per cent of 70.000€
respectively.
This process is repeated for each position, and the totals for each type of operation are
provided. When the variable and fixed operations costs are combined, the resulting sum should
balance with the previous figure provided in Section C, i.e. the total cost of operations.
In the UK, we believe it is useful to calculate our total fixed costs. This is the sum of fixed
operational costs and strategic costs. We deem strategic costs as fixed because they typically
run for a fixed amount of time during a given financial year, and the amount of time worked on
these projects do not vary with the demand from users of the RDC.
Section E mirrors the costs for types of operations and total fixed activities, but for numbers of
FTE staff. Returning to our example for the management position, we see that of the 2.6 FTE
managers, 10 per cent of this position is spent on variable operational activities, and 90 per cent
of this position is involved in fixed operational activities. The total FTE involved in total fixed
activities (including strategic) is 2.5 – there are 2.6 FTE managers, and 0.1 is spent on variable
activities. This should help an RDC anticipate the number of staff it requires.
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3.3 Staff Unit Costs
NPT cost
70.000€
48.000€
36.000€
30.000€

FTEs
1.00
0.80
3.10
2.00

Applications
1.750€
3.840€
16.740€
18.000€

Data prep
0€
0€
0€
0€

Clearances
1.750€
2.880€
11.160€
0€

Support-NSI
1.750€
2.880€
11.160€
0€

Support-ext
1.750€
2.880€
11.160€
0€

Bookings
0€
0€
0€
12.000€

Other 1
0€
0€
0€
0€

Other 2
0€
0€
0€
0€

6.9
Target outputs
Cost per unit

40.330€
100
403€

0€
0
0€

15.790€
700
23€

15.790€
100
158€

15.790€
5
3.158€

12.000€
1,000
12€

0€
0
0€

0€
0
0€

Total cost

99.700€

0

10

1

0

10

0

0

Project units
Project cost

1
907€

table 7 Staff Unit Costs
This section presents the costs to the RDC of each variable operation. The figures are generated using similar calculations to those in the
previous table, and are derived from the figures entered in the Parameters sheet. The planning rate, combined with the number of FTEs, is then
multiplied by the proportion of time spent on each variable operation, which are provided in Table 3 in the Parameters sheet.
For example, there is one FTE manager. We know from Table 3 in the Parameters sheet that this manager allocates 0.025 of his/ her time
to supporting applications (as explained previously, this is to ensure that a project is statistically valid and feasible). 0.025 multiplied by the
planning rate of 70.000€ is approximately 1.750€. And we also know from Table 3 that a Junior Analyst will allocate 15 per cent of their time to
supporting applications. The calculation is then 0.15 multiplied by 36.000€, then by 3.10 as this is the number of FTE Junior Analysts working
on it. And this generates a figure of 16.740€.
The cost of each activity is then calculated, and divided by the number of 'target outputs' (an estimate of the number of these activities
which occur for each project over the course of the financial year) to produce a 'cost per unit' figure.
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3.4 Scale of Operations

Fixed

Level of operation
0.1
0.5
0.01
0.05

Manager
Senior
Analyst
Junior
Analyst
Administrator
Total

0.90

Strategic
1.60

0.54

0.20

0.026

1.71
1.00

0.90
0.00

Manager
Senior
Analyst
Junior
Analyst
Administrator
Total

63.000€

Projects
Operating
Cost per
project
IT
Fixed
Variable
Total

1

2
0.1

0.2

0.13

0.26

0.52

0.1395
0.1
7.12

0.6975
0.5
8.22

1.395
1
9.60

2.79
2
12.36

112.000€

700€

3.500€

7.000€

14.000€

25.920€

9.600€

1.248€

6.240€

12.480€

24.960€

61.380€
30.000€
180.300€

32.400€
0€
154.000€

5.022€
3.000€
344.270€

25.110€
15.000€
384.150€

50.220€
30.000€
434.000€

100.440€
60.000€
533.700€

10

50

100

200

19.027€

8.209€

4.603€

3.401€

23.000€
0€
23.000€

0€
23.000€

6.000€
29.000€

6.000€
29.000€

Fixed costs (A)

Variable
costs (B)

Total
(C)

The final table in this spreadsheet presents calculations of the cost of the RDC for different
scale of operations. Its purpose is to provide an assessment of the resources required given the
demand by users of the RDC. The fixed and strategic costs remain constant, and their totals are
provided in the cells shaded pink, with the additional variable cost given for each job position
at the RDC. Now consider the scenario where the level of operation is equal to one. This is the
level of operations (by volume of projects) which we have assumed throughout this task so far.
The variable costs associated with this level of operation and with each job position are
provided under this heading. For illustration, these are shaded blue. The total cost of
operations at a given level is provided in the cell shaded green (and marked C). This is the sum
of the fixed and strategic costs (pink and marked A), and the variable costs (blue and marked
B). The scale calculates an estimate of the total cost, which varies with the number of projects
which are undertaken in the RDC. For example, suppose that the number of projects increases
and 200 projects are researched at the RDC. The total cost will increase to 533.700€. Note that
the increase is due to higher variable costs – the fixed and strategic costs remain constant.
The cost of the IT infrastructure will also vary with the scale of the RDC operations, but only in
increments. This is illustrated at the foot of the table. In our example, the initial IT
infrastructure investment totals 23.000€. This is the minimum amount of investment required
to establish the RDC. However, upgrades are required at thresholds for particular number of
users: we assume that after every 50th project is undertaken, an additional sum of 6.000€ is
required (for example to buy extra hard disk space, maintenance etc).
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UNECE/Eurostat Work Session on Statistical Data Confidentiality - 2009
Bilbao, 2 – 4 February 2009

Topic (iii): Research data centres and virtual labs

Decentralised Access to EU-Microdatasets
Feasibility ESSnet-Study

 

           



Overview
1. Introduction: Recent Status
2. Tasks
3. Results so far
4. Things to do/Outlook

 

           



Recent Status
 by now: increasing demand of microdata



access to national datasets in MS
access to community statistics via Eurostat
 ECHP (European Community Household Panel)
 LFS (Labour Force Survey)
 CIS (Community Innovation Statistics), …

 request of slightly anonymised microdata




 

for community statistics: access only via safe centre in Luxembourg
barrier due to local constraint
idea: network of national safe-centres

           



Frame I
 Eurostat feasibility study of setting up a network of SafeCentres
 ways of access to microdata throughout EU-countries



is an implementation possible?
framework requirements

 international Partners







Office for National Statistics, UK
Statistics Netherlands
Institution Nazionale di Statistica Italy
Hungarian Central Statistical Office
Statistical Office, German Federal State NRW
Federal Statistical Office, Germany

 start: February, 1st; runs for 12 months
 

           



Frame II
 ESSnet project



find synergies
harmonize and disseminate best-practices in Stat. systems

 development of a „decentralised access to EU microdata
sets“ within a researcher from a certain MS can use
European datasets in his own MS

 prove the feasibility of an access to European microdata in
safe centres (on site) of the MS exemplarily for the
ECHP data

 

           



Tasks
 I-II: Most feasible types of decentralised access




matrix with possible candidate solutions
shortlist with description of legal, technical etc. consequences
Proven among criteria

III-V: Guidelines




certification system
consistency in output checking
documentation of Meta-Data

 VI: Feasibility and Cost Analyses
 VII: Information and Communication



 

website
session within UNECE
           



Results so far
 Network Schemes



reduce burden from Eurostat
consider legal constraints

 “Pilot Recommendation”



short term applicable
decentralised solution

 “Strategic Aim”



 

long term solution
remote access
           



Results so far: The Pilot
 legal framework
 for ECHP: submission allowed
 decision on access recommendation to Eurostat

 technical framework
 submission via Edamis
 remote access to Eurostat

 administration
 central informations system like “circa”
 contracts made with local RDC’s
 support at local RDC

 

           



Results so far: Strategic Aim
 legal framework
 for other Community Statistics: reform required

 technical framework
 remote access to Eurostat
 thin client desktop solutions

 administration
 improving network
 changing info
 central decision making
 

           



Results so far: Guidelines and Costs
 Safe-Centres
 minimum bottom line
 certification
 Researchers
 standardised info on data
 standardised info on access
 Cost




 

analyses, estimation by
staff
breakdown on strategy and operation
fixed and variable costs
setting up and running RDC
           



4. Perspectives
 Feasibility Study leads to a follow up project
 Metadata


Ongoing discussion on Standardisation

 Output-Checking


Results “guideline group on output checking

 Future: Remote Acess
 Share of costs




 

Eurostat supports?
Self-finance?
User covers costs?
           



www.safe-centre.eu
Patricia Eilsberger
Reserach Data Centre
Federal Statistical Office, Germany
+ 49 611 75 4691
patricia.eilsberger@destatis.de

Thank you!
 

           



